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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this study was to advance the development of theory related to the 

process of work recovery for individuals diagnosed with rhizophrenia The methodology 

was the explanatory. multi-case study. Purposive. critenon based selection procedures 

were used to recmit two adults diagnosed with schizophrenia who were employed in the 

community based labour force and one who had been unemployed for severai years. The 

primary mode of data collection was the qualitative interview. focusing on the 

individual's experience of work recovery. Interviews with signifiant others and 

document andysis supplemented dam and enhanced methodo10,oical triangulation. 

Strauss* ( 1987) elements of qualitative data analysis guided the analysis process. 

Work recovery was conceptualized as an evolutionary transaction between the 

individual and the environment. Actual participation in work activities provided the 

ongoing feedback necessary to realize the individual's potential. The work patterns 

refiected a non-linear career tnjectory with subde but progressive accomplishments in 

the work reaim. individual ~ h ~ c t e r i s t i c s  associated with work recovery included: a 

strong work ethic: a flexible attitude rowards work; the view that work experiences 

represented growth and learning; the belief that work participation was expected and 

supported by significant people. and; fkeedom fiom financial disincentives of govemment 



disabili ty benefi ts. Social networks that developed real work opportunities for the 

individual were particularly instrumental in the recovery process. 

Work participation in the presence of persistent psychiatric symptoms was the 

nom. Psychotic features interfered with meeting the demands of work. Medications were 

the primary means of managing these syrnptoms. but active coping strategies 

compensated for leaming problems. neutralized unpleasant affective responses and 

prornoted social problern solving. The early management of psychosis was vital to 

maintain involvement in community based work. 

A critical task of recovery was the individual's intebmtion of the disorder and the 

self to create a Functional identity in the work realm. A potential threat to the personal 

meanings associated with work. inte-ption appeared to be the source of considerable 

stress. There was evidence that negotiating work demands in the presence of psychiatric 

syrnptoms prior to forma1 diagnosis and treatment of schizophrenia prepared individuals 

for the smg,oles of working with schizophrenia. 
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CHAiTER 1 

WORK RECOVERY IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 

in traduction 

The North Amencan employrnent rates for people with mental disorders are abysmaily 

low. with studies suggesting that only ren to twenty percent of this population are competitively 

employed (Baron. 1995; Anthony. Cohen & Danly, 1988: Anthony & Blanch. 1987: Farkas. 

Rogers. & Thurer. 1987). Psychiamc rehabiiitation research has focused on understanding the 

factors that influence vocationai outcomes. particularly in response to studies suggesting that 

there is at best only a moderate relationship between the symptorns of psychiatric disorder and 

employment (Anthony. Rogers. Cohen & Davies. 1995; Anthony & Jansen. 1984: Strauss & 

Carpenter. 1972). For example. research efforts have been directed at clarifying the manner in 

which cognitive and emotional impairments are manifested during work (Lysaker. Bell. & Bioty, 

1995: Lysaker, Bell. Zito & Bioty, 1995). the macroeconornic and social-cultural factors 

intluencing work outcomes (Warner & Polak. 1995; Warner. 1994: Noble. 1998) and the nature 

of discriminatory work practices that contribute to high unemplopent rates (Fabian. 

Waterworth & Ripke. 1993). 

Most research addressing the factors that influence vocational outcomes has cenued on 

people wi th severe psychiatric disorders. wi thout differentiation based on diaposis. This 

appearç to be related both to the massive unemployrnent that exists among this broadly defined 

population. and to the fact that historicdly research has not consistently found a relationship 

between specific symptom patterns and work performance (Anthony & Jansen. 1984). However. 

more recent. methodologicaily improved studies are raising questions about the vaiidity of earlier 

findings and suggest that subjects with a diaposis of schizophrenia have poorer vucational 



2 
ou tcomes than other psychiatric diagnostic groups ( Anthony. Rogers. Cohen. Davies. !995). in 

addition. there has been inaeased attention to the possibility that the specific nature of work 

ability and disability may vary across diagnostic groups. suggesting that diagnostic 

differentiation within work related research is impomnt (Lysaker. Bell. Milstein. Bryson. 

Shestopol & Goulet. 1993). This thesis will focus on the work recovery of individuals diagnosed 

with schizophrenia. 

Typically research has focused on understanding the factors that explain the high rates of 

unemployment for individuals with schizophrenia. A relatively unexplored approach to 

understanding the factors that contribute to vocational outcornes is to snidy the experiences of 

work of those individuals with schizophrenia who have been successful in securing and 

maintaining cornpetitive employment. This approach is based on the assumption that 

understanding the subjective experiences of work and the factors that contribute to successful 

work function provides important insights into recovery of work function. Furthemore the 

approach assumes that these insights are not attiiinable within traditional conceptualizations that 

focus on unemployment and the barriers to work. 

This approach is consistent with the current trends in rehabilitation towards 

understanding the processes that are inherent in recovery from schizophrenia ( Deegan. 1 988; 

Anthony. 1993: Strauss. Hafez. Lieberman & Harding, 1985; Lord. 199 1 ). indeed. the concept 

of recovery has gained popularity as the mission of psychiatric rehabilitation (Anthony, 1993) 

and there has been a concerted effort in the field to develop recovery related theory (see for 

example Young & Ensing, 1999). 

With its attention to the growth and change of individuais. a recovery orientation is 

considered a more empowenng perspective than psychiatric rehabilitation paradigms that have 
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focused on deficits to explain problems in daily living. Recovery related research has  provided 

important insights into the transformations associated with increasing Ievels of social functioning 

and personal well being. To date. however. ideas about recovery have remained quite eenenl 

and have not addressed the processes as they apply specifically to different life domains. such as 

work. or to specific diagnostic populations. 

Studv Questions 

This study examines the processes thai lead some people diagnosed with schizophrenia 

to "beat the odds" and recover work functioning. An explanatory. multi-case study design is 

used to test theoretical propositions about the processes of recovery from schizophrenia within 

the work realm. The goal of the thesis is to advance the development of a conceptual fiamework 

for work recovery in schizophrenia 

The centrai research questions to be addressed by this study include: 

1 .) What are the essential features of work recovery in persons diagnosed with 

schizophrenia? 

2.) What psychosociai factors are enabling in the process of work recovery? 

3.) What is the relationship of work recovery to schizophrenia? 

Specifically this research study will examine whether specific theoretical propositions 

which develop an explanation for work recovery in schizophrenia, are confirmed by a systematic 

analysis of multiple case studies. 

Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized according to five major sections. The first section. covered in 

chapter 1, provides background information related to the problem. Chapter 1 also develops 

theoretical propositions related to work recovery through a review of the litenture. The 
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methodology for the study is the second major section and is addressed in Chapter 2. Chapters 3. 

4 and 5 represent the third major section. These chapters present the description and analysis of 

the individual cases of this multi-case study. Chapter 6 provides a cross case analysis. The final 

section. Chaprer 7. offen a discussion focusing on the findinss of the study and the implications 

for future research. 

Ernployment outcornes and psychiatrie dlagnosis 

While carlier studies suggested that there was no significant relationship between 

vocational outcomes and diagosis. more recently research has indicated that people diagposed 

with schizophrenia have poorer vocational outcomes compared to people with other psychiatric 

diagnoses (Cook & Picken. 1994-95: Fabian. l9W: Lehman. 1995: Beiser. Bean. Erickson. 

Zhang. Iaconon & Rector. 1994). A large sample. retrospective study by Aro. Aro & Keskimalti 

(1995). found that individu& with schizophrenia were five times more likely than those with 

major affective disorder to be unemployed. in addition. the study indicated that the subjects with 

schizophrenia demonstrated a npid downward social drift. typically moving directly from 

empioyment to unemployment. whereas the downward drift for those with major affective 

disorder was less abrupt. 

Studies exploring the relationship between schizophrenic disorders and work have 

suggested that specific features of schizophrenia are associated with poorer work outcomes 

conipared to other psychiatric diagnoses. These features include psychotic symptoms KoryeIl& 

Tsuang. 1982; Tsuang & Coryell. 1993). defich in ego functioning (Cirirdiello. Klein & 

Sobkowski. 1988). problems with social interactions (Lysaker. Bell. ~Milstein. Bryson. Shestopal, 

& Goulet. 1993) underlying cognitive impairments (Lysaker, Bell & Bioty. 1995). and negative. 

amotivational symptoms (Anthony. Rogers. Cohen. & Davies. 1995). 
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Wor k reha bilitation and schizophrenia: Theoretical perspectives 

The practice of psychiatrie vocational rehabilitation has been snongly infiuenced by a 

particular conceptual orientation. the Vulnenbility-Stress-Coping-Cornpetence Model (VSCC) 

( Anthony & Liberman. 1986; Liberman. Massel. Mosk. Wong. 1985). This model is similar to 

the Diathesis-Stress Model in its structure and assumptions about the nature of the relationship 

between mental disorder and social-environmental stress ~Stnuss. Harding, Silverman. Eichler & 

Lieberman. 1988: Strauss. Hafez. Lieberman. & Harding. 1985). However. the VSCC model 

develops theoreticai possibilities for the role of rehabilitation interventions in promoting 

participation in meaningful social roles. such as work. whereas the  Diathesis-Stress model 

represents an essentially biomedical perspective on the disorder. 

The VSCC rnodel suggests that the individual has an underlying vulnenbility for 

schizophrenia. It assumes that this vulnenbility is psychobiological in nature and that it may be 

associated with subde but longstanding impairments. This vulnerability is converted into a 

disorder. with observable s i p s  and symptoms. when the stresses and strains of daily life 

ovenvhelm the individual's coping abilities. Suess has been identified as a factor in several 

health disorders t for example. cardiovascular disease. cancer. diabetes. anhntis. pain disorders, 

depression). However. the processes which determine the relationship between stress and 

disorder are believed to be highly complex and variable (Newberry. Jaikens-Madden. 

Gerstenberger. 1991; Lovallo. 1997). and the mechanisms by which stress is mslated into 

health drcline are poorly undentood (Farmer & Ferraro, 1997). 

The VSCC rnodel suggests that the deleterious interaction between life's stresses and 

individual vulnenbility can be mediated by medical interventions. such as medications, or by 

rehabilitation interventions. such as skills taching. environmental modifications and the 
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development of social supports. (Anthony & Liberman. 1986). Medications are assumed to 

reduce the psychobiolo_oical vulnenbiiity to stress. while rehabilitation interventions exert their 

influence by making stressful situations more benign. for exarnple by building personai 

competencies and eliminating non-essentiai demands. 

From the perspective of the VSCC model. employment is conceptualized as a social role 

that places demands on workers. The individual with a mental disorder is compromised in the 

worker role bo th because impairments associated with the mentai disorder disadvamage the 

individual in perforrning the tasks of work and because work demands which tax the individual's 

coping abilities may lead to an exacerbation of the mental disorder. Medications prevent or 

control the exacerbation of the symptoms of the mentai disorder. increasing the likelihood that 

the individual will be able to manage the responsibilities of employment (Kane. 1988). aithough 

medications do not directly influence work performance (Anthony. Rogers. Cohen & Davies. 

1995). The role of medications in promoting work recovery is complicated by their potential to 

cause serious side-effects which pose barriers to the individual's ability to work (Kane. 1988; 

Rutman, 1994a: Mintz. Mintz & Phipps. 1992). Vocational rehabilitation interventions. 

implemented alont with medications. are directed at developing work related skills, developing 

resources to support the individual on the job. modifying the characteristics of the work 

environment to facilitate performance and the opportunity for transitional employment 

expenences (Anthony & Liberman. 1986: Cook & Pickett. 1994-5). The combination of 

medications with psychosocial interventions has been found to lead to better clinical outcomes 

than ei ther intervention alone (Hogarty. 1993; Hogarty, 1984). 
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Limitations of the conceptual fmmework 

The VSCC provides a compelling frarnework for understanding the relationship between 

schizophrenia and employment but it has also been viewed as having senous limitations. The 

mode1 is based on the assumption that the demands and stresses of the social environment are 

seen as having the potential to activate vulnerability and subsequently exacerbate the symptoms 

and impairments associated with the mental disorder. This places both the psychiatric 

rehabilitation practitioner and the individual with the schizophrenia in a "catch 22" situation. 

since al1 social roles pose demands and challenges which are considered stressful and thus 

potentially unhealthy. There is the real danger that the delitenous aspects of stress will be over 

emphasized. that the personal benefits of meeting daily Iife challenges will be minimized and 

normal responses to the suessful events will be confused with the ag-mvation of symptoms. 

( Bebout & Harris. 1995; Strauss. Hafez, Lieberman & Harding, 1985). 

Work can be viewed as the most demanding and the most unforgiving of social roIes. 

Employrnent. by definition. involves conmbuting to the economic and social structure of society 

by the production of goods and services. The goai of ail employment is to increase proficiency 

and productivity of workers. Competitive work is oqanized to increase ihis proficiency and 

consequently stress is an inherent charactenstic of al1 formai employment (Pearlin. 1982: Pearlin, 

1989; Holt. 1982). The individual with a mental disorder who is unable to meet the demands and 

responsibilities of employment is highly susceptible to unemployment. This can be compared to 

participation in other social roles. for example the roles of family member or friend. Evidence 

suggests that the quantity and quaiity of these roles is different for people with severe psychiatric 

disorders than those in the general population, but that the roles are not completely absent. For 

example. the social networlts of people with schizophrenia tend to be smaller and dorninated by 
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kin relationships with less interpersonal reciprocity (Giilies. Wasylenki. Lancee. James. Clark. 

Lewis. & Goerins. 1993: Gottlieb & Coppard. 1987). 

The issue of employment is further complicated by the possibility that although 

unernployrnent may reduce the individuai's susceptibility to the impact of work stress. 

unernployment has its own stresses. M i l e  leaving a suessful work situation may relieve 

disuessed mental health (Thoits. 1994) the stress of unemployment has long been associated with 

mental health problems (Jahoda. 198 1; Holt. 1982). Similar to the sneral population of 

unernployed. people with mental disorders struggle with poveny. the lack of meaningful and 

valued social roles. the reduction in social contacts and the lack of routine and structure (Warner. 

I 994: Hayes & Halford, 1996). 

Furthermore. vocational proCgrams that facilitate the en try of individuals wi th 

schizophrenia into the workforce typically target jobs that are entry level. unskilled and low in 

responsibility. because these jobs are perceived as less demanding (Baron. 1995). However, jobs 

with low levels of complexity and responsibility may actudly be stressful. Unskilled and entry 

level jobs frequently lack job secunty and potential for advancemenr minimize control and 

participation of the worker. tend to be highly repetitive. provide minimum wqes and few 

benefits. and may be more susceptible to employee exploitation. These are ail features associated 

with an increase in perceived work stress (Sauter. Muiphy. and Hurrell. 1992; Kemp. 1994). 

The Vulnenbility-Stress-Copinp-Competence Model conceptualizes stress as 

demmental to the mental health of individuals with a diagnosed mental disorder. It does not 

consider the possibility bat  the process of coping with stresses within the context of work may 

potentially contribute to a positive outcome. the improvement of the impairments and symptoms 

associated with mental disorders. In support of this view. Warner ( 1994) in his review of the 
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international incidence of schizophrenia notes that admissions to psychiamc hospitals for people 

with schizophrenia is highest during periods of high unemployment. and lowest during periods of 

labour market shortages. Bell. Lysaker & Milstein (19%) used an expenmental design to 

demonstrate that individuals with schizophrenia involved in paid work activity exhibited an 

improvement in al1 syrnptom domains when cornpared with a control goup that was uninvolved 

in paid work activity. The processes by which these clinicai benefits occur are unclear. Strauss 

( 1986) h a  suggested that involvement in meaningfbl activities mriy impact on impaiments by 

reducins the psychobiological vulnenbility for the disorder. Other investigators have suggested 

that remaining active in society. effectively using one's capacities in meanin_pful and inte_mated 

wort roles. gaining a sense of connol over the illness. and developing coping stntegies within 

the context of the job. are di factors that may conaibute to clinical improvement (Van Dongen. 

1996: Kirsh. 1996; Bell, Lysaker. & Milstein, 19%). 

There is ample evidence to support the claim that psychiamc rehabilitation prograns do 

not make die ourcome of competitive employment a pnority. A U.S. study of psychiatric 

rehabilitation practitioners reveded that only 9% of those surveyed considered placement of 

clients in the workforce to be a primary job responsibility (Blankertz. Baron. Hughes & Rutman. 

1994). It has been suggested that psychiatric rehabilitation practitioners. even those working in 

vocational programmes specifically mmdated to improve employment outcomes. do not pursue 

competitive employment for individuais with mental disorders, (Baron. 1995: McCrory. 1988; 

Torrey. Becker & Drake. 1995) and that proberammes have been guilty of "creaming" off only 

those individuals they view as most likely to succeed at employment (Rutman. 1994a). In their 

review of rehabilitation pro-grans and outcomes, Bond and Boyer ( 1988) found that progruns 

without an explicit vocational focus may actually inhibit individuals with mental disorders from 
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pursuing ernployment. Their findings suggest that vocationai proCipans that focus on preparing 

individuals for the demands of employment pnor to placement in cornpetitive work settings do 

not appreciably improve employment outcomes. In conmt.  vocational proCgmm which direct 

their efforts to the rapid. direct placement into jobs while providing continuing support. 

demonsuate employment outcomes appreciably above the n o m  for persons with mentai 

disorders (Blankertz. & Robinson. 19%: Russert & Frey. 199 1. Lehman. 1995). 

Al though the assurnptions underl ying the VSCC model appear to have considenble 

vafidity. critics have suggested that they are overly restrictive (Conn & Lauzon. 1993: Estroff. 

1995: Davidson & Strauss. 1995). Essentially the VSCC 1s a mode1 of "disorder". The model 

implies that the goal of rehabilitation efforts are directed towards the avoidance of the 

impaiments and symptoms of the disorder. Employment is understood as sociai environmental 

stress that has the ability to exacerbate the disorder. Within this model research and practice 

effons are focused on understanding and arnelioraang personal charaçteristics that are 

considered banriers to employment. Even environmentai level changes (such as work 

accommodations) are understood as a response to specific performance deficits of the individual. 

An Aiternate Conceptualization of Work recovery 

Dissatisfied with current conceptualizations of mental disorder. sevenl authors have 

proposed the development of an alternate h e w o r k  which emanates from the belief that the 

ultimate goal for the individual with schizophrenia is the achievement of health rather than 

avoiding disorder. They emphasize acknowledging that individuals have strengths and 

cornpetencies which influence the ability to enter into and manage socially meaninLful roles such 

as employment. For example, Davidson and Stnuss ( 1995) have suggested a "life context" 

approach which uses the person's subjective experiences and life story as a framework for 
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undersranding health. illness and the recovery process. Hadield and Lefley ( 1993) have 

proposed an adaptation frameworli for understanding the recovery process in schizophrenia 

They suggest that in their fundamental struggle to survive. people with schizophrenia will 

actively employ coping responses to deai with the impairments associated with disorder. the 

functional sequelae of the disorder and social reactions to the disorder. 

A cornmon element in these conceptualizations is the central position of the individual as 

an active agent in determining the meaning and the course of recovery. The assumptions 

underlying the VSCC mode1 view the individual as a relatively passive recipient of both the 

deficits of the disorder and the processes of amelioration. However. there is empirical evidence 

to support the view that the individual with schizophrenia should be understood as an active 

participant in the recovery process. Both empirical studies and first person accounts of people 

with schizophrenia have demonstrated that individuals with the mental illness actively participate 

in self-control of symptoms. self-monitoring of stress levels. modification of activities to 

decrease the impact of stress. and the selection and implementation of matment and 

rehabilitation interventions to manage stressful situations (Bner & Strauss. 1983; MacRae. 199 1: 

Cm. 1998: Lette. 1989). 

From these perspectives the understanding of work recovery in schizophrenia is 

incomplete when only the management of symptoms and the development of work skills and 

resources are considered. An altemate approach is necessary. one which can incorponte the 

assumptions that individuals with schizophrenia: 1 ) are oriented towards the achievement of 

meaningful social roles, such as work; 2) may experience improvements in mental health in 

response to negotiating the demands and challenges of work. and: 3) use active coping strategies 

to manage the stress associated with challenging wotk roles. Such an approach should remain 
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sensitive to the impact that schizophrenia has on work functioning. but also give credence to the 

role of psycholo,oical and social factors. 

The development of a theoretical framework tu explain the recovery of social functioning 

in schizophrenia is in the early stages. To date there has been a tendency to generalized 

interpretations that consider the processes of recovery as they apply to ail people with disabilities 

(Lord. 199 1 ; Lord & Hutchinson. 1993). Lord's 1199 1 ) study suggested that many of the 

issues facing individuah in the recovery process may be specific to the disability group. Young 

& Ensinz's ( 1999) study provides a broad interpretation of the recovery process for persons with 

severe psychiatric disability. However. nuw classic research studies have indicated that the 

outcomes associated with social functioning may vary between domains. Work outcomes are 

considered to be semi-independent of other areas of function (Strauss & Carpenter. 1972; 1974). 

This suggests the need to consider the potential variability of the recovery process across specific 

Despite the Iack of a coherent theory. several theoretical propositions to explain the 

phenornenon of recovery of social functioning in schizophrenia appear in the litenture. These 

propositions suggest the psychological and social factors involved in recovery. These factors 

are currently not well understood. It is unclear if they are al1 necessary components of recovery . 
or if there are necessary preconditions for these factors co occur. While the propositions are 

loosely tied together, the interactions between these factors is not clear. These theoreticai 

propositions have been abstracted from a broad range of psychiatric rehabilitation literature 

including empincal studies using both qualitative and quantitative methodologies. descriptive 

papers and first person accounts of the expenence of living with schizophrenia. These theoretical 
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propositions are developed in the following pages and have been applied specifically to the 

reaIm of work: 

1 .  Work recovery is best understood from a life course perspective. 

Work recovery in schizophrenia is a complex phenornenon. with many factors 

infiuencing work status (Ruanm. 1994a: Lehman. 1995). While traditional cross-sectional 

studies have isolated many of the variables that mediate the work status of an individual with 

schizophrenia. they do not capture the interrelationships m o n g  these variables. and their relative 

importance over time. Subsequently they fail to provide adequate explanations for recovery. 

Life course perspectives attempt to understand and explain how pmicular outcome variables 

corne about. They dlow for an exploration of individual factors influencing work function. 

interrelationships between these factors and their relative importance over time. 

Pavalko. Elder, & Clipp (1993) have argued that in pneral. the research related to work, 

stress and health has tended to focus on the influence of single jobs on an individual's health. 

while the implications of life course and career patterns have remained virniaily unexplored. This 

is particularly surprisin_r given chat work participation is considered a developmentai process. 

with identifiable stages requiring the individual to negotiate ever changing demands and 

expectations (Super, 1980). The duration and prevalence of unemployment experienced by 

people with schizophrenia makes it particularly difficult to view their Iives from a work life or 

career perspective. However focusing on unemployment undermines Our ability to conceptualize 

that. even when unemployed. the individual may maintain a relationship to the social role of 

work and that this relationship evolves and changes over time. 

Critics have w u e d  that in generai. research practices which use a cross-sectional and 

outcome oriented approach have provided an incomplete and overly negative view of recovery 
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in schizophrenia. (Harding. Brooks. Ashikaga Strauss & Breirer. 1987: Strauss. Hafez. 

Lieberman & Harding, 1985). While advances have been made in examinincg schizophrenia from 

a variety of biological. psychologicd and social perspective. Davidson and Strauss ( 1995) argue: 

What remains difficult to achieve is a unitary h e w o r k  that appreciates the constant 
interweaving of al1 of these elements throughout the person's onsoincg life. providing a 
context for the transformations of health. illness. and recovery (p.49). 

Unlike the other theoretical propositions addressed here. this proposition does not focus 

on a particular factor that influences work recovery. Rather it centres on a rnethodologica1 issue: 

the best perspective from which to view and understand work recovery. 

3 -. Positive meanings attached to the worker role facilitate the individual's ability to 

negotiate the stresses associated with the worker role. 

Differential vulnenbility to role related stress may be mediated by the meaning of the 

role to the individual. How the meaning of social roles. such as work. rnediates mental health 

outcornes is unclear. Lavalle and Campbell ( 1995) demonstrated that the stresses of daily Iife are 

filtered through the individuai's perception of the situation as relevant to his or her self-identity 

and seIf-worth. While personally relevant situations increased psychological distress, this distress 

was mediated by self-regulatory processes that were stronger than those initiated in non relevant 

situations. 

Beiser ( 1  995) has  suggested that personal meanings may have physiological substrate and 

thus provide the "conceptual bridge" between biological and psychosocial models of mental 

disorder. From this perspective positive meanings amched to the worker role may influence the 

individual's health status. Davidson and Strauss (1995) point out that within the context of a 

meaningful experience. such as work. managing a stressful situation represents more than a small 

increment in an individual's ability to manage pressure. Rather. it represents an ongoing shift in 
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the person's view of the world and of the self that may render the individual less susceptible to 

exacerbations of the disorder. For example. the individual diagnosed with schizophrenia who 

accepts cntical feedbrick from a job supervisor and successfully alters performance on the job 

may be less likely to view the worlrplace as hostile. more likely to view hirnself as responsible. 

and perhaps more likely to accept psychotropic medications that facilitate controlled moods and 

clarity of thought. 

Simon's ( 1997) study of the personal rneaning attached to social roles indicated that 

positive meanings provide individu& with the sense of sustained direction and commitment 

necessary to negotiate the chronic strains associateci with employrnent. This may be particularly 

salient in schizophrenia where lack of self-direction and eneqy are considered inteb& features 

of the disorder (see for example. Andreason. 1982: 199 1 ). Studies of the role that work plays in 

the lives of people with serious mental illnesses have repeatedly demonsuated that work 

provides direction in day to day living. a sense of accornplishment and usefulness. an acceptable 

social identity. and a mesure of financial well-beinp (Godschalx ( 1987) cited in Hadield & 

Lefley. 1993: Lord. Schnarr & Hutchinson. 1987; Scheid & Anderson. 1995). These perceived 

benefits of employrnent may provide the drive necessary to maintain participation in the worker 

role and subsequently to experience the positive impact that work participation rnay have on 

mental health (see for example. Bell. Lysaker & Milstein, 1996) 

3. A central feature in work recovery is the individual's perception that it is possible 

to create a functional self-identity separate from the disorder. 

Studies of the subjective work expenences of individual's with major mental disorden 

have highlighted the critical role of self-identity in the recovery process (Kirsh. 1996; Bebout 

&Harris. 1 995: Lysaker & Bell. : 995a; Davidson & Strauss. 1992). Davidson and Strauss ( 1995; 
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1992) have q u e d  that basic to the process of recovery is the development of the individual's 

belief that a functional self. beyond the limitations of the mental disorder is possible. Recovery 

within this context does not refer to a "cure" for the disorder. but nther the belief that one cm 

choose a direction and have a measure of control and influence in daily life in spite cf the illness. 

This belief is considered to be a catalyst for the individual becorning an active participant on 

behaif of hisher own well being. 

A disruption of the sense of self has b e n  identified as a key feature of schizophrenia. 

although the exact nature of this disruption is a source of disagreement (Hatfield & Lefiey. 

19931. The disturbance of self has been conceptualized both as a core symptom of the disorder. 

occumns as a result of the disinteption of feelings. thinking and drive. and as a response to the 

hopelessness. loss of social roles and sti+gna surrounding schizophrenia (Estroff. 1989). The 

objective presentation of this disturbed sense of self includes passivity. inactivity. social 

withdrawal. and disturbances in self-direction (Lysaker & Bell, 199%; Kmpa & Thomton. 

1986). Lacking a clear sense of self and direction. both the individual's subjective sense of self 

and objective behaviours becorne organized around the role of the psychiauic patient (Lally. 

1989: Lord. 199 1 ). 

Lally's (1989) study of engulfinent into the patient role suggests a developmental process 

whereby both the pnmary symptoms of psychosis (i.e. hallucinations). and responses to the 

illness (i.e. medications. psychiamc hospitalizations. income security) internt to influence the 

individual's definition of the self as a patient. Beiser (1995) has argued that biomedical and 

rehabilitation models of schizophrenia potentially thwart the deveiopment of personal control 

and responsibility by providing secular definitions of the disorder and encouraging faith in the 

healing powers of technology. Lord's (1991; Lord & Hutchinson. 1993) qualitative studies of the 
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personal empowennent process of individuals with disabilities suggest that resolvinp issues 

related to the patient role were particularly salient for people with psychiatrie disabilities. 

Disturbances in voIition present a barrier to employment for the individual with 

schizophrenia. These disturbances c m  be formidable for psychiamc rehabilitation pnctitioners 

who are perhaps il1 prepared to deal with the disturbances in volition tfiat affect sustained 

direction and commitment to the worker role. Lysaker and Bell ( 199%) propose that the 

disturbances in selfdirection in schizophrenia witnessed in vocationai rehabilitation settings 

aise from a disturbance of self identity which preclude the experience of meaning in activity and 

subsequently the ability for purposeful choice. Bebout and Harris (1995) concur that work 

inhibition in schizophrenia represents a prirnary disturbance in identity and suggest that "... 

perhaps the business of gettins to work is less about finding sornething to do and more about 

recovenng or discovenng something to be" (p.clO1). 

Several authors have supsested that a critical feature of recovery of social functioning 

is the individual's ability to simultaneously accept the limitations imposed by the disorder while 

refusing to accept that the disorder predicts the future (Deegan. 1996: 1988; Lally. 1989; Hatfield 

& Lefley. 1993: Lord & McKillop Farlow. 1990). Maintaining a self-directed orientation is 

believed to reduce the experiences of demonlization and distress associated with losing control 

of one's life. and to increase active coping and problem solving in the face of difficulties 

(Mirowsky & Ross, 1989). 

1. In ter na1 locus of con trol, seif-esteem and cornmitment are psyc hological factors 

associated wi th wor k recovery. 

The process whereby an individual manages the demands of stressful situations is 

typically referred to as coping. There is a growing recognition that there is much to be learned 
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from people who have survived and adapted to unusually difficult circurnstances. For example in 

the health care literature studies have focused on the coping strategies used by homeless men 

(Murray. 1996). high functioning incest survivors (DiPalma. 1994), and those who are 

sti_matized by labels of mental illness (Link. Mirotznik & Cullen. 1991). Only a few recent 

studies. of an explontory nature. were found to focus specifically on the coping process of 

individuals with mental disorders who are rnanaging the demands of competitive employment 

(Alverson. Becker & Drake. 1995: Krupa. Lagarde. Carmichael. Hougham & Stewart, 1998: 

1999). Understanding the personal coping resources involved in maintaining employment may 

assist in the development of potent interventions to facilitate work rehabilitation and inteCgation. 

Coping is a complex phenomenon conceptualized as having two distinct dimensions. 

coping resources and coping suategies (Thoits. 1995). Coping resources c m  be either personal or 

social characteristics upon which the individual dnws to facilitate the management of stress. 

Coping resources are believed to reduce the experience of stress by reducing the individual's 

appraisal of threat. and increasing the individual's appraisal thac stresses will not exceed the 

abiIity to adapt (Lazarus & F o h a n .  1984; Thoits. 1995)- Coping theories are based on the 

assumption that the way an individual appraises a situation may be as influentid on mental 

health as the actual stresses inherent in the situation (Lovallo. 1999; Aldwyn & Revenson. 1987). 

Several personal chancteristics have been associated with the active participation in 

coping with demanding social roles such as employment. These chanctenstics are considered to 

be disposi tional orientations to select and initiate effective coping stntegies rather than as 

enduring personality traits which specify typical responses to stressful situations (Kemp. 1994; 

Stone. Greenberg. Kennedy. Moore & Newman, 199 1 ). The chanctenstics include: 
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a.) an intemal locus of conuol. or the belief that through one's own efforts. one has the ability to 

effective1 y alter the outcome of a stressful situation (Terry. 1994. Lazanis & Folkman. 1984); 

b.) self-esteem. the individual's confidence in his or her ability to effectively manase demanding 

situations (Terry. 1994 Fleishman. 1984). and; 

c . )  challenge. the individual's view that situationai demands are challenges and opportunities for 

orowth rather than as a threat to well-being (Lazanis & Folkman. 1984). 
C- 

These personai characteristics. believed to buffer the individuai apinst the deletenous 

effects of stress. have been referred to collectivel y as "resilience" or " hardiness" (Kobasa. Maddi 

& Kahn. 1982: Florian. Mikulincer & Taubman. 1995). They are psychoiogical resources that 

facilitate the sustained cornmitment to negotiating stressful situations because of the belief that 

they ciin be managed (Florian. et al.. 1995) The characteristics mobilize a proactive stace vis a 

vis distressing events. to anticipate events and to develop the skills and resources necessary to 

manage problems (Mirowsky & Ross. 1989). 

The ongoing stresses that are associated with employment are frequently referred to as 

chronic strains. These suains have consistently been shown to have a damaging effect on mentai 

health (Thoits. 1995). Stress research has focusd on the relationship between stress and anxiety 

or stress and depression. individuais diagnosed with psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia 

are typically purposeIy excluded fiom stress studies. Yet. Hatfïeld and Lefley ( 1993) argue that 

the individud's appraisai of stressful situations are critical in schizophrenia because it is the 

single variable "...that mediates for the affiicted person the meaning and evaluation of the 

symptomatic conditionw( p.2 1). 

Although resilience is likely negatively related to schizophrenia it should be considered 

as a distinct psychologiwl mechanism ( Davidson & Strauss. 1992; Brockhurst, 1996; Strauss. 
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Harding. Hafez & Lieberman. 1987 i. This personal characteristic is the psychological 

manifestation of the individual's belief in a functional sense of self. and subsequently may be 

very influentid in determining the recovery of social roles such as work. Recovery related 

litenture has highlighted the interrelationship between the evolving sense of self and the 

development of personal coping resources (Lord & McKilIop Farlow. 1990. Lord & Hutchinson. 

1993: Davidson & Strauss. 1992). 

5. The individual's perception that valued people believe in hidher potentid is 

associated with work recovery. 

Social support has been the most widely studied coping resource (Thoits, 1995). It is 

believed to rnediate the impact of stressful life demands. such as those associated with the 

worker role. by influencing the meaning attached to stresses. promoting effective coping 

responses and facilitating mastery (Pearlin. 1989: Thoits 1995: Harlow & Cantor. 1995). When 

individuals are particularly vulnerable to negative mentai health outcomes in response to 

stressful situations. sociai support is believed to act as a "buEerl1 to reduce the Iikelihood of 

relapse (MacKain. Li berman, & Comgan. 1994). The nature of the relationship between sociai 

supports and the recovery of individuals wi th schizophrenia is complex and poorl y understood. 

For example. families have ben viewed both as essential to the well being of the individual with 

schizophrenia and as the source of interpersonal conflicts resulting in the exacerbation of 

symptoms and the perpetuation of dependence and incompetence (Hatfield & Lefley. 1993). 

Ernpincal studies and published personai accounts focusing on workers with 

schizophrenia have revealed that, similar to the general population, they depend on friends and 

family for informational. practical and emotional support to assist them in finding and 

maintaining work (Kirsh. 1996; Krupa. Lagarde, Carmichael. & Hougharn. 1998; Lette, 1989). 



It  appears. however. that pnor to active involvement in the working role. people with 

schizophrenia benefit from social supports of a different nature. supports that kindle the 

individuai's belief in his or her own potential. This form of emotional support has  been referred 

to in the psychiatric rehabilitation literature as the instillation of hope and has been considered a 

core pnnciple guiding the development of services for those with severe mental disorders (see 

for example. Dincin. 1975: Rutman. 1994b; Beard. Propst & Malamud. 1982). Sevent 

individuais with schizophrenia who have recovered social function have highlighted the 

importance of vaiued others conveying this sense of hopefulness (Deegan. 1988: 1996: Lette. 

1987). 

Of course there are enormous obstacles to maintaïning a sense of hopefulness. Families 

and fnends are faced with mourning the loss of the goals and drearns they had associated with 

the individual diagnosed with schizophrenia (Hatfield & Lefley. 1993). They are likely to 

experience feelings of separation and dienation towards the individual related to disruptions in 

their shared expenence of reality (Lally, 1989; Estroff. 1989). In addition to the emotional 

disuess. families and friends thernselves are faced with the enormous stress associated with the 

burdens of caregiving dismpted farniiy relationships and the dificult behaviours that individuais 

with schizophrenia cm exhibit (Hacfield & Lefley, 1993). Finally, their views of schizophrenia. 

and thus their view of their loved one are likely to be shaped by prevalent, and typically negative 

social attitudes. (Hatfield & Lefley, 1993; Lette, 1989). Even the attitudes of rehabilitation 

professionals. who practice within a framework espousing a belief in personal growth and 

autonomy. are likely to be influenced by the negative prognosis associated with schizophrenia 

that bas pervaded the field for decades (Harding, Brooks, Ashikaga, Strauss & Breier, 1987). 
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Studies of personai empowerment and growth of people with disabilities by Lord and his 

colleagues ( Lord & Hutchinson. 1993: Lord & McKillop Farlow. 1990) have suggested that the 

individual's recognition that a significant person believes in his or her cornpetence serves as 

catalyst for a changing sense of self and for taking risks in community roles. However it 

appeared that individuais were only able to make use of these supports once they be, =an to 

entertain the possibility thac other life options might be available to them. This is consistent with 

Davidson and Strauss' ( 1992) studies of the rediscovery of a tùnctional sense of self in severe 

mental disorder. Their work indicated that the belief of a significant other facilitated the 

awakening of hope. but it became particularly important once the individual begins to believe in 

the possibility of a capable self. At this stage the individuals entered a period of serious self- 

appraisai when they were vulnenble to attitudes of others. Deegan (1988). a woman who became 

a clinical psycho10,aist after years of recurrent hospitalizations and unemployrnent writes 

eloquently of the meaning of social support in kindling hopefulness: 

They did not overpower us with their optirnistic plans for our futures but they 
remained hopeful despite the odds. Their love for us was like a constant invitrition, 
calling u s  forth to be something more than al1 of this self-pity and despair. (p. 14) 

6. An integral Feature of work recovery is the experience of employment as a positive 

influence on mental health and well-being. 

The value of work in promoting mental health and welI beint of individuals is well 

known. in addition to allaying concems related to finances. work can provide Fnendship and 

stimulation, strengthen the self-concept and sense of responsibility, and stimulate personal 

orowth (Pavalko. EIder & Clipp. 1993). It is to be expected that individuals with schizophrenia 3 

who are working would aiso experience these benefits. It has been suggested that participation in 
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the work role may also play a centrai role in recovery from the disorder and its associated 

symptoms and impairments. 

Several studies have explored the potential of work participation for overcoming the 

negative or volitionai impairments associated with schizophrenia. Lysaker and Bell ( 1995b) 

present a compelling case study of a rniddle aged man who expenenced marked improvement in 

a longstanding inability to initiate and maintain selfdirected activity within the context of a 

personail y meaningful work situation. Studies by Kirsh ( 1996) and Davidson & Strauss ( 1992) 

provide evidence that work can have a marked effect on the volitional aspects of the disorder. 

because of the ability of work to increase self-esteem. strengthen self-concept. demonstrate and 

develop capacities. provide opportunities for persona1 agency and control and instil a sense of 

hopefulness. Davidson & Strauss ( 1 W 2 :  1995) suggest that this improvement in volition occurs 

because these benefits of work participation facilitate the reconstruction of the functional sense 

of self. 

Empincal studies have demonstnted that work participation c m  also lead to 

improvement of the positive symptoms of schizophrenia (Lysder & Bell. 1995a; 1995b: Bell. 

Lysaker & Milstein. 1996; Van Dongen. 19%). Consumer accounts have indicated that work 

distracts from symptoms. counteracts the unpredictability of the inner world through structure 

and routines. and maintains a grounding in reaiity within the context of CO-worker relationships 

(Van Donsen. 1996; Hatfïeld, 1989; Lette. 1987; 1989). The mechanisrns by which work 

participation reduces symptoms is unclear but Davidson & Strauss (1992) have proposed that 

perhaps the increased sense of personal agency and control leads to anempts to self-control of 

symptoms and impairments. 
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Summary 

The rehabilitation field has been greatly influenced by the Vulnerability-Stress-Copine 

Cornpetence Mode1 (VSCC). The model conceptualizes the social adjustment problems of 

individuals with schizophrenia as the result of the interaction between psychobiological 

vulnerabi!ity and socioenvironmental stresses that lead to the exacerbation of syrnptoms. This 

review presents the model as an inadequate representation of the processes by which individuals 

wi th schizophrenia expenence work function. Specificail y. it argues that the model 

underestimates the complexity of work stress and that it cannot be assumed to be harmful to the 

individual's well being. Furthemore. the model fails to consider the possi bility that individuais 

play a central role in actively coping with the demands of work. thereby mediating the work- 

illness interaction. 

This literature review has focused on the relatively recent development of ideas related 

to recovery. Recovery is an aitemate conceptualization to explain the processes that lead to 

improved social functioning for individuals with schizophrenia. To date. ideas about recovery 

theoty have tended towards generalities and have not adequately addressed the extent to which 

the processes of recovery may Vary across specific life domains or populations. The development 

of a coherent theory of recovery is currently in the very earl y stages. 

The primary focus of this literature review was on the application of ideas about recovery 

to the work realm. Specifically six theoreticai propositions related to work recovery were 

abstracted from the psychiaaic rehabilitation literanire. The following six theoretical 

propositions were developed: 1) Work recovery is best undentood from a life course 

perspective; 2 )  Positive meanings attached to the worker role facilitate the individual's ability to 

negotiate the stresses associated with the worker role; 3) A cenaal feature in work recovery is the 
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individual's perception that it is possible to create a fünctional self-identity separate From the 

disorder. 4) Internal locus of control. self-esteem and cornmitment are psychological factors 

associated with work recovery; 5) The individual's perception that valued people believe in 

his/her potential is associated with work recovery. and: 6) An inte-gral feature of work recovery is 

the individual's appraisal of employment as essential to mentai health and well being. 

The focus of this research is the evaluation of these six theoretical propositions. The goal 

is to apply multiple case study methodology to further develop. empindly. work recovery 

theory. 



CHAITER 2 

blETHODOLOGY 

Rationale for Case Study Methodology 

The research methodology 1 employed for this study is the explanatory. multiple case 

study as described by Yin (1994). The study meets the three conditions that Yin considers 

essential in detennining the suitabiliry of the case study design. First rny objective was to explain 

a phenomenon within its real life context. The case study method allows for the identification of 

specific variables. as well as their relationships over time. With its deliberate focus on the real 

Ii fe con text. the case study allowed me to attend to multiple entangled variables. such as those 

raised in the theoreticai propositions about work recovery. Second the research focuses on both 

historical and contemporary events. and the case study method allowed me to collect information 

about the phenomenon. both retrospective and current. and from a wide variety of resources. 

Finally the variables of interest in this study occur in a real life context and could not be 

manipulated (Yin. 1994). 

The theoretical propositions which I have developed from the existing Iiterature to 

ex plain work recovery in schizophrenia are relatively new. It is important to implement research 

strategies which increase understanding and develop confidence in these theoretical 

propositions. The case study method. if applied systematically and rigorously, is considered a 

good means to evduate the credibility of theory and enrich understanding of poorly understood 

variables as they impact on specific outcomes (Glaser, & Strauss. 1970: Borg & Gall, 1989). The 

explanatory case study methodology allowed me to pose explanations for a senes of events or for 

an outcome and to compare these with acnial situations. It is a particularly useful methodology 
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when the explanations require observing the operational links between variables over time 

(Schuller. 1988: Yin. 1994: 1995). In this manner the findings of explanatory case studies. if 

they meet the criteria for case study trustworthiness. can expand upon and generaiize to 

theoreticd propositions (Strauss. 1987; Yin. 1994; Platt. 1988 ). Multiple case cornparisons cm 

provide unanticipated results which guide theoretical modifications or reforrnulations (Glaser & 

Strauss. 1 970). 

For the purposes of this study, 1 analyzed each case snidy in the multiple case snidy 

design separately for replications of the theoretical propositions of work recovery in 

schizophrenia. and for deviations from the propositions but for predictable reasons (Yin. 1994). 

Yin ( 1994) argues that if the predicted pattern of results is observed across the multiple case 

studies then this will lend considerable support to the theorerical propositions. Using the case 

study methodology 1 was able to attend to additional information related to work recovery. such 

as the nature of the relationships between these propositions. and the necessiuy conditions for 

the propositions to appear. 

In addition to the logical functions the case study methodology serves rhetorical 

functions (PIatt. 1988). It simplifies the complexity of abstracc propositions related to work 

recovery by offenng examples. 1 believe that the humanistic mode of presentation associated 

with the case study will facilitate the appeal and the accessibitity of the andysis for both 

clinicians and individuals with schizophrenia and their families. Also, in a field where the 

outcomes for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia are predominately conceptualized within 

a biomedical framework the case study approach will make visible psychosocial and subjective 

phenornenon which are typically under recognized and unappreciated. 
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The theoretical propositions suggest the need for qualitative research to explore human 

perspectives and processes. Qualitative methods are directed to the examination of the 

interactions between multiple realities and perspectives of complex phenornenon. such as the 

process of work recovery in schizophrenia (Sechrest. Stewart. Stickle. & Sidani. 1996: Stake. 

1995). The methods of qualitative research allow for new theory development through the deep 

interaction with data to qualifj and refine previous theory (Strauss. 1987). in this manner the 

recognition of new or situational interactions are facilitated even when the research is guided by 

a theoreticd framework. This ailows theoreticai propositions. such as those presented in this 

thesis. to br "tested" against further. systematic observations (Sechrest. Stewart. Stickle. & 

Sidani. 1996). 

Participants 

Unit of Analvsis 

The pnmary unit of anaiysis for this study is the individual. This unit of analysis is 

consistent with the original research questions of the study which focus on the processes of work 

recovery in persons diagnosed with schizophrenia. The study uses a multiple case study design 

involvinp three individuals. Yin (1994) States that the multiple case study design is considered a 

robust design for providing evidence of replication of theoreticai propositions. Each participant 

in the srudy is considered an individual case. 1 collected and anaiyzed the data separately for 

each case. followed by a cross case analysis. 

While the overall goal of the study is &O increase understanding of work recovery in 

schizophrenia. this study also attends to subunits of anaiysis. the theoreticd propositions. within 

eac h i ndi vidual case. For each theoretical pmposi tion specific research questions and rnethods of 
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data collection were developed. The hypothetical relationship of each one of these propositions 

to work recovery has been desaibed in Chapter 1. 

Sarn~lin9; Strateoy 

The sarnpling strategy for this study was purposive. and specifically 1 utilised critenon 

based selection to choose three case study participants. As suggested by LeCompte and Preissle 

( 1993 ). 1 selected cases based on predetermined attributes that would serve to both reflect the 

study's purpose and guide me to information rich cases. 

1 selected two of the individual cases to represent individuals with schizophrenia who had 

been successful in the process of work recovery. They were chosen to l low for the opportunity 

to observe for literal replication and for fünher development of the theoretical propositions 

conceming work recovery. It should be noted that these individuais also represent extreme cases 

aiven the remarkably low rate of employment for individuals with schizophrenia. People with 2 

schizophrenia who are employed are not easily accessed for research both because of their low 

numbers and because they are not usuaily found within traditional rehabilitation services. a 

pnmary source for the recruiunent of study participants. 

The following are the specific criteria chat guided my selection of these two cases: 

1.  These two individual cases are adults between the ages of 25 and 55. The age boundaries 

were developed to include individuals who were developmentally within the a p  range 

associated with adult employment. A younger age range is developmentally associated 

wi th schooling to prepare for work and the older individuai with preparation for 

retirement. 

3 . The individuals have a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoafTective disorder as 

defined by the Diagnostic and Statistid Manual for Mental Disorders. IV (Amencan 
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Psychianic Association, 1994). The DSM IV identifies the characteristic symptoms of 

schizophrenia as ". . . a range of cognitive and emotional dysfunctions that include 

perception. inferential thinking, language and communication. behavioural monitoring. 

affect fluency and productivity of thought and speech. hedonic capacity. volition and 

drive. and attention" (p.274). individuals were selected if psychotic symptoms. the 

defining feature of SC hizophrenia and associated disorders. were the most prevalen t 

characteristic of the disorder. 

3. Both of the individuds live in the cornmunity. Hospitalized individu& were not included 

in the study. because they are more likely to be dealing with acute psychiatrie 

syrnptomatology and unable to access work environments. 

1. They are in paid part-time. or full-time work. inte-mated within the community based 

labour force. They had been worlring in the same job for at least three months to ensure a 

mesure of work stability. The individuals were not involved in supported employment 

or other formal vocational service or proconm. 

1 selected one case study to represent an individual with a diagnosis of schizophrenia who 

has not been successful in achieving work recovery. This is in keeping with Yin's (1994) 

0 cases suggestion that the robusmess of the multiple case study design is enhanced by includin, 

that provide theoretical replication, by producing contrasting results but for predictable reasons. 

This critenon guiding the selection of this case was identical to those descnbed for the previous 

two individual cases. except this individual had not been employed in part or full-time work in 

the community based labour force for a pend of at least two y-. 



Recruitment of case studv ~art ici~ants 

The first site for recruitment was the south eastem region of Ontario. 1 contacted either 

by telephone or in person. professionals employed by mental heaith services who were iikely to 

be farniliar with people diagnosed with schizophrenia. I described the study in an effort to eniist 

their assistance with recruiting participants. As a follow up 1 provided them with an information 

sheet describing the proposed study (Appendix A). assurance of ethics approvd and phone 

numbers for key individuals to contact with concems. These individuals included psychiatrisü at 

general hospitals and provincial psychiatric hospitds. directors of community agencies and 

leaders of self-help orpnizations for people with severe mentai disorders. I açked them to 

consider if they or their staff knew anyone who met the critena for case selection and in addition 

was: 1 ) able to provide written consent to participate. and; 2 )  able to understand and speak 

English. 

These recruitment procedures proved successful in locating two individuals to participate 

in the pilot study for the project but did not lead to the identification of additional individuals to 

participate in the study itself. Comments made by these service providers suggested that they 

were familiar with individuals with severe psychiatric disorders who were employed but that 

they could not identify individuais with a diagnosis of schizophrenia who were employed in the 

community based Iabour force. I then repeated the same recruitment procedures in a large urban 

centre in south cenual Ontario and the required number of case participants was identified. 

While not wholly unexpected, 1 was startled at the level of difficulty 1 experienced in 

locating potential study participants. Certainly the problems associated with locating participants 

recalls the relationship between schizophrenia and employment rates. These recruitment 

problems provide additional evidence to support recent studies indicating that employment 
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outcornes among individuals with schizophrenia or with psychotic disorders are particularly poor 

compared to other psychiamc diagnoses (MasseIl. Liberman. Mintz. Rush. Giannini & Zarate. 

1990: Jacobs. Wissusik. Collier, Stackrnan & Burkeman: 1992: Fabian. 1992: Anthony. Rogers. 

Cohen & Davies. 1995). An altemate explanation for these recruitment problems is the 

possibility that. piven the social and functional impiications of the schizophrenic diagnosis. 

clinicians are less likely to bestow the diaPosis when an individual presents with the high levels 

of functioning that are not typically associated with the disorder. The potential for this clinical 

bias been recopized in the litenmre and is believed to play a role in the ongoing pessimism 

about the course of the disorder (Harding. Zubin & Strauss. 1992). 

Each individual was approached by the mentai health service provider to inform them 

that Terry Kmpa. a PhD student at the OISE/University of Toronto. and an occupational therapist 

was conducting a study. The staff person was provided with the information sheet to use as a 

script to describe the study (Appendix A). The staffasked the person if hdshe would be willing 

to meet with the researcher. if the person was agreeable the staff provided me with the 

individual's phone number. 1 then contacted the individual by telephone to arrange a convenient 

time and location to meet. The meeting place was chosen to ensure quiet and pnvacy. Al1 of the 

individuals preferred to meet at the site wherc they received services. At this initial meeting 1 

explained the research project and obtained informed consent (Appendix B). 1 used thise same 

recruitment procedure for both participants in the actuai case studies and in the pilot study. 

During the initial meetings with the three actual case study participants 1 asked each of 

them to consider a pseudonym for the case study report, to protect their anonymity. They were 

also asked to identiQ other individuais in their formai and informal support nework who they 

considered having information regarding their work recovery to contribute to the case study. 1 
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asked them to contact these individuals to secure their agreement to participate. Each individuai 

completed the Form 14. MentaI Heaith Act. Consent to the Disclosure. Transmittal or 

Examination of a Clinical Record under Section 35 of the Act. to ailow me access to medical 

records. Finally. they were asked to consider sharing with the me any documents such as 

resumes. school transcripts. or work performance reports to contribute to the study. 

Descri~tion of Case S t u d ~  Partici~ants 

The first case study participant was Winston. a 44 year old man employed as a part-time. 

relief. Community Worker with an agency that opentes several residential group homes for 

individuals with deveiopmental delays. Winston has been employed by this agency for the past 

1 3 years. He is single and resides in a private house where he lives rent free in exchange for 

property manasement duties. He shares the house with a renter. a reûred male. Winston is 

financially supported by the income from his job and a family inheritance. Winston was 

diagnosed with schizophrenia in his early twenties. He was hospicalized frequently over a six 

year penod after the initial psychiatric dia-gnosis was made. He has had two bnef psychiatric 

hospitalizations within the past two years. He receives rnonthly injections of Modicate. a 

neuroleptic medication. 

Ann. the second case study participant, is a 46 year old fernale employed full-time as a 

clencal float in a medical records department in a large, general hospital. She has been employed 

wi thin this department for the past twenty years. Ann shares an apartment with her mother, but 

she is financially responsible for her own living expenses. She was first diagnosed with 

schizophrenia at the age of 29, although she had several prior admissions to psychiatric hospitals 

beginning at the age of 18. Ann has received psychiatric treatment only as an out-patient for the 

past f i  fteen years. S he receives the anti-psychotic medication Zyprexa. 
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Georse. the final participant is a 44 year old male. living on his own in a rent geared to 

income bachelor's apamnent. He h a  been unemployed for the past seven years. George 

expenenced his first psychiatric hospitalization at the age of 16 in his native West indies. He has 

been hospitalized approximately fifteen times. with the last admission occumng two years aga. 

George is diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder. His psychiamc medications include Fluaxol 

by injection and oral doses of Dudith and Te_oratol. 

Data Collection 

Pilot Studv 

1 conducted pilot interviews with two individuals who met the critena for work recovery. 

Both individuals participated in three interviews. with each interview lasting approximately two 

hours. 1 kept only wntten notes of the interviews. 

The pilot study served two purposes. It allowed me the opportunity to hone my interview 

skills through practice and self-evaluation. 1 used Strauss. Schatzman. Bucher and Sabshin's 

f 1 98 1 ) categones to  develop the initial protocol. The pilot provided me the opportunity to refine 

the interview questions. in panicular the pilot study proved invaluable in assisting me with 

developing interview questions that represented the participants' world view. 

Case Study Data Collection 

The pnmary source of data collection was the individual with schizophrenia because of 

the  study's focus on the individuai's expenence of work recovery. Data was dso collected from 

significant others and primary source documents, specifidly to facilitate the development of 

the chronology of the individual's work life. to contribute detailed pieces of histoncal 

information that are apt to be forgotten over the course of time and to enhance methodological 

triangulation (Hitchcok & Hughes 1995; Memarn, 1990). 



The pnmary strategy for data collection was the qualitative interview. The interview is a 

particularly useful stratesy for accessing the perspective and the experience of the individud. 

(Patron. 1990). The general interview guide approach was used for this study. This approach 

entailed the deveiopment of a list of questions or issues to be explored with each research 

participant. The p ide  ensured that the sarne subject areas were addressed with ai1 of the study 

participcuits. Open ended questions allowed me to explore topic areas in greater depth. 

Al1 interviews with case study participants were conducted in person and were recorded 

and tnnscnbed verbatim. Each interview lasted between ninety minutes and two hours. To 

maintain interest and momentum without overwhehing the participants. these interviews were 

held once or twice a week over the course of three or four weeks. 1 engaged in extensive note 

wri ting imrnediatel y following each interview to contribute addi tional information about the 

interviews and to record my own thoughts and questions. 

The interviews with individuals identified from the case study participants' socid 

network were conducted in person or over the telephone. Information from these interviews was 

hand written in the form of notes or direct quotes by me dunng and immediately following the 

inte~iew. 

Table 3.1 provides information about the process of data collection for each individual 

case study. 



Table 3.1 

Summarv of Data Collection for each Case Studv 

Case Smdy Interviews Significant others Documents 

Winston 

Ann 

Past psychiatrist Medical records 
Current psychiatrist Academic transcripts 
Childhood fiiend Newspaper article 

JO b performance 
review 

Psychiatrist 
Coworker 

Medical records 
Academic transcripts 
Work related merno 

George 4 Case manager Medical Records 

Definitions of Kev Terrns 

The following are key terms that appear throughout the thesis. They are defined here to 

clarify their meaning for the purpose of this study. 

Wo rk 

Work is defined as involvement in paid employment within the community based labour 

force. in those situations where other activities within the work reaim apply (for example. 

parenthood. volunteer work) they will be specifically defined. 



CVork related activie 

Work related activities refer to those pursuits in which an individuai engages as 

xoundwork for participation in work. For example. these activities include educational activities 
C 

such 'as college or university level studies that have the primary purpose of prepantion for work. 

Pu rposefir 1 activities 

Purposeful activities are those pursuits in which an individuai engages to provide purpose 

and structure to the day and as an expression of interest. For example. attending a night course to 

l e m  a hobby would be considered a purposeful activity. 

Wo rk Recovery 

Work recovery refers to the achievement of stability in successful and satisfjhng 

participation in the community based labour force. 

S trategies to Enhance Trustworthiness 

Several stntegies for increasing the mstwonhiness of qualitative research have been 

applied to this study (Lincoln and Guba. 1985; Denzin and Lincoln. 1998: Memam. 1998). 1 

increased the potential for the study design to be applied in similar situations by the development 

of a derailed case study protocol and case study data base. These procedures increased the 

tnnsparrncy of the research process. The detailed case study protocol specified the nature of the 

phenornenon and events to be studied. Along with these efforts at operationalizing consmicts. 

interpretations and meanings were substmtiated by the convergence of multiple sources of data. 

In addition. I anaiysed and reported each case study individudly. I used the technique of thick 

description (Memam. 1998. Creswell. 1998) to provide the reader with the detail necessary to 

malte judgements about the trustworthiness of my interpretation of the data. 
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By collecting data From severai sources and the restating research questions in several 

ways I attempted to ensure consistency of the data. in addition. 1 compiled a formal case smdy 

data base that cm be subjected to secondary anaiysis. Finally. the initial d d t  copy of each case 

study report was reviewed for accuracy and agreement by the respective case study participants. 

The application of qualitative research to case studies is particularly vulnerable to the 

threat of bias in herent when making inferences about the relationships between phenomenon. In 

qualitative case study inquiry the investigator is the prinwy instrument of data collection and 

interpretation ruid the uustworthiness of the research is subsequentl y threatened by the 

researcher's biases (Merriam. 1998: Lincoln & Guba. 1985). I minimized the risk of this 

researcher bias by using a respected and systematic data analysis strategy that demanded ongoing 

and intensive interaction with the n w  data to compare and contrast emerging theory with 

previous theory (Strauss. 1987). in addition. I developed aiternate explmations for the outcorne 

of work recovery than those proposed by the theoretical propositions (Appendix C). to reduce the 

likelihood that the emergïng theory would be developed within the context of my own biases. 

Field no tes were also developed immediatel y following each interview and extensive memos 

were developed during the process of reviewing and codinp the data. These included both my 

personal reactions to the data and specific directions to attend to critical information that 

appeared to be inconsistent with the theoretical propositions or compatible with rival 

explanations. Krefting (199 1 ) extoled the virtue of this type of journal activity in enhancing the 

insight and sensitivity of the researcher and in increasing the auditability of the study. 

A common challenge to the uustworthiness of case study research is the extent to which 

the tindings crin be generalized. The objective of this snidy was to achieve analytic 

aeneralizarion. That is, the study focuses on understanding the processes of work recovery for s 
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people with schizophrenia. Dieu. Pms and Shafir (1994) highlight the importance of research 

that develops our understanding of genenc social processes by examining human group life in 

multiple settings and a variety of contexts. in this research study I attempted to contribute to the 

evolution of theory by the constant comparison between existins theoretical propositions and the 

case data. 

Ta enhance analytic genenlization I used a muitiple case study design. This allowed me 

to increase the diversity of the phenornenon under study. Through the cross case analysis 1 was 

able to identify emerging patterns to make cornparisons between cases. Finally. the use of thick 

description should allow reriders to determine if these cases are reflective of their own 

knowledge and experience of work recovery. or the extent to which these findings crin be 

oeneralized to any other individual with schizophrenia. 
L 

Case Study protocol and questions 

Demo,omphic data 

The following descriptive information was collected for each of the individual case 

studies: age. gender. type of accommodation. financial situation, number and length of previous 

hospitalizations, and current medications. This information was col~ected frorn the individual 

during the course of the personal interviews and from the participants' treatment and 

rehabilitation records. 

Case studv auestions 

Table 3.2 presents the research questions addressed by the study, the sources of data and 

the specific strategies for data collection. This case study protocol served as a guide for the 

research. The proposed sources for data collection and sentegies are also provided. 



Table 3.2 

Case studv protocol: Questions. sources of data and stmtegies for data collection 

Questions Sources for data S trate-oies for data collection 

1 .What is the individuai's The individual Create a timeline that shows the 
work career? Signifiant others individual's work career fiom 

Clinical records adolescence to the present focusing 
Records From on work related education. actual 
Vocationai services employment and work related goals. 
Job descriptions 
Resumes Describe the job title. the 

occupationai status. the job 
requirements. the individual' s 
satisfaction with the job and the 
reasons for leaving each job held. 

Were there tuming points dunng the 
course of the work career? Why are 
these points noteworthy? 

Were there special accomplishments 
within the individuai's work career? 
How as the individud occupied 
during periods of unemployrnent? 

2.What is the individual's The individual 
understanding of the 
rehtionship between 
schizophrenia and work? 

How does the individual understand 
and explain the mentai disorder? 
Was this always hisher view? 

How does the individual expenence 
the relationship between 
schizophrenia and work? 

How do symptoms and impairments 
associated with the disorder 
influence work? 
How do treanen ts for the men ta1 
disorder influence work? 
Why does the individual think so 
many people with schizophrenia are 
unemplo yed? 



Question Sources for data Sate@es for data collection 

How does the individuai copehdapt 
to the specific chailenges of 
managing work demands and the 
mentai disorder? 

3. What is the meaning of The individual 
work for the individual? 

What meaning does work have for 
the individual? 

How important is work to the 
individual'? 

How does the individual describe 
themselves to others? 

4. Do the following The individual 
psychological factors 
influence work recovery: 
interna1 locus of control 
sel f-esteem and comrni trnent. 

How does the individual explain 
hidher own work recovery? 

How does the individuai appmise 
work related demands? 

What is the individual's view of 
hisher abilities in relation to the 
demands of work? 

What impact does working have on 
other daily life activities? How does 
hekhe m a g e  this? 

5.How does sociai support The individual Develop a modified social network 
influence work recovery? Signifiant others map of relationships influential to 

work. 

Who were the prorninent people in 
the course of work recovery and 
why were they prominent? 
What are the attitudes and 
expectations of the family 
towards work? 



Questions Sources for data S trategies for data collection 

What advice, related to retuming 
to work. would the individual g-ive 
to farnilies with a member who has 
schizophrenia? 

What assistance did the individual 
receive from mental health 
professionais in relation ta work? 

6.What is the relationship The individual How has the individuai's mental 
between work and the Significant others health been affected by working? 
individud's schizophrenia? 

What has been the statu of the 
individual's mental heaith during 
periods of unemployment? 

How does working a e c t  
schizophrenia? 

Data Analvsis 

The general anaiytic strategy for this study was based on the theoretical propositions 

developed previously. These propositions have guided the design of this research study, 

including the specific research questions developed within the case protocol and the boundaries 

for data collection. The theoretical propositions provide a natural organizational structure for the 

final case report. allowing for what Stake (1995) has referred to as the development of cornplex 

descriptions without the generation of "... far more plot than the story needs" (p. 124). 

A dominant mode of anaiysis for explanatory case study research involves the search for 

patterns (Yin. 1994). Explanatory case study researchea using qualitative methodoiogy are 

faced with the challenge of maintaining sensitivity to extant theory while engaging in the 
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interpretation of conceptually dense and complex data (Strauss. 1987). My anal ysis and 

interpretation for this multiple case study was guided by Strauss' (1987) main elements of 

qualitative data analysis. The analysis of the data was initiated and camed through the phase of 

data collection. including the pilot study. Throughout data collection 1 engaged in active memo 

writing to highlight critical information. to formulate new questions and as a prelirninary process 

of coding information. 

Upon completion of data collection. I approached the analysis and interpretation of each 

case study separately. However. given that the data collection for al1 three case studies was 

cornpiete. n ~ y  analysis of any single case was naturally influenced by data and knowledge gained 

from the other cases. In addition, given the focus of the study design on the development of 

theory. throughout the analytical process 1 engaged in a continuous transaction between the ideas 

arising from the raw data and those of the previously established theoretical propositions. 

The audiotapes for each of the interviews were mscribed by an experienced dicta typist. 

Although the identities of the individuals on the tapes remained anonyrnous the typist completed 

confîdentiality forms. 1 reviewed each of the transcripts for accuracy and to locate missing 

pieces of information. 1 then entered the transcripts into the NUD-IST computerized data 

management pro,oram (Richards & Richards, 1995). Both the tnnscripts and other raw data were 

then subject to a process of intensive open coding to produce comprehensive anaiytic categones. 

The raw data was then organized according to these malytic categories and 1 analysed each 

category again CO develop an understanding of the meaning of the category and its relationship 

to other categories. In this process of axial coding, these categories were enhanced by developing 

linkases between categories and renamed to provide conceptual clarity to the phenomenon. The 

labelling of categories reflected both concepts from the social psychology field and those used by 



the individuals during the course of data collection, The process of labelling was guided by my 

intention to reflect the individual participant's experience and the meaning of the phenomenon. 

Finally. 1 revisited these categories to further organize the coding into a system of core categories 

and their contineent categories. 

Following the analysis of each case 1 proceeded to develop a written repon that was 

composed of a description of the individuai from a work perspective followed by an analysis of 

the case. organized by the Framewok of the theoretical proposition. 1 supported each case 

description and analysis with specific quotes from the interviews. These quotes are feamred in 

italics. 

The final step was the development of the cross case analysis. 1 revisited the analysis for 

each case study to compare core cotegories and contingent categories both to each other and to 

the e x m t  theory. Through a process of active memoing and inte_grative d i q m s .  as described 

by Strauss ( 1  987) 1 developed higher level categories that were more abstract and more 

oeneralizable to theory then those developed at the level of the individual case study. tn addition. - 
these integrative diapans facilitated the process of establishing possible relationships between 

key phenomenon. 1 wrote the written report for the cross case analysis using the frarnework of 

the original theoreticai propositions as the building block for the new emerging theory. Finally 1 

developed a discussion of the emerging theory and highlighted the need for further study into 

these new genemlizations. 

Limitations of the Study 

Since the case study method is used for advancement of theory nther than genenlization 

to a larger population. three separate case saidies is considered an acceptable nurnber of cases. 

However replications of theory across multiple cases contributes to the confidence in the results. 
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Increasing the number of case studies would certainly be desirable. but is beyond the scope of 

this research project. 

Perhaps the weakest aspect of this study is the fact that the theoretical propositions upon 

which the study is based are. at this time. poorly specified. While the theoretical propositions 

have been defined. they have not been causally linked. a situation which Yin (1995) su,, ooes ts 

weakens the analytic process. The design has also been suengthened by the use of data analysis 

techniques which specifidly address the probIems inheren t in developing new theory from 

existing theoretical propositions. In particular. 1 depended on Strauss' (1987) seminai work on 

qualitative analysis as a framework for a systematic approach to coding. analysis. interpretation 

and theory development. 

Another limitation is my own investment in the predicted theoretical propositions and the 

subsequent danger of bias in data collection. analysis and interpretation. As a clinical 

occupational therapist. specializing in psychiatric rehabilitation. 1 am highly invested in 

challenging traditional biomedical conceptualizations that consider the nature and the course of 

the psychiatric illness to be the p r i m q  determining factor in the process and outcome of work 

recovery in individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. Steps Wen to reduce the likelihood of 

investigator bias include the aprion development of aitemate explanations for work recovery and 

the development of a detailed case protocol that will dlow for the expression and analysis of 

these alternate explanations. 

Personal Reflections on the Research Process 

1 was generall y pleased with the research process. 1 ini tially questioned the research 

design because of my diffrculty locating suitable participants and the resultant logisticai and 

pnctical issues inherent in carrying out "long distance" research. The data collection. once 
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arranged. provided detailed and nch information about the participants' work lives. in addition. 

each of the participants expressed a sense of pleasure and satisfaction with their involvement in 

the study. My impressions were that they appreciated being the focus of a case study both as a 

fonn of altmism and as an opportunity for self-reflection through the telling of their stories. 1 

personally found the process of data collection. analysis and interpretation to be a highly 

rewarding experience. During the initial phases of analysis I questioned the intebgrity of 

deconstructing the expenences of these individuals into separate codes. My concems were 

mostly put to rest when 1 entered and worked through the very difficult phase of inteption of 

the analysis. 

1 found chat the research process was negatively aîTected by the method of data 

collection from sources other than the case smdy participant. I decided not to audiotape my 

interviews with sipifkant others primarily for logistical reasons. in fact. because of the 

distances involved 1 was forced to interview several of these people over the telephone further 

limiting the dynamics inherent in the interview process. While the information gathered from 

these interviews served as an important source of data for the purposes of triangulation. I found 

that the lack of verbatim discourse constraïned my ability to in tepte  this data into the final 

report. 

1 also found it dificult to reconcile the need to maintain anonyrnity within a study design 

that selects individuals based on their uniqueness and explores their life situations in depth. In an 

attempt to deal with this issue I discussed the ethical concems related to anonymity with each 

participant while obtaining informed consent and throughout the interview process. A11 of the 

participants indicated that they were comfonable with the case study format. citing the fact that 

they had previously been involved in public speaking engagements about their experiences in 
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living with schizophrenia. 1 changed any names or other identifies within direct quotes to 

genenc terms Cfor exmple. the proper name of a school was changed to "the college"). if the 

inte-gity of a direct quote was lost by making these changes I did not include it in the final 

report. FinalIy the participants were asked to review the written document of their respective 

case studies and to note any areas that they thought comprornised their anonymity. 



CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY 1: WINSTON 

Case Description 

Undercover A aen t 

At fony-four years of age Winston is employed as a relief. residential counselor in a 

croup home for seniors with developmentai delays and psychiatnc disorders. For thirteen years - 
he has been siving residents their neuroleptic medications and facilitating their community 

integration. Every three weeks Winston visits mental heaith professionals at a psychiatrie 

hospitd to receive his own neuroleptic injection and support for his own community inteCmtion. 

The irony of the situation is not lost on Winston: 

Winston (W): Ir 'sfirnny- 1 feef like I 'rn un rrndermver agenr in soine rt-s because 
I 've sot schizoph renia. 1 'm working wirh people rhar haive schizoph renia and nobody 
krzort7s it. 1 feef like I'rn an agenr or something. 

Winston believes that no one at work is aware that he has a diagnosis of chronic paranoid 

schizophrenia. in addition to his cornmitment to the job and his expertise as a comrnunity 

worker. there are several factors that assist him with maintainhg his secret. Winston displays 

none of the associated movement or appearance side-effects frequently associated with 

neuroleptic medications. The psychotic symptoms of his illness are well controlled by these 

medications and nrely interfere wi th his work performance: 

W: I'm lu& in some ways Terry. 1 respond well ro medicarion. I 'rn fucky in rhar respect. 
Dr. X jusr hir upon Modicate and it worked. I don 't hardly ever. ever. ever ger psychotic 
or hear voices or have delusians. I 'm just lucAy 1 don 't have.. .i respond rea Dy well to 
rnedicnrion, 

He typically works alone, or with only one other employee. minirnizing the social pressures for 

sharing personal information. His place of employment is a forty-five minute drive from his local 

comrnunity which reduces the likelihood that colleagues will view him within the context of 
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ueatment or rehabilitation activities. The lack of a consistent schedule. a feature of relief work. 

provides Winston with the opportunity to conceal his infiequent periods of psychiatnc 

W: It w-as eaq.  You Xno~l f  have a relief position. The? called me for work three rimes. 1 
forrnd the messages on my ansver-ing machine and I never called [hem back and then 
when I gor out of the hospital I called them back and rold rhem 1 had been ar the cottage. 
T m  h o w  I have a cottage. the? h o w  1 go there in the surnmenirne. 

For Winston. schizophrenia has been both a "cnrse " and "bonus" on the job. On the 

positive side. Winston perceives that he has a special relationship with the residents of the goup 

home because he c m  personaity identiw with their experiences with mental disorder: 

U': So I m n  relate, Like Anna sleeps ~ ~ i t h  her Zight ou ail ni@ long and cvitlz her door 
operi or else she Sets claustrophobie- ! can relnte to tlrings like thnt. Having doors closed. 
i i g l m  on. 

Winston believes t h  the residents experience his sensitivity and understanding as unique. This 

"insider's viewpoint" has posed a specific challenge for Winston. He found that he had to 

reconcile feelings of segregation from other staf f  that arose in response to his identification with 

the residents' vulnenbility to the staffs' peremptory position: 

CV: I remember thar 's hocv it rvas when I staned at work. 1 rvas ire? distrustjitl of other 
stafl thinking t i m  they were authorirarian. 1 don 't like being v e p  aurhoritarian wi~h my 
clients because like 1 knocv what il's like to be in an institution. to be rinder somebody 
else's arrthorip. So 1 always saw the stafl f worked with in the begirzning as being 
authorirarian and me being a lot diflerenr because of my schizopizrenic es-perienc-e and 
me being irzsritrtrionalized a feu7 tintes- 

Winston is comfortable with his decision to not disdose his psychiatrie disorder at work. 

He is not certain what would happen if his employers discovered that he has a diaPosis of 

schizophrenia. He is afraid that this information would predispose his employers to feel less 

confident in his abilities, and that this could translate into less work or being fired. Even though 

he has the requisite cornrnunity worker diploma. stellar performance appraisals. and the longest 
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history of employment at his group home. he believes disclosure would place him in a vulnerable 

position: 

Mi.. Yes. oh. I've got the credibility. I've got the ..- but whether the stigma of the mental 
illness can overpor-ver the credibility rhat I've built up is a question I can 't anmer. 

The Foundation 

By the time Winston was diagnosed with schizophrenia in his early twenties he had 

developed a substmtial employment history and had already established an identity as a 

communi ty worker. He believes that this work foundation positively in fluenced his motivation 

for work recovery: 

W: 1 rt,odd be a /or more depressed if I didn 't have a job. A lot more depressed. I'd 
feef. .. I don ' r  rt-ant ro use this word. blit I i-vodd feel iike a useless piece of garbage. 
Especicr& when I had wurked in the pasr before I sot il1 and I had had some kind of 
forindation and / sot il1 and then I h e w  thar I rt.ouldn't be able to work again. like rhat 
rtmlfd have a rrernendoris impact on me. It  's  not fike I've never rvorked before. 

Winston began working regularly by the age of twelve în his family's convenience store. 

The nature of the business. with its long hours. pressed for his participation. This was 

compounded by the fact that his father was diagnosed with schizophrenia and frunily members 

were required to cornpensate for his episodic inability to function at work. An honour student in 

elementary and early secondary school. Winston excelled in the sociai sciences and aimed for a 

career ir; the human services: 

W: Yenh. I k7asn't going to be a scienrisr. I wcis going tu be a soc*id w o r k  I had no idea 
thar cornmunity work existed. but I wanted to be a social worker or just somebody 
ivorking with people in some capacity. ruorking wirh people who had problems, some sort 
of problems. 

By Cmcie eleven Winston found himseif unable to maintain his efforts towards high 

academic performance wi th the strict demands for contri buting to the famil y business. He 

describes this as the source of considenble fmily conflict. Unable to reconcile these competing 
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pressures Winston became increasingly esuanged from farnily and from school. He responded 

by associating with the high xhool subculture of social rebellion: 

W: I decided what ' s  the point of school anjway ? Whj t n  so ha rd when i f ' s  not getting 
?ou anywhere. Yori jirst being there. with resisrance. and your life is more importarit than 
marks. and al1 of this crap then. So I didn 't take school so seriorisly anynore. my marks 
srmed ro drop and I starred growing my haïr long and listening to rock bands and al1 of 
rhar kind of sttiff- 

In grade twelve Winston voluntarily left the family home to live in a group home 

operated by a child service and to work regular part-time hours. He withdrew from school two 

weeks before the final ex'uns for his final high school credits: 

W.- Yoir know school MYIS not an object of rvhere my mind was working anymore. I was on 
ro orher rlzings- I rea- rvanred to Set out of high schooi. I fomd if reailj irrelewnt at 
riznr poinr. 

Through his caregivers at the group home Winston found full-time child care related work with 

troubled youth. Winston believes that his rebellious lifestyle was considered an asset on the job 

in  that he sewed as "role mode! ". Hïs time as a child care worker was followed by a job as a 

community worker at a psychianic day hospital. again m g e d  through previous work 

connections. 

Winston believes that although this work foundation represents an atypical work path it  

provided him with invaluable life expenence and success in his chosen career field: 

W: Righr. Like in some ways qiiitting school was the best thing I ever did because it gave 
me sir years of work. I look at it that way. 
T: Yeah- Ir's an interesring thing that happened.. . 
W: Like had I gone to university and gotten il1 in university I'd jus be anorher 
schizophrenic with hava  B.A. thar never workd and never had any work esperience 
or.. . brrr I had some work e-rperience, I had child care and cornmuni~ work 



Psvchosis and Work Recoverv 

Winston experienced intense and lengthy episodes of depression during his final years of 

high school. until his first diagnosed episode of schizophrenia at the age of twenty-one. He 

descnbes this depression as extreme feelings of hopelessness and suicidal thoughts. He is 

uncertain about the relationship between this early depression and his subsequent diagnosis of 

schizophrenia. Winston worked throughout these penods of depression and credits employment 

with Iessening their impact. 

Winston's first medically diagnosed episodes of paranoid schizophrenia occurred within 

the context of lepl charges for criminal offenses. social isolation. onsoint family conflict and 

the continued use of street dnigs. The symptoms of the mental disorder included paranoia and 

haIIucinations, and were so intense and disuessing that they led to extreme suspiciousness. and 

socid wirhdrawal to the point of hornelessness: 

W: Ohy. ,~*ell I rLPas probab- in the worst shape of - ive ut thar rime. that I'd ever beerr 
in. I had lice. th- had to bathe me with Qualata, I remember I had a beard. long izair. I 
imdn ' r  changed my clothing in five months. I probably smelled. They barhed me with 
Q~ialata ro set rid of the lice. I carne in *ht off the street- I'd been living on the street- I 
carne inro a tcyard. / was total- confused. I didn 't know what was going on. I iws  mute. 
One reason 1 rvas mute was becatise I rvas paranoid becatise I rhoughr the police had 
folloived me into the ward and were trying to collecr evidence on the trial. on the 
upcoming trial. so / wottldn ' r  talk to anybody about anything. So for about two rnonths I 
didn ' r  say nnything to anyboùy. which didn 't help. 

His psychiatrist at the time confims that Winston was "more sick than almosr anybody. 

mfato~zic. mute. " 

Convinced that his experiences were the result of a conspiracy involving his family and 

the police Winston remained resentiùl and resistant to treaunent for five years. Although he 

initiated contact with the psychianic hospitai. he expected that his problems would be understood 
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wi thin the context of the family dynarnics. Instead he found that he was identified as the person 

with a problem and that the focus of their assistance was psychiatric medications. His 

psychiatric treatrnent history dunng this period included frequent lack of cornpliance with 

prescribed medications and eight admissions to a psychiatric hospital. Winston credits his 

eventual acceptance of psychiatric treatrnent with two events: 1)  the realization that. despite 

terminating contact with his family. the lepl  system and the hospital, he had lost al1 of his 

valuable personal possessions and was living on the Street 2) a trial of Modicate injections 

leading to successful conuol of his symptoms without side effects: 

\V: This rcfas reai..,this w-as success and ir  was on& beause 1 ,vas stuying on medication. 
I hnd gotteir rid of al1 of rhar denial and l'd been rhro~igh the experieizce of living on skid 
ro rtr nvice. . . . I 'd losr my car. I 'd lost everyrhing. I Xnebcp that I ever wenr ofl  medicarion 
again I wwid lose eveptlzing again as sri re as the sun rises in the easr. 

Work remained a constant force in Winston's life, even when his mental illness was at its 

worst: 

W: Oh yeah. I was always looking for work. .. Yes 1 still rhoiight I wns wefl enorrgh. 1 stiil 
had rhis idea in rny mind that 1 cortld work. Like 1 remember walking up rhis streer. soins 
inro rhe bars and asking them if1 corrld wash theirfloors for them. mop rheirfïoors. 
T: And ~yhat ~ t ~ a s  their response ? 
W: Oh. ir  kvas negative. 1 mean the! corrld see. voir know look at me and sa! this pi! is 
sick or a streer person and yet 1 kvas still going to wash floors. 

Durin2 the period of what Winston refers to as his "mental framework of denial ". he 

completed a one year academic prepantion course for university studies. This educational 

p r o p m  was directed to assisting individuals who were disadvantaged. His retum to school 

represented a purposeful effort to use education to circumvent the socially marginalized identity 

of a mental patient. It provided him with the opporninity to recognize his desire for occupational 

achievement in spite of the schizophrenia: 
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W: First of ail it was orir of desperation. There was nothing else. There ivere no other 
airenues. I rtpanted to go ro universiy. I wanted ro ger an edricntion. Before this I had been 
npp-ing for jobs too and kepr on getring rejected because I just didn 't have any 
acrr dernic qualr~cations. I didn 't have a piece of paper. i didn ' I  have a diploma or a 
cem3cate. oh?? So I knew I would have to go to school to set a piece of paper. So rhere 
 as that driving me ... Thar's why 1 set down. why I get depressed becarise I don't feel 
l 've been able ro achieve as much as 1 worild have liked to or corild have had 1 not 
srrcczirnbed IO schizophrenia.-., And desperation that there 's nothing else. this is the only 
avenrie open to o u .  Yori 've got to mke the most of ir. And I wanted ro do somerhing with 
rnyself. I just didn 't ivant ro stagnate. I just didn 't want ro be a mental parient. You know. 
I rrrnnted sornething better for myself: 

Furthemore Winston's educational efforts were consistent with the achievement values of his 

family. His acceptance of treatment for the mentai disorder and his return to school elicited 

recognition and support from family members who themselves were no longer pressured by the 

demands of the family business or by financial concerns. 

Winston found this educational program to be a gmd match for his own needs and goals. 

It allowed him to pursue meaninal  studies with his own peer group. His psychiatrist was 

enthusiastic about his acadernic efforts, providing him with quiet rooms to study. day passes 

from the hospi ta1 to attend classes. flexible appointment schedules. and assistance with academic 

preparation: 

W: Before I enrered school my psychiarrist and I discussed rhis. He said o u  're going to 
have to leam how to concentrare af l  over again. because Jour concentrarion isn 't ven, 
good. you 've been ilf. And thar was tnie. Afl I could read \vas papers. I couldn 't read 
b o o k  I had to read a lot at schoo f. So, before enrered school I sraned reading a lot of 
noveis. paperbad novels. 

Winston experienced the staff of the academic proberam as caring and committed to his 

success. He was open in his disclosure of both his psychiamc disorder and his efforts to cope 

with the ongoing symptoms of the iHness: 

W: Yea h. I t hought these people would undersrand. Yeah. rhese were edricated people. 
these people would understand. 1 didn 't tell them ro set any favours. 1 just told them fik 
there worild be certain diflc-ulries that I would have like with sornething and I worild say 
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H-el1 iisren. Oka?. I remember being in a tritonal and having to leave the rritorial ail of a 
srrdden because I had a panic atrack and having to e-xplrrin ro the rutorid leader 'lisren I 
have ro leave the rrrtorial becartse r had a panic atrack. I've sot schizophrenia. I Set panic 
orracks *. So I had to explain it to her. that thar was whar the sirliarion riras- 

Winston's psychiatrist recalled that this retum to school was a very difficult year for Winston. 

but that his efforts were rewarded when he was one of only about fifty percent of the ciass to 

actuall y graduate. 

Winston was accepted to university on the strength of his academic performance. but was 

unable to cope with a heavy and absuact academic load. the social anonymity and the lack of 

support. Concerned that he was unable to manage academics ( W: "My mirrd wsn  ' r  ., I was still 

s h a h  "). Winston pursued training as a caretaker through a vocationai rehabilibtion p r o C m .  but 

found himself experiencing frequent panic amcks and emergency room visits. The vocational 

rehabilitation reports indicate that the counselors questioned his employability and on their 

recommendations he began receiving a disability pension. 

Dissatisfied with the inconsistencies between the type of work he was perfonning in the 

rehabilitation p r o C m  and his desire to work directly with people. he  terminated his involvement 

and returned to school. This time he pursued community college level studies and successfully 

compieted a diploma in comrnunity work: 

W: Academically, yeah. it was more easier. It was a lot easier. It was v e n  inreresting. It 
i.rqas jlist an easier e-rperience academictrlly. a lot easier. Thar was the tnajor difference. 
So / just whized through that. Ir was just like another English course for me. 
T: Real-? And so ir kind of rapped into al1 of your strengths? 
W: Yeah. because I did Sa) hours offield work. I had already done work in rhe field 
before. so rhat was easy. I haci made connections in the cornmuniiy. so ...fi rvus just a 
iogical step for me to take, You know can 't hack it at universiry. rake the c-ommrrnity 
worker course ut College. it 's a IWO yearprogram, i f ' s  a fast truck to a diploma and to 
evenrrtal work and that 's  what later it turned out to be. 
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Winston highlights the extent to which his work recovery during this time period was 

marred by the symptoms and impainnents of schizophrenia and his relative lack of experience in 

coping ( W: "Ir's not like ... I \tyasn 't n ver ut being ill. I was still realiy nuïve "). His feelings of 

paranoia would arise "nght out of the blrre ". he was socially uncomfomble and " v e y  nervoirs of 

people" and expenenced a tremendous loss of self esteem. feeling "nor ivonhy of a relarionship 

ityirh anyotie ". This period of corning to accept the diagnosis and treaanent of schizophrenia 

coincided with gaining invaluable expenence in learning to cope with the disorder. This included 

leming what to expect from mental heaith professionds and peers. the conditions for disclosure. 

targeting medications to aileviate specific symptoms. and self-soothing exercises to finish the job 

at hand without asking for accommodations from the employer: 

CV: I jrrst rried ro cope. I jrist rried ro cope the besr thar I corild. / rried to calrn myself 
dorrn a- rt7ay I could by.. . I ~yould set on the bris and go home and open a windorv and 
say. you 're 012 the blis. y u  're on the biis. you 'refinally gains home. yori 're sonna feel 
berrer itz a little while. 

Stress on the Job 

Winston takes a cautious attitude towards stress at work and its potential for exacerbating 

the syrnptoms of his schizophrenia: 

W. / rkink if the job was too stressfril there mighr be a recrrrrence of qmptoms. 1 might 
srart feelingfirstered. hearing voices. things like rhat. Thut's why I've got to really warch 
whnt kind of work I do, M y  job is stressfril at rimes. Sornetimes rhere is a lot of pressri re 
rhere bru I've been able to handle ir. 

Winston values the considerable training, the demands and responsibili ties associated 

with his job. He highlights that not d l  aspects of the job that he expenences as stressful provoke 

his mental disorder. He has leamed that work stress can exacerbate his mental disorder when 

situations lead to him to critical self evaluation: 
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T: So irhen does stress. which is pan of ourjob.  when does it become bad? Like when 
does ir srart ro go over the top to rnaybe make you anxious? 
CV: When / start dou brins rnysew When 1 stan losing my self-esteem. when I stan 
thinking negatively about myseif that I'm a dummy that I can ' r  do this or rhat. 

Winston cites the example of becoming fnisuated and unable to cope on an ciccasion when he 

was asked to work with residents who required direct nursing a re .  Although he experienced this 

situation as stressfui. he viewed these nursing tasks as inconsistent with his skills as a specidist 

in community integration and subsequentiy they did not predispose him to a negative self view: 

W: Weil rite nrirsing care. I ' m  not a nurse. I don 't rmnt to change diapers. I can 't change 
diapers. I need to tr~ot-k rvith clients rhat are fairly independenr thar m n  feed themselves. 
ciorhe rizernseli~es. set rtp on heir own- 

Sirnilarly. Winston believes that he would have a high potential to "bum out" at his present job 

should he increase his hours beyond part-time. However he views this as an occupational hazard. 

as evident by the high staff turnover rate in his agency. He relates this to the constant demands 

of caregivin? and a rate of pay that is only a few dollars above minimum wage. 

Winston' s self-esteem is threatened when he finds himself in environments or situations 

that trigger memories of the time when he was acutely ill. resistinz matment. living a skid row 

existence. and facing criminal charges. These situations produce feelings of anxiety that cm 

quickly escdate into paranoia: 

W: Right. righr. Thar's the one rhing the medicarion hasn 'r  been able ro do. Ir hasn'r been 
able ro aileviate realb intense memories of deprivation and sufiring. 
T: Alzd rthat you experience rvirh rhat y o i c  said is anxiep ? 
W: Yeah. alrnost paranoid. I stan feeling that people are talking about me or 
communicating to me when they 're not. with rheir han& You know al1 ihar kind of 
schizop h renic srrrf/: 

These memones evo ke intense felings of physical and psycholo@cal vulnenbility and presen t 

him with a view of himself that is not eirsily reconciled with a self-image of cornpetence and well 

being: 
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W: It jrist brings back a lot of bad. bad memon'es. A lor of feelings. a lot of feelings of 
inadeqriacy. how inadequate I felt abortr myself: how down 1 was about myself: how mrrch 
/ srtff red. 1'11 see landmark I 'Il see people that will remind me of these events and 
that 's  ve- disturbing. 

Winston rarely expenences this anxiety now and he attributes this to the general improvement in 

hi s men t d  health. antidepressant mediwtions and selecting environments that prornote his 

mental health: 

W: Yealz. Like i work in a nice. quiet residential neighbourhood in a bungalow. lt 's reall~ 
II  ice and quiet. ir 's nice to sleep rhere. It 's  realb nice and quiet- It ' s  peacejit 1. a Il the 
houses are the same. well not the same, brtt i f ' s  a nice. qriier residenrial srreer where 
rzothing happens and rhar's realiy soothing. Yolt know it rvorrld be dtfirent if I \t'as at the 
conzer of that district. 

While the psychotic features of Winston' s schizophrenia are generall y well controlled. he 

expenences a persistent depression that hangs over him like a "blad cloud". This depression is 

charactenzed by feelings of apathy, futility and worthlessness. in response to these feelings. 

Winston sleeps for inordinate amounts of time. neglects his self-care. isolates himseif socially 

and is prone to suicida1 thoughts. He understands this depression as both a pnmary symptom of 

the schizophrenia and a secondary symptom. an internalized reaction to the stigma. the suffering 

and losses he has expenenced. 

In terestingly. it is his current experience of underemployment, rehted to his limi ted work 

hours and inconsistent schedule. that provoke his depression by leaving him with many unfilled 

hours to ponder his problerns and experience a heightened sense of segregation from society: 

W: I f  I can keep.. . if I had a fit11 time job I might not need an anri-depressant. 1 don 't 
know. I really don 't know, rhat 's _ver to be detennined. i f 1  was bu- ail the time. but I'rn 
nor bu?, I have a lot of time on m-v ha& Afer I'rn through with you. I'rn going to go 
home. I'rn going to have lunch and then I have the whole day to deal with. so that's open 
ended so I don 't know whar I'rn going to do. But if I had a job to go to or something like 
that. that would give me the stnrcture and the substance tu keep my mind occupied and to 
keep me from thinking and to make me feel worrh while and ro ensure that my self-esreem 
btvas high and m y  self-confidence was high. 
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work. He attends appointments with mental heaith professionals and occasion~ly drops in at a 

day p r o C m  at the psychiatrie hospitd. attends to self-care and home maintenance tasks. and 

listens to music. Recently he began a volunteer job delivering meals to the homes of seniors. He 

ooes to sleep earl y. out of boredom. and sometimes lies d o m  for a few hours in the ;ifternoon. 
b 

Winston maintains a job search to increase his work hours but severd factors hinder these 

employment efforts. He finds that union rules at his present workplace favour full-time 

employees for vacant jobs. The most profound impediment he experiences is the sti-ma 

associated with the mental disorder. He expenences this stibma as both actual discriminatory 

hi ring practices and an internalized assault on his self-concept: 

W: The disorder has segregated rne. e.rc.luded me from a lot of jobs for one thing. It's prit 
me in a segregcrted position in society as far as work goes because of the stigrna of 
rnental iilness. If l disclose especiaiiy. Ir's aflected horv I feel about myself on the job as 
mafle  not as wonhy or proficient as sotnebody else. even rhorigh nfier a btrhile 1 tend to 
lose rlzose feelings. brrt initial& I feel v e c  nervoris. very lin-selfcorzfidenr. thinking that 1 
halve to watch evenl step and every move / rnake. 

He is now applying for affirmative job positions for consumers of mental health services. He 

finds. however. that although these positions encouwe disclosure and accommodate individual 

needs they are inundated with qualified applicmts and are highly cornpetitive. 

Case Analysis 

1.Work recovery is best understood from a life course perspective. 

Approaching the case snidy of Winston from a life coune perspective allows us to 

appreciate die important position that work has had throughout his adult life. even dunng periods 

of acute schizophrenia psychiamc hospitalization and homelessness. Winston's expenence does 

not so much represent a reclaiming of the lost worker role and the regaining of work function as 
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it  does persistent drive and effort to succeed at work within the context of ongoing psychiauic 

impairment and disability. This life course h e w o r k  ailows us to focus on both the 

coexistence of. and the interaction between. work related activity and mental disorder 

throughout Winston's iife. 

His early work foundation developed in him both a strong identity as a worker and an 

appreciation for the stabilizing influence of work on his depressive symptorns. The s<iirk 

contrast between this "healthy" self-identity and his expenence of overwhelming psychosis and 

Street life served as a catalyst for Winston3 acceptance of the diagnosis of schizophrenia, This 

proclivity for work convibuted to his motivation to control actively the psychotic symptoms of 

his sch izophrenic illness by psychiatrie treatments: 

W / rvns having a lor of panic attacks. I'd walk over from school to the hospïtal ro see m~ 
psychirrrrist nea rly... well qriite ofien ro rell him " Lisren I ' m  having an anrien attack. / 
feel like I'm losing control. I don 't know? whar ro do. Is it the medicorion rhat is making 
me feel this rr7ay. or the l a d  of medication?" and he br7ould u p  my medicarion by 
increments. 

Furthemore. in response to his work related efforts. Winston's primary neatment providers 

becarne invesred in helping him and he in mm intemalized their belief in his ability to succeed. 

~ c l ~ i a t n s t ' s  progress report: Work. acrive. no paranoia. Hus been off medication for 8 
rtveks and feels growing confidence. I am not sure if I am over sitspicious but I will wntch 
forparrening of aflect and restan meds ifthis occurs. Plans college in Sept- in cotnmunity 
~vorker course. We musr try ro see that he remainsf7t to accomplish this. 

The life course perspective allows us to capture both the negative and positive elements 

of his present work situation. Certainly the lirnited number of work hours inherent in relief work 

leaves hi m vulnenble to financial dependenc y, to unstructured hours that provoke intense 

feelings of depression, and to threats to his self-esteem and hopelessness experienced within the 

con text of the job search process. Yet Winston clearly describes his present job as a career and 
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the culmination of a series of related accomplishments that include a consistent vocationai 

direction. the benefits of early work experiences in his chosen field and the legitimacy procured 

through the completion of a college diplorna. While Winston is concemed about his career 

opportunities he remains hopeful that his current job is located within a broader career trajectory 

that includes both expanding his work hours and eventually completing university level studies: 

W: Yeah. Nor completely. I'm going bu& someday and ger a BA. ar some point. 
T: You srill see that as  sometl~ing o u  cortld do? 
CV: Oh yeah. I can do ir. 1 a n  do the work i f ' s  just that I haive tu exen pressure on rnyself 
ro o p p b  myself ro the work. 1 've gor to rnake a concened e#on to sir down and do the 
rending and rlze wriring. I've gor to really discipline myselfand I'm nor disciplined. I've 
been leading an rtndisciplined life. I am going to go bock, 

This positive meaning that Winston gives to his career is compounded by his 

experiences with schizophrenia- In addition to the enhanced personal benefits. h e  believes that 

his career success can also serve a public function. He perceives himself as a potential role 

mode1 to inspire other individu& with severe mental ilInesses to engage in work related efforts 

and to counteract the public srigma and indifference towards the mentally ill: 

CV: Yeah if cortld happen to anyone, yeah, 1 try to get ... whar 1 t p  to set across is that 
rilese people aren 't n~imbers. These people you see on the srreet they are nor nrimbers. 
rite! are not statistics. They are hrrman beiirgs ivirh feelings. wfrh desires, thar itTant to be 
rtwnn. that want ro be fed. rhar have the potenrial ro be really good people ifgiven the 
opponwiin and have the potential to do wirh their lives what 1 did wirh my life. because 1 
M'CIS in the same boat ar one tirne. Thar wlas me. the guy rvith the beard and the long hair. 
yelling on the Street was me. 

9 . Positive meanings attached to the worker role facûitate the individual's ability to 

negotiate the stresses associated with the worker role. 

Several discrete dimensions of work related involvement combine to expiain the 

sigificance it holds for Winston. He has the sense that through his community worker job he 

makes a productive conmbution to society. Paid work represents the vehicle through which he 
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demonstrates his autonomy and self-sufficiency. He engages in volunteer activities with a view 

to connecting more immediatel y wi th his focal communi ty. Work acti vities widen his limited 

social network by providing him with a variety of social relationships charactensed by equality 

and reciprocity. including coHegial relationships with CO-workers. mutually respectful 

relationships with supervisors and affectionate relationships with clients. In addition h e  has the 

sense work validates him within his family's value system and that it provides him with the 

legitimacy that was compromised both by schizophrenia and his criminal record: 

\V: Mi- rnother had a c-hance ro see me g o  from off the srreet. dishevelled rrnkempt. lice. 
benrd. long hair. not shaved. d l  this kind of strrff into sotnebody who \rias working and in 
the sjstem rvirh a diplorna. cleaned np. al! that hind of.. like ccmplere&.. .completely 
clzanged ... complerel_\. rehabilitated and rhat pleased me a lot becmise I rvanted ro show 
rnj rnother rhat I could do rhat. It was realiy important for me [O set that job becartse 
rcvhnr it gave me.. .it gave me legitimacy. I had a c*n'rninal record before then- 

Winston descnbes his retum to pre-university studies as an act of "desperation". in 

addition to his belief that without academic certification opportunities in his chosen field were 

Iimited. Winston believed that the sti*ma surrounding both the mental disorder and his criminal 

record would compound his loss of employment potential. Unwilling to accept the identity of 

mental patient that he saw as the outcorne of the loss of future work. Winston directed his efforts 

to achieve at school despice the presence of disturbing symptorns. considenble functionai 

disabili ty and the sigificant assault on his self-confidence that marked his earl y experiences 

with schizophrenia. 

It is important to note that Winston comrnitted his energies towards obtaining work. 

While he initially directed his acadernic efforts towards university level studies. he viewed 

school mainly as a vehicle to achieving his employment goal. This provided Winston with the 

menttil framework necessary to frame his inability to master university level studies as the result 
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of a 'puor match" between his own needs and the academic program rather than as a personal 

failure. This idea of finding a good match is a prevaient theme throughout Winston's work life 

and reflects his persistent tendency towards selfdirection in the presence of signifiant 

psychiauic instability and functional impairment. Winston himself stresses the importance of the 

availability of a variety of work related options to meet individual needs: 

W.- I thank the edrrcational -stem in Ontario for rhat- The fact that o u  c m  go to 
~trzir*ersi~y or college. rhat there is a choice- Because not everybod~'~ cut out for 
unii-.ersic, not er?evbod~'s crtt out for college. there's a choice and ifit wasn 't for thnr I 
\twrrldn'r have my diploma because I don 't think I c-ould hack universic. 

Beyond his more generalized cornmitment to work. Winston had a longstanding direction 

to work with people within the social services. While this career interest appears to have begun 

in his adolescence in response to his dislike of the sciences. it has  grown in significance to 

represent a '-noble" choice. that exonentes his sense of suffering and victimization surrounding 

his mental illness. It has also satisfred his desire for affectionate and respectfui social 

relationships and for a connection with his cornmunity. both remarkable features given the social 

aversion and isolation typicaily associated with paranoid foms of schizophrenia. 

The meaning that Winston placed on this specitic career goal appears to have played a 

crucial role as a mediator in the relationship between the schizophrenia and his work functioning. 

During a particularly disruptive period in his early experiences with schizophrenia. Winston 

requested and became involved in vocational rehabilitation services to assist with a change in 

vocation to a trade. He was involved in a variety of work triai placements in dishwashing, 

audiovisual and lighting, appliance repair. upholstery, clerical. pnnting and finally settied on 

janitorid work. M i l e  his motivation for work remained high. he experienced strong feelings of 

dissatisfaction and symptoms of anxiety, panic and paranoia that interfered with his ability to 
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perform on the job and provoked drop in visits and telephone calls to the emergency deparmient 

of the psychiatric hospital. In response to these difficulties his rehabilitation practitioners appear 

to have generalized the implications of these functional difficulties to preclude a retum to the 

human services: 

Rehnbilitation services repon: His paranoïa and inability to cope with hi@ levels of 
interpersonni stress are facrors rhar make a career in commrrnin. m i a l  service work 
innpprop riare. His aptirude and inrem t in mechanicaUrepair acriviries roou Id be a more 
oppropriate avenue for rehabilitnrion. 

Dissatisfied with the vocational choices offered through the rehabilitation services. 

Winston withdrew and on his own enrolled in college to cornpiete the cornrnunity worker course. 

This initiative was chmctenzed by a rnarked decrease in anxiety and emergency room contacts. 

an increase in coping efforts within the context of the work settins and a general sense of well- 

being: 

Ps~chintrisz 's progress report: He sees himselffitnctioning at his highest level now over 
3 jean. Looks and solrnds happy with his Iqe. 

3. A central feature of work recovery is the individual's perception that it is possible to 

create a functional self-identify separate from the disorder. 

Receiving a diagnosis of schizophrenia presented Winston with a significant threat to his 

self-identity. He found the events surrounding the diagnosis. including involuntary cornmitment. 

cnminal charges and convictions. abject poverty and homelessness. to be exuemely frightenins 

and inconsistent with his persona1 intentions. He believed that the diagnosis placed the source of 

the problems within himself without due consideration for the contributing role of ongoing 

famil y conflicts. In reuospect. Winston believes that the process leûding to his acceptance of the 

diagnosis was problematic because it failed to provide him with a baianced interpretation of 

even ts: 
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W: / think I ~crorild have accepted ~ h e  diagnosis easier if ir co~ild have been said rhat 
Wnston. you 've got schizophrenia. you 've got senoris problems brit we also rhink thaï 
yorrr rnother and brother have some problems too. 

Rather than engagement in a process of engulfhent into the role of mental patient. 

Winston resisted the medical interpretation of his problems. He maintained a measure of control 

over his daily life and his future direction by taking on the role of a student preparing for work 

in the human services. The role of student ailowed him to take signifiant steps towards his 

vocational goals and to manase interfering aspects of the schizophrenic disorder within an open. 

supportive and accornmodating environment. It also allowed him to conceptualize the experience 

in a normalized frarnework. by defining himself as a disadvantaged student: 

W: / formd rhat to be a ven. ve?. di'crilt course and it ' s  nor for eve~body .  There's a lot 
of 1-eading. there's a lor of stridying. rhere's a lot of writing. brir il's the kind of corirse 
tlznr rt-as railored jrist righr for somebody like me becarise it is so sripponive. /t is 
emorionally. fiancially. sociall~ szipponive of people who are like me. who are ut a 
disadvnnrage economically. social lj. psychiatrYcally. or wharever. ir  is a hig h b  
supportive program. 

Several factors appear to have disposed Winston towards a selfdirected orientation in the wake 

of the distressing events associated with the diagnosis of schizophrenia. These factors include 

his: i )  positive response to an anti-psychotic medication: ii) early work foundation and: iii) 

financial independence. 

i 1 Accepting medication 

Winston is adamant that the single most defining factor in his work recovery is his 

acceptance of. and positive response to, psychiamc medications. Although the medications do 

not completely eliminate the disabling influence of syrnptoms on his work. they do amelionte 

thern to the extent that Winston is able to activeiy employ coping efforts to manage work related 

demands. He continues to experience. in response to specific environmental features. the 
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feelings of personal threat associated with pmoiô .  However the anti-psychotic medication 

lessens the intensity of the experience. They maintain hirn in a mental framework that allows him 

to evaluate the reality of his experience and to employ coping techniques, such as self-calrning 

or avoidance. within the context of fulfilling his job responsibilities. Beyond their maintenance 

functions. Winston strategically manipulates his own medications to mget specifically the 

anxiety that cm rapidly spiml into the full fledged expenence of paranoia. 

While the control of psychotic symptoms was particularly relevant durine the m l y  years 

of the schizophrenia. the use of antidepressant medications to control his depressive symptoms 

has now become the priority. Unlike the psychotic symptoms. the depression does not appear to 

interfere direcrly with his ability to work. but nther leme him vulnerable to suicidal thoughts 

and subsequent admissions to hospital. The medications lessen the impact of his depression. 

particularly dunng the unstnictured hours away from his work. to allow him to cope: 

W: I'm Irtcb. I'm lucky. 1 respond rea- well to the anti-depressant I'm taking becauso if 
it rmsn 'r  for the anti-depressant 1 would have done myself in long ago I ' rn  sure criz 1 wTas 
getting really. really down-.. really suicidal. Thot's al1 1 was thinking about and 1 've been 
out of hospital for two months now and 1 huven't thotight of if. I've been able to make it 
rlzrorrgh the weekends. l've been able..-sure I'm living at a really high level brrr 1 am 
c-oping a d  rhat 's  one thing thar corildn 't do before. 1 coddn 't even cope. So the 
medication is allowing me to sray in the ballpark, 

A complete understanding of Winston's acceptance and positive response to medication 

necessitates an appreciation of his freedom from their disabling side-effects. The proûacted 

nature of his acceptance of these medications can be at least partly explained by the presence of 

side-effects that in terfered with his interest in work related activi ties: 

W: 1 really hated Largactil because 1 was one who like to read papers a lot. that's how 1 
sot inro [the university preparation course]. I was reading the newspaper one day on the 
ward and rhere was a shon anicfe on [the course], al1 abour how it might be mt 08 
because it claimed to be Mamist oriented . . . . su 1 heard abour ir through reading about it 
on the ward. .. Hey. this is a way of getting inro universiy without tnking, you know 
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cortrses at nigizt school and al1 this kind of sri@ but I couldn't rend becartse of the 
Lnrgncril. my vision rvas blurred and that really bothered me. 

tt is this acceptance and positive response to medication. rather than the relative severity 

of his schizophrenia that distinguishes Winston's success in the a r a  of work recovery. The 

seventy of the acute presentation of his schizophrenia was frightening for Winston. and a 

startling contnst to his experience of well being. He maintained an active stance towards his 

mental health problems. implementing radical lifestyle changes in an attempt to gain connol of 

his own well being while maintaining a self-image of cornpetence and credibility. The dramatic 

decline in his life condition in spite of these efforts appears to have served as a catalyst for his 

acceptance of psychiatric ueatment. 

Furthemore his positive response to ~Vodicate does not represent an absolute response 

to psychiatric medications but nther the outcome of the effort of his pnmary ueatment 

provides to individualize his care. to find the medication that would concurrently conuol the 

impairing syrnptoms of his schizophrenia while facilitating his ability to function at work. 

i i)  Early work foundation 

Winston's eady work related experiences occurred within the context of an a typid  

farnily situation that demanded his active participation in employment from a very early age. 

Interestingly, his father's schizophrenia appears to have contributed to Winston's early work 

expenence. both by requiring Winston to work extra houn to compensate for his father's 

episodes of dysfunction. and aiso by providins Winston with a role mode1 of an individuûi who 

attained a measure of work success in spite of a diagnosis of schizophrenia: 

W: An- wealth that my family has accumulated is directly anributable tu my father's 
strnregy in bi<siness.. . . M y  mother basicoily lived OH the wealth that my father created. 
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Farnily dynamics abbreviated the developmental process of autonomy and self-suff~ciency for 

Winston while continuing to impress upon hirn the value of achieving conventional measures of 

success: 

W: They jrist didn 't understand ivhat 1 was doing. Al1 they cotdd rhink of was in terms of 
going ro professiona L school and getting a BA. They cou ldn 't see an? other alternatives ro 
work or rttnning one's 1iJe other rhan the standard. getting out of high school. going to 
rrrzir.ersiry and becorning a professional. 

Furthemore. his early departure irorn the family home facilitated the development of 

social contacts that provided him with both real work oppomnities in his chosen career field and 

with the positive experience of acceptance in spite of his differences: 

W.- Weil I krrew Bob so 1 snid 'Bob lisren I need a job'. Bob and ! had been fnends, He 
i d  beeri one of rhe childcnre ~tiorkers at iny grorrp home rhnt i'd gotten close to and we 
had becoine good friends. He had been very supponive. I told hirn 1 needed a job. and 
ri*hat can / do? I've got long hair and nobody wants to hire me. yorr h o r v  ... uyhj don 't 
joli rp coming over and br~orking ut chiid services. 

His exposure to several entry level social service jobs provided Winston with the 

opportunity to receive positive feedback about his aptitudes and abilities in his chosen field. It 

also allowed him to refine his vocational interests. He developed a clear sense of self-identity in 

the work realm and this later provided him a purpose and a direction that both motivated and 

guided his recovery efforts: 

W: Becaitse I know what I wanted to do. / knew rrrhat 1 wanted to do with my ige 
~..ocarional&. / Azew whar / wnnted as far as work went. 
T: Yori 'd alread~v made a choice? 
W: Yeah, I'd airead? made a choice. / was successjùl at if. so l went bock to it luter on 
rsrhen I sot better. I think that 's  an important thing to think about. 

This commitment to work in the human semice field was enhanced by Winston's 

understanding that he had been accepted in the early jobs despite his personal problems and 

atypical appearance and that his lived experiences were actudly an advantate on the job. in 
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addition. his early impressions of himself as a "role rnodel" continued to develop and eventually 

served an important function in helping him to resolve his sense of guilt about his own recovery 

and financial prosperi ty relative to others with severe psychiamc disorders. It evoived into a 

belief that his participation in work served a broader public function including public education 

about the plight and the potential of people with mental disorders and inspiration to others with 

back~ounds similar to his own: 

CV: Well. I don 'r  consider m~se l fas  a leader. but more of a role mode1 for other people. i f  
/ carz do it. if rhe su! wifh the beard and the long hair that rised to sleep on the sidewalk 
nt rhe corner of srtc*h and srrdi a Street graduated from a universic preparation corrrse ... 
/ look rlzar newspaper article about me to the missi011 by the way about a year ago. 1 gave 
it ru solnebody there and the! hrrng it rip on the ~yall. 1 rold them that 1 rrsed to eat here 
and I gradrrared frorn the acadernic program. so this is whm the guys can do ifthey ever 
pi11 their rninds ro it. ifrhat stime grry that rised ro sleep on the sideirdk with the beard 
nr~d long haïr can do all rhar. rhen rnaybe yorr can do something tao. That 's rny ston. 

It is also important to consider that Winston's history does not represent a sudden. or 

wholly unprecedented descent into mental disorder. Although the events surroundin,o his first 

contacts with a psychiauic hospital and his diagnosis of schizophrenia illustrate a startling and 

rapid process of mental and psychosocial decline. these were predicated by several lengthy 

periods of intense depression. Whether this early depression was directly related to the advent of 

schizophrenia is unclear. but it did place Winston in the position of managint the demands of 

employment while experiencing si,onificant mental health impairments. Winston did not 

perceive this early depression as exerting an inordinate strain on his ability to fulfil the essential 

tasks and responsibilities of his jobs. Rather the depression engaged him in the dilemma of 

experiencing work as a simultaneous source of stress and of well beinp. Thus it provided him 

wi th the early expenence of negotiating a sustained cornmitment to the worker role in the midst 

of a significant and promcted disturbance in his mental health. 



i ii ) Financial independence 

Winston's induction into the system of disability related financial benefits. posed a 

significant threat to his ability to recover a functional self-identity within the r d m  of work. 

Despite his successful performance at community college and the clinical benefi ts associated 

with bis participation in academics. the severity of his disorder and the related protracted period 

of psychosocid instability apparently called into question the likelihood that he would ever 

recover the ability to work, 

W: Yenh. / sot  berter. I sot bener. ir was a miracle. 1 sri11 befieree rhar ir  ' s  a miracle rhat / 
dici ger betrer. bec-arrse gyou hnd seen me. like 1 said. qyorr tvorild have seen me then and 
see me norv, ir ' s  rotai ... nt70 rotai& diflerenr people. So my admission into the FBA 
prosrom \vas fegirimnte and was desening. but nobody realised thar I would do so rvell 
on the medication and evenrrially frnd a job. Nobody knerv rhar. 1 mean rhar rvas torcrlly 
1 r n eqecred 

The financial security of the benefits tempered Winston's impetus to begin working even after a 

sustained period of comptiance with psychiatrie medications. significant improvement in his 

mental health and completion of a college diploma as a community worker 

IV: Oh ~ e a k .  i r  rvas more mon-- 11 rvas more secrim. 1 didn 'r  want ro go off if- I kno w 
whar rn_v rhotighrs were aborrr it. 1 certainly didn ' r  wanr to go oflir. It's a rremendoiis 
arnorinr of secririty. 1 had to be pushed ro ger off it. 

Whiie the regulations relating to the disability pension allowed the collection of an 

adjusted financial allowance for part-time work. negotiations with the disability office became a 

source of stress for Winston. They reminded him of his past contacts with the law and provoked 

a fear of poten tid Iegal involvemen t. The subsequent distribution of the assets of his farnily 

inheritance provided Winston with the financial autonomy necessary to tenninate his disability 

benefm and at the same tirne encounged a normaiized self view: 

Note from medical m han: 08 FBA. Patienr spoke of relief and shifi in self-image from 
sick rule as patient to being a healthier person. 
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Although he experiences his economic situation as constrained. his financial situation does 

provide him wi* the freedom to maintain part-time employment. His current psychiatrist 

identified Winston's financial independence through the family trust as a critical element of his 

work recovery because ". ..there is no need to label him as unernpbyable for hisfTnancia1 well 

being". 

4 .  Internai locus of control, self-esteem and cornmitment are psychological factors 

associated with work recovery. 

Winston's work life is characterized by images of an individual who rernains an active agent 

in creating a personal identity that is acceptable within a normative ideal of social roles and 

integration. He is both described and descnbes himself in language that depicts him as an 

underdog. a casualty of an unfortunate serious of events. who fights and struggles against ail 

odds to achieve a respected and meaningful place in society. 

His tenacity appears to be directed towards those experiences that particularly threaten his 

self-esteem and self-confidence by increasing his sense of social marginalization. This includes 

those situations that evoked in Winston the sense that he was the victim of an injustice. This 

struggle was demonstrated as rebellion in his adolescent years in response to the constraints 

imposed by his family ( Winsron 's childhood frïend: "He al ways was a bir of an rrpstan") and 

was translated into resistance to psychiauic interpretations of problerns that he understood as a 

family conspincy and victimization by the le@ system. Winston's smtegy was to adopt a more 

normalized self-view as disadvantaged and to vindicate himself by becoming successful in the 

realm of work according to the standards of his f h l y  and mainsueam society: 
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W: So rvlten I felt that rny rights had been t a k n  awray or been dealt r-vith flimsily I felr I had 
to f lSllr  back nnd show them that sri re / ' ve gor a criminal record but I c a i z  go to universip. 1 
c m  go ro college. Sure I 'm  schizophrenic. I can still work a little bit. I can ftght back ! can 
d o  some rhings. 

Winston appears to have been particularly adept at appraising his own abilities and resources 

in relation to work related activities while selecting vocational options ttiat were both achievable 

and personaily meaningful. For example. he wris able to recognize his functional disabilities 

during his early experiences with schizophrenia. even though he was resistant to accepting the 

diagnosis and the recomrnended treatments. His decision to attend the university preparation 

course while expenencing si-mificant mental instability allowed him to frame his functional 

problems in a normalized context. while secunng the support and the environmental 

accommodations that would facilitate his ability to perform academically. In addition he viewed 

the academic proGmm as consistent with his own work goals and its organization and structure as 

consistent with his preferred self-identity as a mature student. 

Winston credits his persistence to a "mentalflexibilify" that allows him to appraise failure 

situations without subrnitting to disempowering explanations for the source of the problem. 

Winston perceives failure as inevitable. but for most failure situations he sees that there are 

alternative options to punue. While he believes that the schizophrenia left him more at risk for 

failure. he considers the experience of failure to be universal and indicative of a poor match 

between the person's interests and needs and the situation: 

W: I know a lot of people wouldn 't be able to do thar. It wasn't just me. &fit was just me 
nnd ... 0 1 1  know. it would be different. So I felt that I jrist wasn 't suired for it. and chat's 
all. ir  wasn 't a good match. You know life is a very rvide specrrum of types of things that 
one cnn do and !ou 've j u s  got to Set lu* or-. .or.. . to find the right one. yori know ? 



in addition. he stresses the importance of trying work related activities. despite the Rsk of 

failure. in order to expenence the positive impact of even small accomplishments on self-esteem 

and sel f-con fidence. 

Reinforcing his struggle and his self-image, Winston received considerable suppon from 

legitimate social sources. For example. Winston's psychiatrist b e r n e  highly invested in 

assisting him to develop his work life although they disagreed about the definition of his mental 

health problern (Pgchiatrisr: "1 ir7as more e-rcired thon he was"). and he was feamred in this 

excerpt from a public interest story that appeared in a national newspaper: 

Winsron hnd been out of work for a year and a halfand on rvelfare for six months when he 
u7as admirted ro rhe pre-universic academic preparation last fall- With only a grade 1 I 
educarion 'tnyjîlture lookd pretc bleak' he saJVs. ' I  jrisr corildn 't set a job nnyri.here. ' 
\Vinsron 's  prospects have irnproved dramarically afier one year in rhe proçrarn desigrred ro 
prepare bright dropouts for universiîy. 

Al though the impetus for this social support remains unclear. it appears likely that to some extent 

Winston's personal qualities of determination and resolve served to capture the attention of 

significant others. highlighted his potentiai and subsequently exhorted them ta action on his 

behalf. 

5. The individual's perception that valued people believe in hidher potential is pssoeiated 

with work recovery. 

Winston's credits professionals as the most important source of social suppon for his 

development in the r d m  of work. This primary position of professionals in Winston's life is 

understandable given his early separation from an established network of family and fiiends. 

While he mentions professionais from a variety of helpinp disciplines. rhey possessed common 

qualities that Winston experienced as instrumental in supportinp his process of worlr recovery. 
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First. he experienced these profession& as listening to him and conveying their 

understanding of his perspective. They demonstmted this by assisting him with his efforts and 

maintaining their cornmitment to him throughout his early smiggles with schizophrenia. Winston 

remembers this as having a powerful effect on his betief in his self-image and self-worth by 

reinforcing the normalized view that he was essentially a functionai person dealing with a 

difficult impasse in life: 

W: Weil they seerned to have more confidence in me than a lot of orher people had. More 
confidence arui the! seerned to be like real- decenr and sortf rne as somebody that rtfas 
going t/~ror~gh a phase of problems and it wasn 't going to be a perperrral mess. like 
alrrqs a problern. s o m e b m  thar was going through n plzase. sornebody rhat was sick or 
ri./mtever and needed trearrnent. 

Second. their authority placed them in a relative position of power that they used to 

influence others to support his efforts in the work realm. So in addition to their encoungement 

and moral support. Winston tmsted them to use their authority to effect real change in a manner 

that was consistent with his own needs and desires: 

W: I f ' s  a gut feeling. i f ' s  jus1 a feeling I set from people. 71tey they 're decent people. thar 
tlzey't-e not going ro CF and rake advantage of 'ou when the? could. when they easily can 
ifrhey wanted to. The! are obviorrsly in a position of power and o u  are asking them for 
sornething and they are probabiy going to give it ro y u .  

Third. they were individuals who interacted with Winston in a manner that 

deprofessionalized the relationship by allowing an exchange of their relative strengths and 

weaknesses. This, in mm. contributed to his perception of his own self worth by reaff7rming 

that both negative qualities and positive quaiities coexist within humanity. 

Finaily. they were people who honoured him by providing hirn with opportunities to 

demonstrate his strengths and abiIities in ways that he considered socially meaningful. For 

exarnple. he has been asked to join advisory cornmittees within the mental h d t h  system, to 
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speak at public education events. and to participate as a consumer interviewer for a research 

project focusing on people with mental illness. 

Winston's informal social network is exceptionally small and he is generally dissatisfied 

with his social inteption. He identifies a childhood fnend as playing a particularly instrumental 

role in his work recovery by maintaining their retationship throughout the events surrounding the 

schizophrenia. providing him with practicai information. and encouraging his work efforts by 

seniin? as a positive. nonnalized point of comparison: 

CVinston 's childhood frieitd: Ar the rime he had complered grade 13 and rtus [p ins  
Un ii.ersity and he kvas depressed because he couldn 't do the universin. I said I couldn ' t  
do it either. Ir's ecorzornicall~ v e n  draining and i f 's  inentally taring. I snid cornmrinify 
college is cheaper and i f ' s  rraining. like atz apprenriceship. 

6. An integral feature of work recovery is the individual's appraisal of employment as 

essential to mental heaith and well-being. 

Winston credits his participation at work as being a longstanding and pervasive source of 

his personal well-being. He views work as instrumental in facilitating his self-suffkiency and 

su bsequently his autonomy from family conflicts. He believes work provided a source of 

stability and hope in the midst of his early expenences with depression: 

W: I jrtsr did ir. Work was a srnbilizer. Work was fhe best thing happening in my life. I 
knew ir. The work's always been a sfabilizer for me. If! cocild on& ger work. it would 
cive me something ro do. keep me buq.  keep my mind occrrpied. give me some money. 
Work rvas always a srabilizer. Work always made me feel good. Ir made me feel 
prodrrctive. And working as a child care worker aras a rea lly hard job. 7har 's renlly hard 
rvork. I would never do it again. 

ln his adult years. work has provided a stable source of social contacts, money. 

meaningful activity and social legitimacy. in addition to contributing to his pneral sense of 

mental health and psychosocial well-being, Winston believes that his involvement in work has 

had a direct, positive impact on his schizophrenia. For Winston. medications have played the 
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primary role in controlling the psychotic syrnptoms of the disorder. but work has lessened the 

severity of the disorder by impacting on its depressive qudities. It does this by stmcturing his 

time to direct his thoughts away frorn endless hours of self incrimination and challenging the 

beliefs and assumptions that underlie and agravate his interndized sense of stigma: 

W: kssens the srigma. for me. my own persona1 srigma and how I feel about myself 
havins sclzizophrenia. There's two epes of srigma I think. One's personal srigma ... one 's 
.. . about horv one feels about themselves. having ~his illness and there 's a srigma thar 
sociey places on y u .  The srigmn I 'm ta f king about there is the srigma that I place upon 
myself having schizophrenia. If's lessened that. I feel more of a normal person. 1 feel 
more of a capable persorz. rhar I'rn jusr as good as a n ~ b o d j  else. 

Sumrnary 

This chapter has presented the case description and anaiysis of a forty-four year old man 

diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia who has been employed for thineen years as a relief. 

residential counsellor in a group home for seniors with developmental delays. While the case is 

in many ways consistent with the theoretical propositions. it suggess the need for refinements to 

existing theory. 

The life course perspective captures the extent to which Winston's actions have been 

directed to ernployrnent. even during periods of acute illness. The case snidy evidence suggests 

that the theoretical propositions deal inadequately with the experience of schizophrenia as an 

ongoing issue within the work context. in fact. Winston's case does not provide evidence of the 

development of a self-identity that is sepante from the disorder. Rather it indicates that centrai to 

the work recovery process was his recognition that maintaining a functionai self-identity was 

dependent on his acceptance of the schizophrenia diagnosis and on his efforts to directiy 

negotiate features of the disorder within the work context. M i l e  collaboration with professionals 

on biomedical interventions was a comerstone of the recovery process. he was also faced with 
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the challenge of reconciling several psychoemotional issues. such as disclosure of the disorder 

in the workplace. intemalized s t i p a  that undennined confidence in his credibility as a worker. 

and p i I t  over his relative level of work success compared to others with the disorder. 

Personal chamctenstics that facïlitated Winston's ability to persist with work related 

chalien_oes included: a flexible zoal orientation: undersmding his work struggles as a process of 

orowth and as a universal phenomenon: altruistic actions on behalf of individuals with mental + 

illness and: Iearning to actively manage the interaction between psychosis and wok- Extant 

theory fails to address the specific interactions between work and schizophrenia and 

subsequently fail to provide a framework for active coping with work related challenges. 

Consistsnt with the theoretical propositions, the positive meanings that Winston 

associated with work served as powerful motivators to sustain involvement in work. Perhaps the 

most powertùl motivator was Winston's belief that work was essentiai to the stability of his 

mental health and well being Winston's case illusates that work can be invested with positive 

meanings and simultaneously perceived as a threat to well being wealrening the resolve for work. 

In this case study the negative implications included financial instability associated with 

disabili ty pension policies and inconsistencies between his personai values and work. 

The theoretical propositions do not account for the role of early work expenences in the 

process of work recovery. These expenences instilled in Winston a sense of vocational direction 

and a strons work ethic based on the values of self-sufficiency, autonomy and achievement. His 

early work expenences facilitated his acceptance of the illness by providing a stark point of 

cornparison for his social deteriontion. His early impressions of his father working in spite of a 

diaPosis of schizophrenia also provided him with a role mode1 for employrnent and mental 

illness. in addition. Winston's longstanding and pre-psychosis expenences with depression gave 
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him the experience of managing the work-iUness interaction. and of beine accepted as a credible 

worker in spite of mental health problerns. 

While ideas about recovery have focused on change at the level of the individual. the case 

study highlights the extent to which events at the environmental level c m  influence work 

involvemen t. These events c m  be located within the individual's immediate environment (as the 

case of the iamily inheritance providing Winston with the financial stability he required to 

work). or broader social changes (such as the advent of affirmative employment opportunities 

for individual wi th psychiatric disorders). As expected. the social network played a prominent 

role in the process of work recovery. It is noteworthy that this was largely comprised of mental 

health professionals. Winston's process of work recovery was positively influenced by his 

perception that credible professionals undentood his perspective on his stniggles. They enabled 

his sense of self worth by using their power and authority to create real work opportunities. 

The case study presents work recovery as a career trajectory that continues to evolve. in 

fact it sugsests that the term "work recovery" may not adequately represent Winston 's 

relationship to work. Although work recovery describes a desirable level of change or progress 

in work function. it suggests the culmination of a progression of changes. Winston's career 

reflecü growth and a series of accomplishments that he hopes will continue in the future. Yet. he 

continues to deal with issues relatinp to the work-mentai disorder interaction that undermine his 

employment status. 



CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDY 2: ANN 

Case Description 

Just a Derson with an illness 

As the sole clencal float in a hedth records department of a l q e  general hospitûl Ann's 

pnmaty job function is monitoring medicd charts to ensure they are complete. Her job requires 

the flexibility to perform this task across several different services. each with its own specific 

requirements and procedures. Depending on the spetitic job assignment. Am's responsibilities 

can also include locating and delivering charts for the hospiral's clinics. using special business 

equipment and computer p r o b a s  and telephone reception. Ann has been employed within 

this health records department for the past twenty years. Her performance on the job has been 

exemplary. She is a dependable employee and has adapted well to the vesatility of routines 

required by the position. While her productivity rate is within acceptable standards. she is 

particularly recognized for her meticulous attention to the details of clencal monitoring : 

Anrz(A 1: Yeai~. ii meers the reqriiremenrs. Thar's al~,avs been ... I rhink becarrse I'm so 
conscienrious rizat ir slows me down becarrse as rhe Director told me. 1 think 1 rold you. 
rhis girl thar 's corning from the other hospiral ro learn checking. The Direcror specifically 
asked me and she said i r  was because she said. Ann I know that !ou are su careful in 
derails abour how you do yoiir work that I wartr you to train her. So thar was a 
cornplimenr. 

Ann was hired into this job when her psychiaaist. who worked for the hospital. asked the 

Director of Health Records to interview her for a job. The Director hired Ann into ri vacant 

position aware that she had experienced emotional problems. Three years later. while on the job. 

Ann had her first full blown episode of psychosis that included the uncharacteristic use of 
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pro fanities (A 's  coworker: "First thing that tuned me in is she staned to w e a r  right out of the 

blrre "). peculiar behaviours (Le. walking backwards) and religious delusions (A: " ... I think I'm 

the Lord Jesus ") that totally preoccupied her social behaviours (A: "1 lose contactabilin, "). 

Ann expenences the disclosure of her schizophrenia on the job as a relief. Tt provides her 

wi th the freedom to describe her behaviours as a manifestation of an illness. when a situation 

presses for an explanation: 

A: I'rn on a srrict diet becartse the medication I'm on. one of the side eflects of it is iveight 
gain. so I'm on a strict diet and of course they ask w h ~  because they Say. " Y ou know. 
.ou don 't look fat rvhat are jori dieting for". 
T: Becartse you 're not at all. ~ o t r  're really slim. 
A: So I tell rhern that this medication I have to take. I take for a chernical Ïmbalance in 
nt). brain. This is the side effect of the medication. This is rvhj 1 have to rake if. for 
schizophre~zia, 

The outcome of this above-board approach has been a general sense of relief and the experience 

of acceptance and validation despite the illness: 

A: Acrrrally Ï t  ' s  a load oflrny shordders becarrse 1 feel like i f1  \iras working and th- 
di& ' r  kno~r and 1 ~7as  hiding something. 1 worrld always have to watch ivhat I was 
saying. This way they know. I don 't have to act. I con jus  be myserf and from that I \vil1 
e-rplahz. Like when I ii7as 18 1 was in a sanitatium. I leamed whar it is to be a mental 
parient and / felt like I \t7as a freak and that type of ~hing and through it coming oiit in the 
open kvhen I was 29 and the? saw me in a state of bizarre behaviour and then afer when 
I rws put on medication and became well. even though /'Il always have if and it has to be 
coiztrolIed. the! still treated me the same. they didn 't shun me or anything 

The WorWïilness tnterface 

Ann finds that her leaming abilities are affected by frequent spells of "disassociation ". a 

sense of being separated from herself while she is performing work tasks (A: "l'm looking down 

oiz mefi(iictioning but it ' s  not really me doing it "). These spells interfere with her ability to take 

in and retain information. She highlights that she has never fared particulariy well in traditional 
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classroom srnings and that these factors have interfered with her efforts to complete up-mding 

courses related to her jobr 

A: /'il sa? it 's been nvo years now and my older sister and her neighbour. the rhree of us 
signed irp for a compitter course ut college. Well N jus became su ovenvhelming for me I 
jrrsr dropped out. 1 didn 'r  complere ir. And ir was because I think I didn 't have one on one 
rmining on rhe cornputer. Like the teacher jus said sornerhing and le3 rrs on orir own to 
figure orir horv ro work the cornputer ourselves. And I wasn 'r  able IO cope wirh rhar so I 
dropped out. Ir was discouraging for me. 

S he learns best in the context of a one to one relationship where the new tasks are broken down 

step by step. where she cm observe and practice tasks and cm take notes to aid her retention. 

Ann depends on coworkers for advice and clarification with arnbiguous tasks. Ann's job 

environment has naturally acconunodated her individual leming needs by providing direct 

training on the job. 

Althoush the symptoms of the schizophrenia are controlled by medications. Ann 

experiences "break rltrough" symptoms and medication side effects on the job. She manages 

these without the knowledze of her coworkers (A 's co~c*orker: "She c m  have linle syinprorns rhat 

\rve 're riot mi-are o j  "). Ann experiences hallucinations on the job once or twice a day. She is 

aware of her distorted visuai perceptions and employs self-monitoring techniques to manage 

them: 

A: . ..going upstairs or maybe to pick up chans. -ou know huw sumerimes they have an 
apparams in the hallways like a Stryker bed or something like thaf. when Ifirst see ir. 
/t'Il look l i k  a skeleton and 1'11 trrrn around and look back and it 's gone and I jrist 
con rinire on doing my job. I don 't let rhat frighten me or rhink I 'd bener go home or o u  
h o  rtr. 

Auditory hallucinations are more frequent and are more complicated then visual 

distortions to manage. Ann will hear people refer to her in a religious context. Although she is 

aware that this perception is related to the mental disorder. the social dynamics of the workplace 
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make it particularly difficult for Ann to interpret these as hailucinations. She works in an open 

environment with forty coworkers in close proximity and there are fiequent interpersonal 

conflicts (A: "...as soon as one turns the? ralk about them. they 're constantly criticizing each 

orher behind rheir backs and al1 rhat kind of thing "). In addition. Ann beiieves that her social 

abilities have always been limited. a situation made worse by early and lengthy periods of 

institurionalization (A: "Afthough fike / said in the social side /'rn reaf- poor. ht snrc-k in a 

Ann is particularly sensitive to interpersonal conflicts. When the resolution of an 

interpersonal work problem does not allow for ignoring social friction she States that she 

expenences a "heaviness in mu hecrn" that wili actually uigger an increase in hallucinations. 

Even those work problems that appear to be m k  related are expenenced as stressful prirnarily 

because of the nature of the social demands underlying the task. For example. in the wake of the 

recent resmcturing of the health records department. Ann was asked to work at a job that had 

traditionally been managed by two people. She found the pressure of the workload beyond her 

abilities. but she was particularly concemed about intencting with a supervisor who she 

anticipated would be =castic and ineffective in communicating a response to her requests for 

job clarification- 

Ann's strategy to deal with these social pressures is to maintain a friendly but detached 

social stance and to neuoalize her interpretations of social situations: 

A: I trecrt them al1 the same. I 'm ve p nice to them and I don 't.. . 1 'm not a backbirer. -ri 

know I'm just kind to al1 of thern. Like $1 have to do a job with an! one of them I jusi you 
know do rvhat / have to do and be pleasant. I very rare- am ever ans- or ripset oror i  
know, about whar somebody rnight be saying or wharever and that 's  one thing. even 
rhorrgh they may be taiking about me and / heur something and I'm not pire sure ifl 've 
actrrally heard it or nor su I don ' t  act on if. 
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She is open about her illness with coworkers without focusing on it as topic for social 

conversation. She has mmaged the acute episoâes of her illness on the job by infonning her 

coworkers about the nature of her problems and openly reconciling any social transgressions. 

This appears to have endeared her to her coworkers: 

A m  ' s  coworker: When she came on strong it rrpser me a bit. Then she wns hospitalized. 
Afrer. she phone me. She is very brighr when if cornes to her illness. She phone me and 
npologized. I was amazed rhat she could rernember-..She talks about ir  even with new 
staff: She has won the hean ofali of us- 

To assist her with these social stntegies she seeks out the perspective of mental health 

prokssionaIs (A: "[My pqchiarrist] told me that rhis happens and said nor to.. . ju t  go in and be 

nice to her.. .nnr carse an! conflics ") and she tries to frame her responses to situations to be 

consistent with the principles of her strong Christian faith !A, "How n Chnst i~~n woulri hnndle Ïr  

bur nor like s q -  ifrhey do something I'rn going to Set them. or rhis epe  of thing, yoic know what I 

rnenn ? "). She also tries to understand the nature of these work problems from a perspective that 

balances the contribution of syrnptoms with the likelihood that they are universaily experienced 

by her coworkers : 

A: A d  I'rn not the on& one who feels that way. the other girls feel that rvhen rhey 're 
beirzg pressitred ro do more titan iheir own job. They quit andfind something else. brrr I'rn 
not going to quit rny job for that. 

Ann is particularl y cautious in her approach to managing the appearance of delusions. 

S he has learned to seek her psychiatrist's assistance with medication adjustment at the first 

appearance of delusions because they escalate quickly to a total loss of contact with reality: 

A: Yes. rhar 's right and I've gotten ro learn norv thar as soon as I think I'rn rhe Lord. of 
course, I know thar the illness is there now. Ir ' s  the same ... it 's  the same thing. And it 
effecrs ail of my five senses. my sight and my hearing and everything. 
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In addition to upsening her relationship with her coworken. she finds that the delusions create an 

aftereffect that impacts on her work performance for several months after an intense episode: 

A: Just the delusions. they are so real it takes a while for the effect to go away from 
haviiig had one and ir ' s  just going around thinking to myseg / think that really 
happened, 
T: So ir follo~?s o u  on the job? 
A: Ir follows rne on the jobfor abolir nu0 or three months after I've had a severe artcrck 
So I have to cope with ralking ro the girls at work and letting on thai nothing 's going on 
and doing my ruork. I f 's  a real diff7cctlt rhing ro do. 

Learning to be a mental ~at ient  

Ann struggled with the academics from the beginning of school: 

Grade One Report: Ann h m  been having considerable diflcw- wYth reading. sighr 
i.ocabuIa~ and nurnber brork She also has d?ylcri& recognizing words thar begin with 
the same smtnd. I'rn afraid Ann is going ro require more than the avera.qe rime ro 
co~nplete Grade One. 

With remedial work she was able to maintain iow average &mades. although she remained quiet 

and withdrawn from the flow of  the classroom (Grade Sir repon: Althoiigh Ann ' s  marks have 

relnained fai* constant. she spends too much rime in "her orvn little world"). in retrospect Ann 

believes that she began expenencing s.ymptoms of her mentai disorder as eu1y as eight years old: 

A: Blir ir would be like say or 8. 9 and IO I'd walk ro school and when I'd come home I'd 
have to rvalk the exact same way back home. Like i f1  went through ... like $1 w a s  
rrdking tltrorigh the school yard and there was a soccer net up and I went araind ir one 
II-. I'd haile to go back the same way that I came and like I couldn 't go to the orher side 
bec.nrtse I had to follorv the parh I hnd taken. 

Afthou_oh never formaily diagnosed at this early age. she expenenced herself as "di'erent " From 

her peers: 

A: 1 ' I I  tell o u  one thing when I a m  in kinderganen and I really believed ir. I used to 
rhirzk. I tised IO feel rhai I'd come from another planet almosr like 1 wasn *t l i k  everybody 
else. 
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She first became aware of having mental health problems. speciîïcally feeline withdrawn. 

depressed and having suicida1 thoughts. at the age of age of twelve (A: "1 thorrghr well maybe ir's 

jusr a part of going through the prrbe- you know. but ir turned out ir wasn 't. ir rrws ! rvas not 

\r.elZ "). Unable to meet the academic requirements of high school's academic Stream. Ann 

transferred into the shorter. business proboram. Her personal vocationai goal was to eventually 

prepare to become a nursing assistant. 

Despite these problems Ann remained socially connected with school and her local 

cornmunity. She exceIled in competitive athletics and she reinforced her interest in the health 

care field by serving as a volunteer candy-suiper at a local hospital. She also managed to hold 

summer jobs helping out in generai stores. 

By &grade eleven Ann's depression had increased to the point where she was unable to 

function in the classroom (A: " I  sut in the buck of the cluss and worrldn 'r eren wite  the test and 

the! net-er phoned my parents and told them "). Ann was adrnitted for three months to a 

psychiatric hospital. her first of several hospitalizations between the ages of eighteen and twenty 

three (A: ... I krzow like between the ages of sa? eighteen and wenn one I was in and oirr of 

hospiral al1 told about a year"). These years had a devastating impact on her psychosocial 

development. Her feelings of being "differe~zt" were magnified to feeling Iike a "f.reakT'. She 

recalls this as the darkest period of her Life. a time in which she was overcome with feelings of 

despair and hopelessness. 

lnstitutionalization sepanted Ann from the structure of her daily routines and goal 

directed activi ties wi thout providing an appropïiate replacement. While she enjoyed the craft 

activities available in hospital she States there was ". . . nothing concrete to help me withfurther 
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managing once 1 le3 the hospiral." Her treatments with medications and electroçonvulsive 

therapy did not relieve the depression and she made severai senous suicide attempts. 

Ann attempted. independently. to reconsrnict a social and work oriented life but these 

efforts were largely unsuccessful and reinforced her growing self identification with the label of 

"rnenrnlpnrient". She found that her few friends terminated their contact. She retumed to high 

school after her initiai hospitalizatioo. but was unable to manage the academic demands: 

A: / jusr dicin 't think / cortld do it. The work. I was so depressed and ro snrdy 1 just 
couldtz 'r  retain anyrhing or. jorr hors?. the actrial work irself beyond a-. . . ir was 
O 1.er-i t.helrning. 

She also expenenced bIatant discrimination in hiring pnctices based on her psychiatric history: 

A: \r-enr ro an A&P srore and rhej had advertised a job for a mear packer and so 1 werir 
nrzd applied for it and rlze marzager didn'r have the applicarion at the rime. He had nrn 
orrr. Brrt he saidjorr a n  srart itt a fers? days. Su / wenr to another A &P srore where 
fnends of my parerzts workd and I gor an applicarion fonn. filled it orit and look it in. 
and rhey asked on the application f o m  i f 1  had ever been in a hospitul or had a major 
inentai breakdown. was 1 think the wording. And / wrure dorvn. I wus honesr. and said I 
lzad and / took ir into him and when he read rhar he said ro me I don 'r  ,riant o u  and 1 
\r.erzr out of tizere crying kQ dad was so riper he called the Presidenr of al1 A&P stores 
ar thnr ritne and he phoned the store manager and the srore manager called back and snid 
/ ' I I  giiTe yoir a second chance. but I said no. 

It is important to note that Ann was not diagnosed with schizophrenia at this time. In 

addition to depression, the medical reports available fiom this time include diagnoses of severe 

emo tional maladjusmien t. neurosis and immature personali ty. Ann expenenced these 

interpretations as particularly disempowering because they personalized the source of her 

problems (A: ''1 rhorrgh ir was somerhing rhat 1 had done that catised if rrpon myself. mr, actual 



Work as a context for recovery 

Ann identifies two major tuming points that initiated her active efforts to facilitate 

recovery. First. in response to a very senous suicide attempt at the age of 23 Ann becarne a 

Christian. an option that had been introduced to her by family members and her physician. Her 

acceptance of this spiritual philosophy coincided with a refeml to a cornrnunity vocational 

rehabilitation service. This was the first time that work rehabilitation was directly addressed by 

mental health professionals. Ann credits these rehabilitation services with engaghg her in daily 

routines that demanded effort but were. at the same time. manageabte: 

A: Jiisr ro ger np in rhe moming and have somerhing to go [o. take coffee breaks and 
lunch breaks when I was s~tpposed ro and be involved in doMg something rhat I was tlzere 
ro do and hnd ro cary rhrorrgh wirh it and not son of jlist give rip. 

Although Ann did not complete the rehabilitûtion pro*-. she capitdized on the 

momentum by lookins for work. Her first job. lasting a year and a half. was an unskilled 

position in a dry cleaners. folding shirts and serving the public. With this work experience to her 

credit she moved on to a job as policy typist for an insurance firm. a job that tapped into her 

clerical skills. Ann held this job for approximately a year before moving on to her present 

position. 

The second major tuming point for Ann occurred with her first episode of schizophrenic 

psychosis in the third year of employment in her current job. Ann did not consistently comply 

with the prescribed anti-psychotic medications because of the side effects from the dmps. 

specifically weight gain. After a year and half of recumng psychosis and psychiatnc 

hospitalizations. Ann received a letter from her employer stating that she would be terminated 

from her job if she did not take her medications as prescribed. Ann was anpred by the letter. in 
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pmicular because similar strategies were not used with employees who had taken excessive time 

off with non-psychiaûic medical conditions. She recognizes that today the letter would not be 

considered a legal practice. but believes that it initiated a change in her behaviours that promoted 

her ongoing work stability: 

A: Well. atfirst I wasfurious and angr? rhar rhey had dune such a thing because 1 coctld 
sep people thnr were taking three monrhs ofifor gallbladder operarions and l felt ... 
T: / t  seemed rtnfair. 
A: it seerned unfair. But actually in the h g  mtz ir did help me to hep  my job and to keep 
on my medicarion. And rhen ! leatned ro c-ope wirh il. just b j  dieting and rhar type of thitzg 
so elvn tho~tgh. so rhat worked out for the besr in the long ntn. 

Case Analysis 

1. Work recovery is best understood from a IKe course perspective. 

If the well known predictors of employability for persons with mental disorder. specifically 

a good pre-morbid work history and a later onset of disorder. are applied to Ann she appears to 

be at high risk for poor work functioning. Taking a life course perspective allows for the 

examination of the relative influence of, and the interaction between. several individual and 

environmental factors that contributed to the evolution of Am's vocational development- 

Ann's early development instilled in her the importance of self-sufficiency and the values 

of her Christian faith. These values appear to have remained relatively dormant dunng the period 

of Ann's early hospitakations and immersion into the role of mental patient. Yet. in response to 

a particularly severe suicide anempt. Ann becarne open to considering the potential inherent 

within these values and called upon them to serve as the comerstone for the development of hope 

and an active stance towards her situation. Spetifically her fai th gave meaning to her suRering 

by defining her efforts to overcome life's challenges as the path to salvation. 
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The life course perspective dernonstrates the dynamic nature of Am's mental disorder 

and its impact on her involvement in work related activities. While Ann's first diagnosed 

episode of schizophrenia presented at the relatively late age of twenty-nine. her history provides 

evidence of psychotic-like expenences during childhood. These were followed by a rise in 

depressive symptoms in adolescence that culrninated in multiple psychiatric hospitalizations and 

therapies. in spite of these early mental heaith symptoms Ann managed to maintain her 

involvement in functional activities. sometimes marginaily as in her academic and social 

performance. and sometimes excelling as in her involvement with school athletics. Even at the 

lowest points of her mental health and in the most constrained environment of the institution. 

Ann pursued involvement in purposeful activity: 

A: It  rt7as jzrsr in occupational rherapy. I liked ro go to that rvhile I \vas in rhe hospital. I'd 
ger icp in the moming and go and do something. I didn't like ro s t q  in my bedroom doing 
norhing. so ir kvas arrlfrrl ut rhe titne. And I liked to go down to rhe ocnipationul therapy 
and do rhings. And in rhe woodworking shop I mode n couple of bookends and a litrle 
rreasure box and thar cpe  of rhing. I enjo~ed doing rhat. 

Reports from mental health professionals suegest that Am's adolescent bouts of 

depression were likely early presentations of schizophrenia. This would provide an explmation 

for her poor response to psychiatric thenpies at the time and her good response to neuroleptic 

medications at the onset of the psychotic symptoms. Regardless. throughout the course of her 

mental disorder. Ann gained proficiency in managing coping strategies in relation to work 

related problems and transferred this leamine to new situations and challenges. Ann views her 

accomplishments within the work reaim as a process of _madual but continuous growth and 

A: Well I rhink I've grown since then. 1 think I've had the opponcrnity of each different phase 
of going throicgh things rhat I've learned ro speak ro people in a nomal way and accept 
rhings in a more normal way. Becuuse like each rhing is like a hurdle and once o u  Set over 
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one hltrdle, it gives yori the srrength ro go on and do rhe next. go over the next. Do o u  h o w  
rr*hnr / lnecrn ? 

Although she has maintained the same work for twenty years. her job has grown in 

complexity and in responsibility. initially hired as a file clerk. Ann progessed to positions as a 

microfilm clerk. a checker and finally the sole clerical float. Ann's progress was impacted by a 

variety of challenges. some of which required the management of impairments associated within 

the mental disorder and some of which required negotiating the broader social context of work. 

She also benefited fiom the ongoing job changes that occurred across her career trajectory. As 

she remained stable in the workforce she developed skills and abilities that facilitated her 

progress to more responsible jobs. By the time she experienced her first psychotic episode she 

had several years in the workforce and had rnoved in to a job within a well developed 

organizational structure that provided some worker protection through employee related policies. 

benefits. and employee assistance proCof;UTIS. Similarly. over the course of time Ann was able to 

benefrt from the changes that naturally occur within a work place. For exarnple. although Am's 

orowth within the job was reinforced by her general sense of acceptance by coworkers. she also 
b 

experienced specific incidents of rejection that she perceived to be related to her mental disorder. 

This problem was often resolved naturally, over time, as individual colleagues who viewed her 

unfavourabl y. moved on to other positions. 

A: And rhen. but / was a microfilm clerk at the time and a checker position became 
uiwilable and / rr7enr to apply for it and I had an interview with the Assisrant Director 
who had become Director. And she said tu me. "Ann what would y011 iike to be once you 
become a checker ifyou got rhe job?" I said. "I'd fike to work on the complete chan with 
rlze hcrors. help them cleur their chans". And she said, "My don ' r  o u  reach high over 
your head? " and she didn 't give me the job. But the Director that look overfrorn her 
yem-s lnrer gave me the opporruniry to learn checkïng and ir 's worked out fine. 
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Ann's case history illustrates how broader environmental level changes were instrumental 

factors in the process of her work recovery. She believes. for example. that the development of 

more community oriented rehabilitation services. such as those available today. would have 

facilitated her efforts at work inteption at an earlier point in time: 

A: I i h i d  they have corne along norv. since back then. Like the schizophrenia program 
here. / rlzink ut that time. like had of had whar rhey offer here at that time. / wouidn 'r 
have probably gone through as mrtch as I did. 

As it was. she spent many years in and out of hospital with lictle direct assistance with 

community intecmtion. 

Ann has aIso witnessed a change in the social perceptions of the vocational possibiii ties 

for persons with mental disorder. Once thwarted frorn pursuing her vocational goal of nursing 

assistant because of her experiences with mental disorder. Ann was recentiy approved for 

retraining as a patient care assistant as part of an employee training effort to minirnize the 

downsizing effects of the restmcturing of her department. Although Ann decided to continue 

with her position in Heaith Records. this approval to follow a career path that she considers 

highly responsible provided her with validation of her competence and her ability to be self- 

determining. 

Finally. Am's active coping stance appears to have been enabled in response to changes in 

the medical understanding of her mental disorder. For Ann the growing acceptance that 

schizophrenia is a biogenic disorder countered the earlier messases that her mentai disorder 

represented a psychological trait. a flaw of her personality. This medical view presented her with 

a personally paiatable interpretation: she is 'ijlrst a person with an illness" and not a person who 

is an illness. It dso facilitated her open, albeit discrete, disclosure on the job by providing a 
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normalized expianation for her probiems (Le. an illness just like a physical illness) and the 

farniliarity and predictability of a chronic condition contained by medications. 

2. Positive meanings attached to the worker role facilitate the individual's ability to 

negotiate the stresses associated with the worker role. 

When asked to quantifi the importance of work Ann responded with a nting of eight out of a 

possible ten points. Despite the considerable problems and stresses that she has expenenced on 

the job Ann only describes the meaning of work in positive tenns. identifying the many 

benefits that it provides. She gives it less then a perfect rating to highlight that she has been 

unnble to achieve a balanced lifestyle that includes a social identity away from the job. The 

rating represents her dissatisfaction with the extent to which her life is defined by her job nther 

than her dissatisfaction wi th work itself. 

The analysis of the case study data reveal the following three distinct categories of 

personal advantage experienced by Ann through her work: 

i )  Self-sufficiency 

Ann's job has provided her with the ability to meet the very pnctical realities of paying for 

her basic needs of daily living such as shelter. food. and clothing. Although she expenences her 

income level as constraining she does have some disposable income available to purchase items 

for her crafis and hobbies, to enjoy a weekly meal in a restaurant with her mother and for gifts 

for family members. The benefits package offered through her employment affords her a 

measure of financial security for the h u r e  in the fonn of a long tenn disability pension and a 

retirement pension plan. in addition. the benefits package provides an advantage with respect to 

her psychiaaic treatment by giving her access to the newer, and most expensive anti-psychotic 

medications: 
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A: !My medication is cornpletefy covered excepr for a $10.00 fee each year. But rny Z~pre-ra 
norr. a month costs $340.00 and the dnrg plan pays for that. 1tQ d m o r  1 thirzk told me. like if 
/ quit this. let's sa? I had IO leave the hospital and got another job thar didn '1 have a dnrg 
pian. of course 1 wouldn 't be able to afford the Zyrexa because I probabb ivoiild set a job 
tlinr only paid Sl0.a)  an hoirr or something like that. 

This financial situation is intrinsically rewarding for Ann. She experiences a sense of 

pnde and achievement through the fulfillment of her family values of self-suffkiency. It also 

provides her with the opportunity to contribute. reciprdly .  to the financiai well being of her 

parents and siblings and thus to experience the fulfillrnent of her strong sense of obligation and 

commitmenr to her family : 

A: And /'m able ro rrdk to work 1 sold my car. but I srill have rny morher's car that / can 
use. because il's too expensive to try and keep two cars becairse rny dnd's pension rnonq 
Ltws al1 going inro keeping him in the nursing home. So rny mom. so /'m sharing the rent with 
her nori,. so thatvs another big change for me. ! rised IO alwuys puy room and board but now 
ir 's eiven more responsible. 

For Ann. this self-suff~ciency is further evidence of her successful recovery from the identity 

of mental patient. The possibility of registering Ann for a disability pension was considered both 

during her period of institutionalization and the fiat episodes of the schizophrenic illness. She 

believes that the acceptance of these disability benefits would have represented a finai descent 

into the total identity of a mental patient (A: "You know I would probabiy just rrrasre awaj"). 

Ann's psychiauist highlighted the importance of Ann's mental attitude towards self- 

suficiency. This mental attitude reflects a suong sense of cornmitment and obligation towards 

her farnily who have supported her and accomrnodated her needs without a false sense of 

entitlement. He stated that this attitude represents a . . . "balance between not being too gratefiil 

for nrzy cnirnb thar gets thrown her way and nor too owed or entirled". 

ii ) Self-worth and self-esteem 
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Participation in employrnent conmbutes to Ann's positive sense of self-worth and self- 

esteem. The fact that she has experienced acceprance in a real employment setting provides her 

with the ongoing evidence that she is a worthy individual and valued employee. This enables her 

to distance herself more and more from the identity of mental patient. She has proof of her value 

wi thin the work setting but she also recopizes that her skills and experiences c m  be generalized 

to other employment situations. 

Her development within the workplace htis parricular significance for Anne. since she has 

not achieved a similar level of development in social arenas outside of the work context. This 

evidence has taken three forms. First, through employment Ann has witnessed the consolidation 

of specific task and social work related skills. Ann has progressed to the key position of knowing 

al1 of the related jobs in her department. a position that has included the responsibility and stanis 

associated with teaching coworkers. This has enabled her to maintain. simultaneously, a sense of 

cornmiment to the workpiace and a sense of autonomy and persond agency that does not 

depend on the good intentions of the employer. For exarnple. Ann is troubled by the full scale 

reorganization occumng within heaith records but is secure in the expectation that she will be 

employed regardless of the job changes within her own department: 

A: But / jrtst rry ro rake it day &y day and whatever happens I'llfind somerhing somewhere. 
II 's  goirzg ro be hard, / h o w .  bur 1'11 ger tltrorrgh it. 

Second. her interpersonal contacts on the job. have enabled Ann to develop a normalized 

perspective on her own situation that contributes to her sense of self-worth. The cornparison is 

even more favounble given that Ann considers her social difficulties to be largely the result of 

an illness. while she believes that many of her coworker's problems are of their own making: 

A: Thar's righr. with meeting people. like some of the people ai work . 1 rhink gee. I'm 
not so bad afier ail. 
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T: Whar do you see now when yotr look at other people? Like what kinds of things do -ou 
see tlrar strik yorr as being bad? 
A: Oh to do with their Iifes~le and thar. I woirld never live l i k  that and they set 
rhemselves into trouble because of rhe wa? rhey live. and I just rhink gee. I mean I have 
schizophrenia and 1 woirh'r even acr like that. 

Finally. by vinue of her successful participation in work. Ann has achieved a special 

sratus within the mentai health system. On several occasions she has addressed groups for 

parents with children with schizophrenia. In telling them her life story she hopes to encourage 

the sense of hope they will need to see their sons and daughters through the process of recovery. 

In addition to the psychological benefits of altruism the expenence reaffirms her sense of 

normalcy. In an almost pandoxical manner. it publicly recognizes her as an individual with 

schizophrenia while simultaneously distancing her from the identity associated with mental 

patient. 

iii) A context for coping 

The process of developing an acceptable social identity. beyond the identity of the mental 

patient. required Ann to participate in the broader cornmunity. Opportunities to become involved 

in work environments were presented to her early in her process of recovery. Ann expenenced 

both success and persona1 satisfaction in her early work related efforts and subsequently 

continued to direct her recovery efforts within the r e m  of work. 

The case study presents information about seved  challenges Ann has faced in managing 

work. These include challenges associated with leaming new tiisks, performing at acceptable 

speed on the job while maintaining standards for quality. keeping the symptoms of the illness 

and side effects of medications in check. and interacting with coworkers and supervisors. Ann 

descnbes these challenges as "hurdles" to be overcome in the process of her growth and 

development as a worker. While they pose a nsk of failure and subsequent feelings of being 
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overwhelmed and depressed, Ann does not routinely experience them as harmful to her mental 

health and emotional well being. She has a general sense of confidence about her ability to 

control these challenges and a balanced perspective on the threat that they pose. 

Work stress that she does experience as personaily deleterious includes those interpersonal 

situations where she perceives that hostility or critical evaluation. Ann has less confidence in her 

ability to manage these stresses and considers them particularly threatening. While her default 

approach is to maintain a passive social detachment she also looks to extemal sources of support 

to neutralize her perception of their threat and for assistance with the development of strategies 

to actively deai with the situation. 

Ir is important to consider that prior to her first hospitalizations Ann had entenained the 

1 i kel i hood that her future would include mamage and a family (A: *'I ~ised to Say when / Set 

rnarried I ivon 't have ro work "). While this future was not reaiized Ann understands that her 

involvement in work nther than family represents a more personally suitable context for coping. 

S he describes the stresses associated with the role of mother as beyond her own coping 

A: Yorr knorr. ?'ve hnd this fear of passing it on to my children. I think I might be able to cope 
witlz a rnarriage but I don't think I could cope with the raising of c-hildren. Thar's a big 
responsibilïp. / think that's one of my limitations that I feel I don 't think / could do. Do or1 
knorv what I rnean? ?ha1 is one area I think I knorv, because rvith my sister's c-hildren I love 
them and I bu@ sir them. but I don 't think I could be responsible on a day to day basis. 1 
don 't thirzk I could. I rhink it would be too much- 

The content analysis of the meaning of work for Ann reveals severai underlying themes. The 

principal. unifying theme is that participation in work is both the proçess and the outcome of her 

recovery tiom her engulhent in the role of mental patient. It represents both her health and her 

normality. Second. the advantages and challenges that Ann experiences within work are both 
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cornmonplace and specific to her own situation as an individuai building an identity separate 

from mental illness. This is an empowering perspective that enables Ann to understand her own 

efforts in a normalized fnmework that @es credence to the universal struggles associated with 

work. Third. the persond growth that she experiences within the job depends on the successful 

nsgotiation of challenges. The evidence of her heaith emerges from her ability to confront these 

hurdles. Fourth. those stresses that are associated with a direct negative effect on her illness are 

limited in scope to cntical interpersonal interactions. However. even at low levels this s u a s  c m  

undermine her psychiamc stability. Fifth. the meanings associated with work have evolved in 

response to Ann's lengthy periods of stability and growth within the worker role. For example. 

her concems as a worker have shifted From a primarily here and now approach to anticipating 

and planning for the future. and from a concem for self-sufficiency to a growing responsibility 

for the financial well-being of her family. Finally. the meanings she associates with employment 

in the community labour force have enabled Ann to resolve the loss of the highly valued roles of 

spouse and mother. 

3. A central feature of work recovery is the individual's perception that it is possible to 

create functional self-identity separate from the disorder. 

Ann's perception that it was possible to create a functionai sense of self-identity was not only 

a central feature of her work recovery. i t  appears to have been a primary cataiyst for the process. 

The picture of Ann as a young adult is consistent with that of an individual engulfed in the role 

of the mental patient. The factors that conmbuted to this loss of a healthy social identity 

included: longstanding and severe affective disturbances; longstanding social and academic 

mqinalization; lengthy periods of institutionalization; the lack of access to cornmunity oriented 

mental health services; failure in response to her own efforts at reinte-mtion; personalized 
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explmations for the source of her mental disorder. and; a Iack of positive response to psychiamc 

therapies. 

Ann herself refers to this as a dark period of her life, when she learned "ro be a mental 

parient ". rhat she "wasn 't realiy a pan of socien, ". and cuiminating in feeling Iike a "freak ". It 

is noteworthy that althou_rh Ann believes that she has largely overcome this internalized stigma. 

she continues to feel the repercussions of the experience. She states that the limited social 

oppominities "stmted tny groivth" at the critical developmental period of the adolescent/aduit 

transition and subsequently affected her opportunities to meet people and develop social skills. 

Although she is content with her work and family life, Ann believes that this thwarted social 

development interfered with the possibility of maniage: 

A: ! think it ~r*o~ilci have been nice to have been marrïed but if didn 't happen and I ' m  fony-sir 
norr7. jori know I don 'r  feel a loss there, I don 'r feel sorq for myself: Ir didn 't happen because 
I rws sa i7et-y. very il1 al1 those irnpomnt years that at least I'm oru of that severe suicide 
attempr at leasr. Yorr know they had to bring me bock? .,. Yeah. 1 think rhat rnaybe that did 
strttzr mj growth ut that tirne. That 1  wasn'r able to leam the skills of growing rlp in that ir'ay. 
/t dmnaged thar pan of me. m q b e  ir did. / fhirtk probabZy wThen I look ir did. 

In Ann's case the beginning of work recovery is clearly demxcated by a specific event. a 

crisis. Although she had several previous suicide atternpts. her final attempt brought her so close 

to death that it fnghtened her into taking action: 

A: The last ritne I tried it 1 was mren@ three and i f 's  just by the grace of God that I ' m  here 
roda!. / feel rhar he ' s  given me a second chance ami I was in a coma and the docror said he 
corilda 't really feel a pulse or respiration on me at one point. but I came through it. And from 
there thar was a turning point. Afrer that 1  really s t a~ed  workfng on if. 

While this event initiated a major behavioural change to an active stance towards her mental 

health and well being, it does not provide an understanding of why or how Ann's efforts became 

so firmly directed towards employment as the route for this change. The case study reveals the 

following phenornenon that contributed to the definition of Anne's work recovery in these early 
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stqes: i )  identioing with Christianity; ii) the introduction of a work ordered day; iii) valuing 

self-sufficiency : and iv) conceptualizing limitations within a growth frameworli. While these 

aspects are discussed individually. they are actuaily highly interrelated. In this case snidy they 

appear to have been occumng simultaneously. although the relative importance of any one 

aspect would change in response to the specific context. Furthermore. each of these aspects could 

not be considered unchmcteristic of Ann pnor to this nirning point. Rather. they can be 

understood as strenghs that were evident well before the first hospitaliztition. but remained 

untapped during the period of engulfment in the patient role. 

i Identification with Christiani ty 

In response to the final suicide attempt Anne becarne open to understanding her 

problems within the doctrines of Chnstianity. an option that had been introduced to her by family 

members and her physician. By giving meaning to her distress. Christianity provided Ann with 

hope and the obligation of rising above hardships: 

A: Just a of salvurion and no marrer how much I have ro suffer. I'm ncffering for rhe 
Lord and just rry and my [ife nras nor mine ro rake. And jitsr that simple thought tltnr I 
have to go through wharever 1 have ro g o  throicgh in order jusr 10 bear up. do o u  know 
ir~hat I rnearz ? 

Unlike the medical interpretations of her condition. Christimity did not hold her responsible for 

her illness. but it did hold her responsible for the manner in which she chose to live with her 

illness. In addition Chnstianity provided Ann with principles and guidelines for action on the 

job. particularly trou blesome social situations- 

i i )  The introduction of a work ordered day 

Ann's introduction to a community based vocriaonal rehabilitation services occurred three 

years after her initial hospitdiwiion. She recails this as her f i a t  opportunity within the mental 
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health system to address issues related to community adjusment, The services gave her a 

structured routine that she had been missing during her years in institutions and this structure 

was directed to preparing her for wok. By reestablishing the routines of a work ordered day. and 

providing simple and manageable work tasks. the services provided Ann with responsibilities 

and expectations that required manageable coping efforts within the work realm. 

Ann recalIs that. from her teenage years. her family did not press her to meet high 

achievement standards. but they did impress upon her the importance of self-sufficiency. Whiie 

Ann had established a career goal of nursing assistant she also considered the possibility that she 

could. like her mother. establish her work and financial independence within the context of the 

marital role. In response to her psychiamc illness and functional decline the importance of 

self-sufficiency became accentuated (A: "I think ir was my parents yoii know. trying to instill in 

me rhnt one d q  i'rn going to have to look afrer m~self.  That the? weren 'r always going to be 

rhere."). This was supported by her physician who refused recommendations CO place her on 

disability benefits while directing his efforts to find and maintain real employment opportunities 

for Ann. Financiai considerations were a motivating factor in Ann's move from the 

rehabilitation service to competitive employment and her subsequent effons to up-mde 

A: A~qwqvs. afier the dry clenners. 1 thought maybe I could stan workng in an once. 
T: Sran utorking in an ofice? 
A: Gerring a job thar paid a litrle bit more because I knew rhat I couldn 't live, yori know. 
on rhe salary thar I was making at the drydeaners. 
T: It was a part-tirne job? 
A: Nu. it wasfill-rime. but ut minimum wage and I thoughr maybe I could sran to better 
myself. 

iv) Conceptualizing limitations within a growth frarnework 



Ann's approach to work was cautious and methociid. searching for ernployrnent 

opportuni ties that would ''ckk" with her abilities. Although Ann had a sense of her 

competencies and limitations. her understanding of these actually developed in response to trying 

out different work options. Approaching work fiom this perspective allowed Ann to view her 

frequent job changes in a positive light. as a learning experience. nther than a failure: 

A: I hnd rried n number of different jobs. Like they 'd hire me and I'd quit afier the da?.. I 'd 
ger tlzis ovenrhelming feeling that I ' m  not going to be able to  do ir and /'d quit- And mjr 
par-erzrs rr.oiild have a fit because I kept doing this and I told [hem. mom and dad. one will 
click. one rr-il1 click. and then / sot the one at the d e  deaners and I stayed there for aboitr cr 
jear and ci half: 

Apparently unuoubled by the relative lack of social status imparted on these jobs. Ann 

maintained pride in her work: 

A: Oh yes. I 'm v e n  conscietztious about how i do my work. even tho~igh some of thern 
rr-eren 't important. Like to  maybe other people it was just a joe-job. but I made sure I did it 
p roperiy . 

She selected jobs that challenged her task and socid abilities within simple and repetitive 

work routines. Ann moved on to new challenges once her appraisal of her skills and confidence 

suggested readiness for a new job and new hurdles. 

Ann's adolescent work related experiences provided her with a foundation for this growth 

perspective. In her high school years Ann's work aspirations were developed in relation to the 

need to be self-sufficient rather than to meet high achievement standards. She was familiar with 

adj ustins her vocational direction and learning expectations in relation to her abilities. Finally, 

she had considenble expenence with the sûuggles inherent in managing work related demands 

in the face of signifiant mental health problems. 
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The advent of her first psychotic episode at the age of twenty-nine represented a 

signifiant threat to Ann's development as a competent worlier. The event reinuoduced periods 

of psychiatric hospitakation. dismpted her relations with coworkers and threatened her job 

tenure. bnnging her dangerously close to the dependence and occupationai void of disability 

bcnefits. The case snidy suggests that these events did not progress because of two important 

factors: Anne's positive response to anti-psychotic medications and the extent to which she had 

already consolidated her cornpetence in the worker role. 

Ann credits neüroleptic medications with bringing the seymptoms of schizophrenia under 

control. The onset of schizophrenia directed Ann's attention to keeping on top of psychosis. and 

when she spealts of "getting help" for "breakrhrough syprorns" she is spealring first and 

foremost of medications: 

A: Yenh. and rzothing w o d d  have gotten me out of thai except the rnedication. M y  qrnprorns 
are severe even rhough I have to be on medication. I carz 't corne off i f .  I ma? appear like I 
d m  ' t  gel rhnt sick bltt I do. 

The medications do not directly assist her on the job. but rather they maintain her mentai stability 

within a level that ailows her to cope in the realm of competitive employment. 

By the time the psychosis appeared Ann had eswblished herself as a competent and 

valued worker through six years of competitive employment. While the symptoms and 

impaiments of psychosis presented a threat to Ann's ability to function in the workplace the 

case study suggests that she took them in stride as another set of challenges or hurdles to 

overcome. Ann had the oppominity to take this approach because over the course of her work 

recovery she secured employment in a workplace that provided her both with formal standards 

for protection of job tenure and clarity about the ultimate expectations for her performance on 
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the job. The employer afforded Ann time off from work to recover from the acute episodes of 

schizophrenia while providing explicit expectations regarding her behaviour on the job. 

It is interesting to note that although these psychotic episodes presented a setback in the 

process of Ann's work recovery, Ann states that the experience made a unique contribution to 

the development of her self-concept as a worker. Ann placed considerable personal si_mificance 

on the fact that her coworkers continued to accept her after they witnessed her bizarre 

behaviour. Their acceptance represented the absoiute evidence that she was "jrist a person with 

A: l jrist took things a littie step at a rime. son of rhing. jori huit*, Gradrtali~ brtilt rip rny 
confiderrce and Iike I sa! afier / worked ar health records w~hen / sot realfy if1 rlzere and then 
nfier rlm rhe people stiff rreated me fike before I beccrrne sick. And t h r  was.. . I didn 'r feel 
like n f r e d  anymore. Thnt was a big turning poinr too. 

4. In ter nai locus of control, self-esteem and cornmitmen t are psy chological factors 

associated with work recovery. 

Of centrai importance to Ann's work recovery was the resolution of control issues related 

to the illness. initially. a major suicide attempt served as a catalyst for the development of a 

stance that simultaneously ailowed her to accept that she had a mental illness but ultimately she 

had control over the direction and outcome of her life, This was a critical incident that rnarked 

her transition from being a mental patient to an active strategist and participant in her recovery. 

While the recognition that she had corne close to death may have initiated this transition. Ann 

tumed to religious faith to support and guide her in the process of gaining control over her life. It 

is notewonhy that Ann did not continue with her family's religion. Rather she intentionally 

selected an organized religion with a structure that maintained her faith by providing her direct 

access to the doctrines of Christianity: 
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A: Yes. and I rhink rhar 's  bu ilt my fairh as well because people thar have things in front of 
rizein. like the Catholics have a lot of rnaterial rhings l i k  the statues and al1 rhis type of rhing. 
it 's su fnlse. Thnt son of when sornerhing tragic- cornes along rhat rheir faith doesn 't hold ~ i p  
because il's the marerial things rhey were clinging ro rarher rhan spirirual&. 

Ann directed her recovery efforts towards employrnent but selected her jobs based on her 

understanding of her stren-ghs and limitations- That is. her efforts appear to have been less about 

learning to adjust to the illness and more about achieving success at work by acting in a manner 

that was consistent with her abilities and resources. This understanding of personal suengths and 

limitations included an appreciation of her own skills (A: ". . .those iittle rhings helped me grorv a 

iirrie bit and 1 was tarighr ro be able tu speak to the priblic"). and people and materiai resources 

(A: "1 wns stayirtg wirh rny aunt a Iirtle bit at one point thinking thar rnighr help. getting artta? 

from parents "1. the social sti-ma of mentai illness and her own internalization of this s t i p a .  

This process of personal understanding and adjustt-nent was actually facilitated by the changing 

medical interpretation of her illness that enabled her to conceptualize herself as a person with 

capacities to be realized. rather than as the source of her own problems. 

The appearance of psychotic symptoms presented Ann with a new set of personal 

characteristics to inte-=te within the context of her ongoing experience with work recovery. 

Al though she could not control the reality that psychosis was now part of her life. Ann 

recognized that medications could control the psychosis and her desire to maintain work 

superceded her dislike of the medications. Beyond the very basic resolution of the acceptance 

of medication. Ann ' s work orientation influenced her development as an active strategist 

relative to the psychosis and the medication. nius. she became proficient at checking for the 

signs and symptoms of illness, compensating for the weight gain that was a side effect of the 
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medication. targeting medications to control specific symptoms. and working closely with her 

psychiatrist to find the most effective type and dose of medication. 

From the beginning of her recovery Ann directed her work activities to ensure success 

expenences that would facilitate the development of her self-confidence and self-esteem (A: "1 

didn ' r  rake on anything more than I thoiight 1 could handle") and tenninated work related 

activities when she perceived a ~ i ~ i f i c a n t  liketihood of failure (A: "1 jzist feel like 1 wanr ro get 

oltr of there if l can 'r do it. I want to get out of it. jirsr nor conriniie with if"). S he found that 

participation in work related activities exhorted her to funher action by building her self- 

confidence (A: "And rhen grad~ially it biiilds F u r  confidence and then !ou feel that joli ccwnt to 

do more rlzings"). Although the signs and symptoms of her iliness are largely under her control. 

they continue to undermine her confidence by impacting on her job performance and affecting 

her ability to accuntely interpret social situations. 

It was pnmarily the work context that provided Ann with opportunities that she perceived 

as confidence building. Ann considered work expectations to be more manageable then those 

associated with intimaçy and motherhood (Note from the medical chan: "Ann perceives a high 

leite? of st ress on the job and is pleased that she is able to cope. She says that she discovered thar 

personal srress is more stressfil to her than work stress. ") because they wore l q e l y  task 

oriented. had structured times and activities with limited responsibilities. allowed for 

simultaneous social interaction and social distance and were less emotionaily demanding. 

Ann describes her experiences with the demands of work within a growth fnmework. 

She refers to challenges as "hurdles" to "gel over" in order to gct the "strengrh to go on and do 

the rze.rt". She understands her growth as a developmental process that is characterized by a few 

major tuming points but Iargely progresses "a step or a rime ". Over the course of time and work 
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related expenence. managing most chzllenges has become an automatic routine. requiring littfe 

conscious thinking or sategizing (A: "Birr i've lived wirh it for sa long I've learned io adjusr. 

cope and live rrirh ir "). 

The case study of Ann reveals an interesting picture of a soft-spoken and rnild mannered 

woman who demonstrates a quiet detennination and tenacity within the reaim of work. This is a 

picture that is consistent with those characteristics thm are associated with active coping 

including internai locus of control. self-esteem and a challenge orientation to stress provoking 

situations. This study of Ann suggests that these are dynamic characteristics and that their 

development is an inherent aspect of the changes that underlie work recovery. That is. these 

psychologicai factors are best understood as both inte-gai aspects of the process and the outcome 

of work recovery 

3. The individual's perception that valued people believe in hidher potentiai is associated 

with work recovery. 

The case study data highlights the importance that vaiued people have played in supporthg 

Ann's work recovery. These people corne fiom the two sectors that are the most prominent in her 

social network: her family. and mentai health professionals. Although Ann's social network is 

dominated by relatively few sectors. these reflect laqely sepante clustes of social relationships. 

That is. there is little or no interpersonai contact across clusters and they represent relatively 

distinct sources of support for her many work related needs. 

The two most important sources of work related support have been her parents and mental 

health professionals. A comrnon underlying dimension of support offered by these two sectors is 

Ann's perception that thae  vdued people mainiained a gnuine and consistent belief in her 

wonh and value (A : " I  think my parents.. .the support.. .my parents have alwuys supporred me 
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and rlzey never gave rip on me on my lowesr rimes. men rvhen 1 was suicidai"). Am's realization 

that these significant people in her life believed in her potential was a catalyst for Ann to begïn to 

have hope for herself and to begin taking the first steps on behalf of her own recovery. This 

belief was demonsuated to Ann in many different ways and the mode of transmission appears to 

have influenced the processes underiying work recovery. 

Ann's parents supported her wcrk recovery by being explicit with respect to their 

expectations of her. while providing a great deal of latitude in the process of her growth and 

development. They instilled in her the necessity to become self-sufficient without imparting 

expectations related to status and achievernent: 

TI Was rhere a lzigh emphasis in ~ o u r  family on scltool? 
A: No. In! parents never pushed that. In fact my parents rvere the firsr ones ru say ro me 
afier-. . . I rvas /8  wherz 1 lefi hospiral and rrying ger a job. my parents were jrisr concemed. 
ei*en f I  rvorked in a facto? ir worild be O.K. with rhern. 

Ann expenenced her parents as encounging her to try work and as responding positively to her 

efforts while exhibiting a high tolerance for failure: 

A: Ir's irnportanr not to give np and say well I don 't h o w  what ro do now? Just say maybe 
somerhing will click. My  parents didn 't gel mad ut me the? jusr said. okay. well h e p  looking . 
keep 1ookinSfor a job and nor saying I'm going to kick you out of the house ifyori dan 't Set a 
job. 

Ann's parents also supported her work related efforts by providing her with physical 

resources. such as room and board and a car. Whiie this practicd assistance enabled the process 

of work recovery by directly promoting adaptation to job related demands. it aiso appears to have 

i ndirec tl y i nfl uenced the process by: strengthening Ann' s perception that her family believed in 

her potentiai and subsequently provided hrther reinforcement for her efforts: facilitating self- 

sufficiency through the expectation that she would pay them back for the resources within a 

manageable reimbursement schedule (A: " I  had ro pay my farher b a d  for the car. that second- 
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hand car that he had bought me. I had to puy S 10.00 a week in room and board. ") and: instilling 

a sense of obligation and cornmitment towards the family that motivates her to maintain a level 

of mental health that is consistent with employment in order to fulfill her responsibilities: 

A: Weil. there 's  been srich a lot with tn? mom and dad and I. this past fittle while. I've been 
bus'. tqing to be a support for my mother because she cries quite a bit voir k -ow and she 
feeis gui& abortt pntting my father in a nrirsing home and thut- So. I'm her suppon now and 
/ have to make srire that I sray well eno~igh to be able to handle that- 

Within the mental heaith arena Ann's physicians had the most prevalent influence on her 

work recovery. Ann perceived the refusals to qualify her for a disability pension as an indication 

of their belief in her potential (A: ". . . becarise the docror knetr~. he feft I corild do cenain 

tizings ") and as active efforts to prevent her descent into the passive and hopeless role of a 

mental patient. The fact that authontative professionals advocated against a disability pension 

on her behalf was particularly critical at those two instances. (i.e. early institutionalization and 

her first psychotic break) when some sitg of hope was required to counterbalance the senous 

erosion of faith in the belief that she would regain psychiatric stability: 

A: But that's when the doctor had to step in and he told [hem as long as I learned to take my 
medication i wouid be ail right because rhey told him they rvanted to prit me on a disability 
pension and he said no that ' s  not a good idea. the\: woufd min my life ifthey did that. 

Her understanding that her psychiauists' approach to the pension issue was unconventional 

enhanced her sense of self worth by highlighting the extent to which there actions represented 

genuine caring and hope. 

Ann' s physicians were non-traditional in their support both in their focus on maintaining her 

in a worker role and in the suategies used to promote her well being. For example. in response to 

Ann's severe depression. suiciddity and the inability of psychiatric treatrnents to provide any 

signiticant relief. her physician offered her religion as a means to find the meaning and direction 
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she required to become a participant in her own recovery- He encoutaged her to maintain her 

belief in God' s acceptance and support and used the doctrines of her faith to leam approaches to 

deaI with difficult work situations (A: "He told me scripnrre. where those rhings were found in 

rlie riwrd of God. o i t  h o w  the Bible. "). He also acted in an affirmative manner to get her a job 

directly within his own work sphere (A: "...and he ,vent ro the Director of Health Records and 

askd  rhem if the! rvorrld interviercp me for a position there. ~vhich the! did und I got rhe job 

Mental health pmfessionais represent Ann's only source of support for directly addressing 

the issues that relate to the interaction between the worker role and her psychiatnc illness: 

A: / continrwd ro corne here for a sorinding board o u  knorv because ... well tny dad can 't 
righr rrortt aqi * .ays  but my mom roo. even thorigh tliey 've given me lors of srrppon wirh rlrese 
things. the? don ' r  know how to just. Iike withorit being fehtened tiint I'm p i n s  ro get sick or 
sotnerhirzg. L i k  let's say I hallricinated or somerhing fike thar iveil coming to rhe 
occ-uparional tharapisr 1 know I can folk to her about thar. 

This support hris taken severai f o m  including: i)  fkequent meetings to monitor and stabilize the 

mental disorder so it does not impact on the worker role (A's psychiatrist: "1 don 'r rvunt her 08 

rr*ork for lo~zg. only as needed. so not ro desrroy r-vork's faith in herfiinctionali~."): ii) 

counseling to distinguish behveen work experiences that are illness related and those that are a 

normal part of the work environment: iii) counseling to assist her with the development of 

strategies that facilitate performance in the worker role: iv) collaborating with the employer to 

establish reasonable accommodations to enable Am's successful job performance, and; v) 

focusing on her skills and abilities within the work context (A's psychiatrist: "I told her. 'Yorr 

are perfectij qrlalified' and she got through it and kvas prorid"). 

6. An integral feature of work recovery is the individual's appraisal of employment as 

essential to mental health and well-being. 
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Ann views her participation in work as essential to her mental health and well-being. She 

stresses. however. that schizophrenia is a distinct phenornenon. and that she would continue to 

be vulnerable to the s i p s  and symptoms of the mental disorder reprdless of her employment 

status (A: "Because the illness is the thing ... fike when it's nor controlled the medication. the 

illrzess tri/! show itseifnot matter what. is~ork or no work"). 

The case study data suggest that employment positively influences the course of Ann's 

mental disorder in two ways. First. in an attempt to maintain her successful participation in work 

Ann is vigilant about monitoring the status of her mental illness. following her medication 

regimen. and fine tuning her medication ueatment. Sensitive to the fact that her mental status c m  

rapidly deteriorate and that she is unable to manage employrnent while in an episode of acute 

psychosis. Ann works closely with her psychiamst to conuol the illness in a manner that will 

protect her employabili ty. 

Second. Ann's work provides her with a reason to develop active stratepies to manage the 

ongoing signs and symptoms of the mental disorder (A: "Generalfy speaking. yeah. 1 think it can 

help people be able to cope and work with their illness "). So while Ann experiences 

hallucinations on a daily bais. she manages them actively within the context of work: 

A: 1 don 't let it interfere with rny da!-to-da! work Like I halhccinare still. This otherperson I 
knew he had a job. a contract job. and he woiild go to the sick room and lie down. 
T: He ir~ithdrerv? 
A: Yeah. Wh,. are y u  doing that? You don7 need to do thal. Because -ri just accept that 
rhat ' s  pan of the illness and go on and go on and Iike he was babying himsev 1 don 't Me. I 
mean I'rn healthy and he was ... he was babying himselftoo mitch. 1 mean some people go 
ove rbou rd. 

The case snidy data suggests that the concept of "coping" does not adequately reflect the 

meaning of these efforts. While coping implies a process of dealing with and overcominp 

problems. Ann's work related efforts have the broader meaning of a growth experience that 
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confirms her identity as a hdthy individuai. Ann's participation in employrnent has inherent 

risks. Given that her job is highly personally meaningful. it leaves Ann vulnerable to the threats 

to self-worth and self-esteem that are inherent in failure experiences. These failure experiences 

provoke feelings of despair and depression and undermine her attempts to distance herself from 

the identity of mental patient. Similarly. these nsks lave open the possibility of experiencing 

the psychological benefits associated with success experiences. Ann describes the outcornes of 

successfully negotiating work related demands as a sense of normality. personal growth and 

fuItï1lment. social validation and acceptance. 

Summary 

This chapter presented the description and anaiysis of the case study of Ann who has 

been employed for twenty years as a clerical worker in the medical records department of a large 

seneral hospitai. Consistent with the theoretical propositions of work recovery, the life course 

perpsective demonstrates the central role that work has played throughout her adult life. From 

Ann's involvement in purposeful activities in the psychiamc institution to her present job as 

clerical float. her work life can be charactenzed as a career trajectory with subtle but consistent 

progress in work accornplishments and responsibilities. 

Ann ' s relationship to comrnunity based work was severed by longstanding 

institutionaiization related to psychiatric disorder. Her initiation into work represented the 

outcome of a sipificant shifi in her understanding of herself with respect to the illness 

expenence. Through the awakening of a profound religious faith she came to believe that she 

held the power overcome her engulhent in despair and hopelessness and also the responsibility 

to meet life's challenges. 
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Work provided the direction for her recovery and engaged her in efforts to manage the 

i llness wi thin the employrnent context. While her npid progression from psychiauic in-patient to 

employee represents a startling improvement in psychosocial status. the theoretical propositions 

inadequately address the extent to which the process of work recovery involved the ongoing 

negotiation of the work-illness interaction. 

While she came to view psychiamc medications as a comerstone of her ability to 

function on the job. the experience of schizophrenia permeated her struggles to adapt to work 

Her sustained interest in work involvement was facilitated by her perspective that work related 

struggles represent growth and development. and that difficulties within the work environment 

are universai. In addition she developed specific strategies to identifi and manage the syrnptoms 

of psychosis within the work environment. 

Consistent with the theoretical propositions. work held significant personal meaning for 

Ann as the enactment of a functional and moral self. Work became a vehicle for the 

development of her role within her family. It provided her with the opportunity to engage in 

valued and meaningful roles within her family social network as an outcorne of their shared 

value system and her growing financial stability. Work also served as her primary means of 

broader cornmunity inteption and compensated for the Ioss of her expected roles of wife and 

mother. Ann understands work as central to her healthy functional identity and considers the loss 

of work involvement as a path to engulfment in despair. 

Ann's social network facilitated her work recovery by believing in her potential for work 

recovery. They conveyed this belief by providing her with real expectations and obligations 

while simultaneously offering her practical and emotional support. Professionals have been 

helpful by assistinp her with the smiggles associated with maintaining work and creating real 
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work opportunities. Perhaps most important by engaghg her belief in God they facilitated her 

development of a divine source of acceptance and support and a doctrine for living that espoused 

the value of work. 



CHAPTER 5 

CASE STUDY 3: GEORGE 

Case Desrription 

Fillino, UR the davs 

George hasn't been employed in a regular job for seven years. since he left his part-time 

position as an activation coordinator on a hospitd psychogeriatric ward. To deal with the relative 

inactivity of unemployment George is careful to impose a regular routine of activities in his life. 

George's schedule of activities include visits to a psychiatrie day centre two afternoons a week to 

participate in a social-leisure group and to apply his writing skilIs editing the centre's newsletter. 

He recently completed ''Living with Schizophrenia ", a psychoeducation group that provided 

information about the illness. medications and new approaches. To fil1 in the days George goes 

on cornrnunity excursions such as visits to libraries. long walks, or meeting with friends to chat 

over a coffee or to watch a video. 

The expenence of unemployment disturbs the distinction between weekdays and 

weekends extending Geor_oe's need to organize activities: 

George (G): . . .before when / was rvorking and I was healthy, the weeknd was rhe fin 
rime, 1 lookd forward to the weekends, but now my weekends are like everyduy. another 
day to set rhrough. 

On the weekend he attends church services in the evening and sociaiizes with a few of the 

parishioners. He extends this involvement with the church to volunteer for their Sunday night. 

winter program providing the homeless with meals and a place to stay. 

An erratic schedule ieaves George vulnerable to disruptions in his sleep cycle. He prefers 

to sleep until mid-morning to shorten the day and to Save money by eating his lunch at home. 

Sleepinz too late in the morning, however, compromises George's ability to fall asleep at night 
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and c m  lead to excessive caffeine intake and late night wandering. This is a pattern that can 

provoke the hypenctivity and the suspiciousness that are symptoms associated with his mental 

illness: 

G: To be honest with you sometimes I ,  you h o w .  sleep in you h o w  ri11 nvo or three in 
the afrernoon and I get up. I feel reafi  crumw. You know halfthe d q  is gone already 
and /'rn son of struggling at oh?. rvhat am I going ro do now t o m  up rhe day? I don ' r  
wanr to go back ro bed again because if? sleep al1 dunng the day. I'rn going to be up al1 
night and that 's  pan of rn! illness that 1 have to deal with. Ir's pan of rhe synptoms that 
happen su jon have to be really curefui to be out and active during the day and keep 
busy. so in rhe evening rime i f 's  son of a winding down rime. 1 cook my dinner. wotch 
some TV and read a bit and it ' s  a slow tirne and then go ro bed at 10:30 or 11:OO so i f ' s  
more of a n o m l  schedule. Rather. iike when 1 get il! sometimes 1 sleep al1 day and I'm 
rrp during rhe night and I spend mast of my rime in the coffee shop or wandering aroimd 
rhe srreers arzd srufi 

For the p s t  six years George has received financial support in the fonn of disability 

benefits from the Canada Pension Plan and the Ontario Disability Support Frocm. The rent for 

his apartment in a public housing project is geared to his income. This financial arrangement 

provides George with a "reasonable i~estyle". He has supplemented his income with occasional 

"~rrzder rhe rabie" jobs. For example. through his participation in the day centre he has had paid 

speaking engagements at high schools or colleges to share his experiences of living with a 

mental disorder. and family contacts have also connected George with temporary physical 

labour: 

G: Becnuse sometirnes. [ike tny olrnger brother wodd leam of places rhat are hinng 
people on a part-tirne basis. 1 remember one tirne ? worked for a depanment store for 
about three or four days and ? made pretty good money bec~use they were opening up a 
new srore in a hirrry and rhey wanted to get evevthing ready for the weekend opening. 

Vocational historv 

George anended high school in his native West indies. Always a good student he was 

promoted to advanced level studies in Ianguages. At sixteen his focus on academics waned as he  
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found the coursework difficult and was fmsmted in his attempts to match his brother's acadernic 

achievements. The situation was made worse by his lack of vocational direction and his 

associations with the dmg sub-culture at school: 

G: No idea whar l wanred ro do for the firtrrre, Like some people plan ro stiidy the law. 
rnedkine or engineering but I was jrrst son of dri$ing rhrolrgh and I think that son of 
e.rncerbuted the siruarion and son of made it worse because I was son of drifiing and 
son of hanging out with the wlrong crowd and the! were bringing tokes inro the 
c-Iassroorn. We worrld g o  to the washroom and smoke rrp a d  rhen corne and do the 
classes brrr it kvas reully ineffective becairse yaii were so high on the dnig rhar yori were 
jrrst happy. / wasn 't really leaming anyrhing . 

George experienced his first acute episode of mental illness and his first psychiatric 

hospitalization in the context of what he describes as a "feverish sort of dnrg indrrced srme of 

mimi'' that carried on beyond his control. He returned to complete his high school studies. an 

unpleasant experience that was rnarred by medication related fatigue, problems with 

concentration. poor ,ondes and social alienation: 

G: . . .cri: trvhen f wenr b a d  to school some of rhem were making slag rernarks and / 
czïuld tell thar rhey were langhing ar me and m k i n g  jokes abour rne bur Ijlrsr ignored 
rlzem. But ir kvas realiy dificmlr and I didn 't feel cornfortable soins back ro school. 

George describes his late adolescent years as largely non-productive ( G: ". ..afier l 

graduated frorn highschool for two years 1 did norhing ") and characterized by a Iack of 

vocational direction. the decline of his basic self care (G: ... my hygiene sort of deteriornred), 

dependence on his parents and zi lack of adherence to medication regimes that culminated in 

several psychiatric hospitalizations. 

At the age of twenty George moved with several farnily membets to Canada. The move 

was both the family's reaction to growing social and politicai unrest in the region and an effort to 

halt the deciine in George's psychosocial status. This move demanded considerable social and 

financial adjusmient on the part of his frunily and served as a catalyst for George's participation 
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in work. The first year he regularly accompanied his father to temporary employment agencies 

for unskilled. manual labour. In the second year one of these temponry employers hired them on 

full-tirne. George views this period of his work history as a partïcular achievement which 

resulted in a drastic improvement in his functional status and his social adaptation to a new 

culture. wi thout the assistance of any psychiatric thenpies: 

Gr Ir cieus amazing. lfirnctioned welf. The work was o h y .  Sometirnes it was a bit tiring 
becartse ir wpas main& physical work brir I was fairiy yoiing and in fairly good shape rhen 
so 1 managed okay and 1 sot along well wirh the orher workers, I t  was a friendIy 
hospirable environrnerzr in which I worked. And yori how. I wasn ' t  on medicarion at the 
rime. nor rinril afrer I had m_v breakdown in riniversity. which \vas a couple of yenrs along 
the line. 

After two years of working in these physical jobs George enrolled in a gened  arts 

program at university. He had an il1 defined goal of preparing to "work with people". but 

university primarily represented a return to the vocational path he had expected prior to the 

advent of the illness: 

G: I t  irvas son of like a vague idea. just I h e w  I wanred to go to universi@. Becarise iike 
most of rny fnends back in the West Indies were going inro higher education whereas 
nfrer 1 sot sick and I was discharged I son of spent w o  years practically doing nothing 
and so I wanred to rnake ~ ï p  for if o u  h o ~ ~ .  

George's academic performance was poor, an outcome of his difficuity managing the 

high level of self imposed structure and self-direction required by university studies. He did. 

however. revel in the social opportunities that university presented. for example serving on a 

student council and moving into a campus residence. His social participation frequently included 

the use of drugs. 

By third year of university the signs of his illness were slowly pining prominence. He 

was "behaving erraricafly". "getting isolared' and "sta~ing up al1 night". Fighting against 

psychiatric interpretations of the situation. George iocused on the evidence that supported his 
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ability to function without medicai treaunents and evaluated his situation as representative of the 

typical life of a university student: 

G: Part of me said mqbe  I shorrld go see a doctor. or you know talk to somebody about it 
but I rho~tgh I was just having a good rime because ar that time it tuas sort of like the 
n o m  for !ou know like campus Ive. people staying up lafe and sleeping dicring the day 
and parpins. 

In response to the growing and intense fear associated with paranoia George sought help 

ac a local psychiatric hospital and as an inpatient found secunty in the protected and structured 

en vironment. While George's interest in university continued several factors interfered wi th 

returning to his studies. He was self-conscious about the disclosure of the illness amongst his 

school friends. He had the sense that features of the university experience served as a catalyst for 

the reappearance of his symptoms. in addition his period of recuperation was particularly 

prolonged. His treatment at this time was characterized by several changes in psychiatric 

medications to stabilize the illness. There was a lack of assertive community onented mental 

health resources and meaningful daily activities. He expenenced a general sense of lethargy: 

G: / remember there were some days thar I worrld jusr sieep, 1 remember sornerimes 1 
tvonld be u p  to have my dinner at 7100 and to wateh an episode of MASH I remember it 
ir7as really bizarre becaiise the MASH episode was aboirt a halfan hoiir and 1 woitld eat 
iny dinner watching it and then / would go straight ro sleep. I'd tnke my medication and 
go srraishi to sleep. So ir  wasn 't really a healrhy l i fes~le  you know. I didn 't rea- do 
much ar rhe time. 

Six months following the acute episode George began to feel the need for more 

stimulation (G: "... this is a good sign when o u ' r e  bored at home yoii know."). He entered a 

college based psychiatric rehabilitation p r o h m  that used educationl and social activities as a 

transition to academics or work. George found that regular involvement in the p r o b w  of 

spded activities facilitated the arnelioration of his problerns with concentration, memory and 

medication related drowsiness (G: "...it would ger your brain working in a logical. coherent 
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restaurant cashier work and he simultaneously pursued his personal interest in art by taking 

college night classes. 

George's efforts to reestablish hirnself in work related activities were cut short by the 

exacerbation of his symptoms and a four month hospitalization. This marked the beginning of a 

three year penod of relative inactivity. He continued to live in the family home and attend art 

classes but was fargeiy immobilized by vocationai indecision. The pend  culminated in another 

bout of symptoms and a lengthy hospitalization that incited George's psychiatric treatment team 

to attempt to reverse his inertia by directing him towards a rehabilitation oriented housing 

G: Yeah. this was in 1984 rvhen 1 rurned 30. 1 rhink 1 came out of mllege. / had a relapse. 
I r t m  NZ hospital for arvhile and rhert there was a discussion among the grorrp team 
rnernbers as to wherher I shortld continue to Iive with my parents or should 1 move out 
inro a grorrp home. Atfirsr I was hesitant about ir becartse Ter? ro admit. ru rell the tnrrh. 
I ,tras son of spoiled by my mom becairse she did the cooking the cleaning. the laundry. 1 
didn 'r have to do anything at all. Brrr going ro the grorrp home was an eje opener. 1 
lenrned how to cook. 1 Ieanted how to budget. 1 even leamed how to do my laundry, 
budgeting skiffs. social skills yori know. Pfrrs they were around my age grorip, a little 
jounger. but close to my age group and we had a good time. I enjoyed the company of the 
people. 

To cover the costs associated with this move towards independent living George was instated on 

disabili ty benefits. 

George describes his involvement in the housing program as a "positive e-tperience" that 

not only prepared him for increasing levels of autonorny in community living but also provided 

him with a social network that reconnected him to employment: 

G: Yes / leanted a lor of rhings rhere. plus one of the befirs of it was rhat. I remember the 
cook it was summenime and I was son of looking around for work ro do and she said 
whj don 't you tty rhar resraurant down by the water because her darighter worked there 
as n hostess and she made good mon- and she had a good time working tlzere. 
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George supplemented his income from the disability benefits by working part-time as a 

busboy for a large and popular restaurant. Although the pace was hectic and the routines were 

physicaily suenuous. George's performance was favounbly appraised and he enjoyed the social 

atmosphere amongst the coworkers. He continued in this position as a regular part-time worker 

for two years and then as part-time surnmer help for an additional three. George's involvement in 

this position was also distinguished by his success at actively monitoring the relationship 

between work and his mental illness and employing coping stntegies to maintain his mentai 

health without disdosure on the job. For exarnple. he found that he was prone to hyperactivity in 

response to sleep patterns that were disrupted by his late working hours. To manage the situation 

Georse would structure his days off to sleep longer and to decrease his level of stimulation. 

Seeking activi ties wi th more in tellectual stimulation and career poten tial. George pursued 

his interest in helping people and successfully completed. on a part-time basis. a cornrnunity 

college diploma as an activation coordinator. He found college level snidies to be a good match 

with his abilities. He benefited from the inteption of academics with practical studies. the 

"suded dorcvz" size of the campus and rhe classrooms and the clarity OC stmcture and routines. 

George continued with his efforts to understand and control the ilhess. He had one three week 

psychiatrie hospitalization but generally found that both his psychotic and affective symptoms 

were less intense and manageable. 

Unable to find a job as an activation coordinator. George took related employment as a 

part-time homecare aide to gain the experience of working directiy with seniors. The pay for the 

position was low and served only as a supplement to his disability pension. His satisfaction with 

the position was mixed. He vaiued the oppominity to apply his field of study and he was touched 
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by the richness of the life experiences of the seniors and their kindness towards him. He was 

frustrated by seniors with a "cmsfv side" and had difficulties maintaining emotional objectivity 

in the face of their distress and hardships: 

G: Brrr there are times even when I was working out in the commrinin, where I got too 
ernorio~zdly involved wirh the client and I was spending a lot ofmy free time rhere. even 
personal tirne that I w s n  't being paid for. 

Tired of the physical and emotional demands of the job. George decreased his hours 

workinp with the elderly and returned to his fomer part-time job as a bus boy. He describes this 

move as "troubiesome". Although he formally reduced his hours he found himself over 

invoived with the seniors and unable to terminate his community visits within the assigned work 

hours. In addition he was personally distressed and felt socially alienated by his lack of success 

in establishing romantic relationships with fernale coworkers at the restaurant. George believes 

that although he  had never disclosed the mental illness. his coworkers at the restaurant could now 

detect peculiar behaviours. He was in fact simultaneousIy hospitalized for an increase in p m o i a  

and hyperactivity as well as feelings of depression while maintainin2 employment. 

Shortly after. George was employed in his 1 s t  regular job as a part-tirne activation 

coordinator on a geriatnc unit in psychiatrie hospital. He held the position over a two year p e n d  

and his level of income was high enough to disqualiQ him fkom receiving disability benefits. 

The ernployment expenence was fraught with difficulties- George had stopped his psychiamc 

medication and the symptoms of his illness were slowly revealed. Although he received a sense 

of satisfaction in enhancing the quality of life for the seniors his enthusiasm eroded over time. 

The paranoia associated with his illness began to increase. His tendency towards emotional 

involvement with his patients persisted, affecting his judgement and interfering with his sleep 

(G: " I  kept seeing the fices of the patients on the rinit ") M i l e  coworkers praised his work his 
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personal evaluation of his competency was negative (G: " I  rhoughr rhey were going toflre me 

for sure"). George found the social atmosphere arnongst coworkers to be generally hostile (G: 

". . -you wuid see the brray they were divided arnong racial Iines ") and despite efforts to maintain 

emotiond distance he believes this hostility added to his paranoia. The situation was the 

antithesis of his inclination towards sociability. 

During this period George enrolled in a university psychology course on probation. 

While he managed to pasç the course. his academic performance mirrored the decline he was 

expenencing on the job and reflected a more generalized loss of daily function: 

G: / didrl 'r  do well in it becclrise my illness rvas coming back at the rime and I trias losing 
ititerest in the course and then ~*ork.-._\'~u know eventualiy I even ended girying up the 
opanmenr because I corrldn ' r  manage the payments on it arornore. eh? And I moiped bock 
home rvirh my mom and that rvas a rraurnatic event. 

Takine thinos into considemtion 

George believes that in rnany ways he is now ready for work. His mental h d t h  has 

stabilized over the two years since his 1 s t  hospitaiization. He now &es his psychiatrie 

medications regularly and in the context of psychotherapy he is moving towards acceptiq and 

actively copine with his mental illness. He did not intend a lengthy departure frorn the work 

force and he is incredulous that seven years have passed since his iast regular job: 

G: So it was a litîle over w o  years now that I 've been o~ that 1 've been orrt of hospiral 
and f've been taking rny meds regrrlarly. I've been seeing my case manager. I've been 
seeing mr, psychiatrist. Tlte on- thing that, son of gening back ro what yori were saying, 
il's son of maddening you know. Like I didn 't realize that 1992 was the last time that 1 
worked at a regular job. and 1999, fhat 's  seven years in between yoci know and I haven 't 
real- worked ar a full-tirne paying job outside. 

George has attempted severai pathways for reestablishing a work career. For example he 

hoped to procure employment by attending a psychosocial rehabilitation pro_gnm that offered 

transitional work placements following the development of basic work skills and habits. He was 
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disappointed that he was unable to gain the credit necessary for job placement. He is aiso 

wondering about the possibility of an affirmative employment job for consumers of mental 

health services or a perhaps a bursary to cover the tuition costs of a night course. 

Case Analysis 

1. Work recovery is best understood from a life course perspective 

G: I rc?odd just sa? thaf I'm thanhjitl that 1 've been healrhy enortgh rhat 1 ivas able ro 
iiwrk. / rr7as able ro go rû schnol because ir adds 10 my whole spectnrrn of life e-rperiences 
thar i've had and I've made sorne good friends when I've worked. 

Examining George's work career from a life course perspective allows us to see beyond 

his present unemployment to appreciate the richness of his work related expenences. his 

concinuing identification with work and how his relationship to work has evolved over cime. His 

career has included a wide variety of work related achievements including many years in 

unskilled. physical labour jobs. participation in university srudies. the successful completion of a 

cornrnunity college diploma and employment in the human services. Even within his current 

seven year period of unemployment George has continued his participation in work related 

activities such as volunteer work. paid speaking engagements, and temporary labourjobs. 

Although he participates in a schedule of daily activities that he fin& enjoyable and meaningful. 

he continues to be preoccupied by work related issues ("G's case manager: George is alrvays 

talking about work, always"). 

While George's work career included signifiant periods of unemployment. ovenll it 

demonstrates a pattern of career mobility. That is. rather than a series of unrelated work 

expenences. George's career indicates a trend towards work related activities that were 

consistent with his personal vocational values and aspirations and to jobs that were increasingly 

responsible and required the development of a specific knowledge and skill base. Although he 
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regards i t  as a sign of achievement. it appears that this upward mobility now poses a particular 

dilemma for George. He is faced with the disconcerting task of deciding where on this career 

tnjectory to direct his work efforts. a decision that is complicated by the length of his 

unemployrnent and his advancing age: 

G: /t \ras son of like in limbo -ou hnow becartse of my e-rperience on the psyhogeriatic 
warci 1 don 't really feel like working full rime again and I wasn 't srrre i f 1  wanted to work 
rrYrh seniors brrt rhen I didn't know what else I was qualifred for and as I said I've done 
plvsical work in rhe past brrr afier a while it gor a bit riring and it sot a bit strenrrorrs and I'm 
not in the best of shape as I kvas in my 20's. Brrr now I'rnjinding that rhe physical labour is a 
bir roo mm-11 for me. if 's a bit too much. i f 's  Iifiing. the ca-ing, the walking and strrfllike 
rlrctt. so it son of limits m_v job opportuniries as I said -ou kno\rt, 

In addition to tracking George's development as a worker. the life course perspective 

facilitates an understanding of the relationship between work and his mental illness. The detailed 

examination of George's expenences across his career provides information about the interaction 

between specific work related qualities on his mental health. thus giving definition and meaning 

to the concept of work stress. For example. while George vaiued university education. he found 

that compared to university the higher level of imposed structure at the cornmunity college level 

helped him to maintain the sleep patterns that are so fundamental to his well-being. 

Furthemore. the information in this case study traces the emergence of George's 

orowing awareness of his strengths and vulnerabilities wittiin the work realrn. This case study 
b 

tells a story of remarkable personai growth, from the early years of denying the illness and its 

impact on his work performance, to his present awareness of s i p s  and symptoms of the illness 

and their relationship to employment and the development of active efforts to the manage health 

related issues: 

G: I was really naïve then Terry. As I said I didn't know roo much about fhe illness or 
ho w to cope with it. but over the years / ' ve leamed thar right now I 'm fui* stable and I 
know what have to do to stay out of the hospital. just son of watch out for my qmptorns 
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and wnrch out for early symptoms. Brrr at rhat time I wasn't really rhat familiar wirh the 
illness and I didn 't rend rnitch lirerature. 

George's considemble achievements occurred within the context of an uneven career. His 

work time line reveds four periods of non-involvement in work related activities that lasted 

for more than one year. These periods al1 followed episodes of acute illness and psychiatrie 

hospitalizations. They are characterized by the seventy of his indifference and lethargy and 

appear to represent prolonged phases of reconstitution: 

G: I worrld sny five or si--c months yorr horv. k t ' s  a long a period. Slowly, Because to 
ger bock al1 the skills rhat 1 had before. Like I woctld go rhroiigh a period of pitre 
lerharg~. ktyhere I just slept and look the medication and of mrirse I was on a prete high 
dosage nr the time and just made me drowsy and sleepy. Biit gradrinlly I ger tired of jrisr 
srqing and home and \tmching TV and not doing anything and 1 force rnyself ro go out, 
Brrr even rlten I_Fnd rhat- - - we were talking earlier about memon and concentrclrion. Ir 
does rake quite a long rt-hile before it coma backfitlly to the point wbere I'm rr-*n'tins in 
r n j  jou mal. I 'm writing short stories. anicles. I 'm reading. I 'm jirncrioning at the same 
level pnor to my hospitakation. So ir  takes a wlzile ro briild back np yoiir skills and 
resorrrces and stirfl. 

George himself describes these periods as work taking a "back sear" and his actions become 

largely directed by the illness. 

It should be stressed that these periods are not isolated occurrences of the illness. 

Throughout his career George negotiated the interaction between the demands of work and 

school and the symptoms of his mental illness (Note on medical chart: "He says his 

syrnprorns have alwqs been present and stares he has gone to school. cr~orked nrrdfiincrioned 

despire rhem "). Analysis of the data suggests that there are four intemelated factors that 

combine to contribute to these lengthy suspensions of work activity: the severity of the 

symptoms. lack of vocational direction; lengthy periods of hospitalizations and; medication 

side effects. 
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The escalation of George's symptoms was chancterized by changes in both the quantity 

and the quality of the mentai disturbance. His initial symptoms were related to his activity 

level and he expenenced over stimulation and subsequent dismptions in his sleep patterns. If 

the hypenctivity progressed unchecked. the   sec on do^ gmptoms" of hallucinations and 

delusions appeared. Wi thout adequate intervention these symptoms progressed to a " critical 

point" that involved a loss of perspective and wtionality and. as this quote illustrates. lefi 

him unable to meaningfully participate in work related activities: 

Gr The issue was that I was a spy or something that was involved with the CIA or 
something like that. Because of the records thnt ... the srudies that we did ar universin. 
\r*ere qiiite controversial at the tirne and i thoright it was something ... like they were 
keeping tobs on it. son of as stridents. biir it MUS son of fur fetched at the rime. Brrr ivhen 
the illrless son of came back and it son of got heightened o r i  know. I woirld believe. 
cicrrrnll~ 1 believed that people n-ere orrt to hitn me too. you know. Even to p w i c a m  
hann me roo. o l i  h o w .  

The fear and the hostility that were engendered by these symptoms become so intense 

that George either sought out the protection of the hospital or he was adrnitted on an involuntary 

stanis. These hospitalizations become lengthy affairs. The process of medicd stabilization 

required trials of new medications that sometimes resulted in severe reactions (G: " I  thoiight I 

\tuas hnving a seiriire. m-v anns went mit. my neck got stifi 1 coiildn f move. Then rny rongue ».os 

grtring su7011e~z ") and high doses of medications that left George with disabling drowsiness. In 

addition. George hirnself was hesitant about retuming to the environmental context within which 

nis symptoms arose. Although the hospital stays focused on ameliontin_g his mental health. they 

alienated him from his colleagues and dampened his self-direction and drive: 

G: But I think ir was the long hospitalizations that really son of ...o r son of became l i k  
institiitionaZired. l i k  when p u  came out. I remember 1 wouM eat my meals ut the same time 
rhey senved meals at the hospital. 1 would rake my medicarion ar thar tirne. the same time the 
nurses gaipe me my medicarion and I didn 't  really do much. It look me a long time to son of 
Set back my enthusiasm for ILP. 



The progression of his syrnptoms and the subsequent hospitalization lead to the disclosure of 

his mental illness at work and thereby compromised his identity on the job. It is undear to what 

extent his colleagues could identiQ his unusual behaviour patterns or equate them with a mental 

illness. however George's impression is that his behaviours can be socially damaging and in the 

aftermath require "the mending of the fences": 

G: LÏke rshen the pmptom getfirll blown and out of control and psychotic and I'rn hearing 
voices. and I'rn delusional. it's.-.ifs ernbanussing to ralk abour somerimes bec.arise / do ami 
sa?, thing that normal@ I woiildn 't do and when I set rvell and I'rn recovenizg. sometirnes 
friends stry do yocr remember the rime ~ o i i  said so and so and yoii said yoir did so and so. I 
Say. oh yeah. now I remember and thot's r e a r  ernbarrassing and even sometimes ir gels pnst 
the point of ernbarrassment. 

The outcome of these mm of events was that George was reticent CO return these work 

activities and experienced the recuperation phase without a clear vocational direction to facilitate 

his recovery efforts. 

2. Positive meanings associated with the worker role facilitate the individual's abüity to 

negotinte the stresses associated with the worker role 

George's reflections on his career indiate ambivalence with respect to the meanings he gives 

to work. His positive associations are focused on those work related experiences that provided a 

context for defining hirnself based on his strengths and abilities without primary reference to his 

mental illness: 

G: Ir's a broader spectnim and I can g o  out and do things with other people and rhey don 't 
need to hou7 about my illness or my hospitalizations. Maybe. $1 want IO c.on..de in them 
later on it 'Il be okay. But that was one of the attractive things about working at the 
resrartrant. Nobody knew about my illness or the medications or the being in hospital and 
rhey jrrst son ofaccepted me as George, the worker. 

This power of work to make him feel like a regular person extended beyond the confines 

of the work environment to increase his comfort in the face of social obstacles within the larger 
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comunity (G: Yoii're able to son ofrningle and son of socïalize rvith other people rvho are 

from the . . .social barriers. d~rerent economic classes but you feei cornfortable Wifh if"). 

He valued work expenences where he enjoyed a sense of camaraderie with "healthy " 

coworkers and participated in a broad scope of social exchanges (G: " You know they go to movie 

rllearres. read books. go ro concens and sr@ like that. Ir's more active and more healthy ami 

more artracriiv really "). Eiis work related activities fulfilled his need for intellectual stimulation. 

When the work involved simple. physical tasks. he found this stimulation through his contacts 

with his coworkers. While immigration to Canada was the catalyst to actively struggle against 

the disablement associated with mental illness. work was the medium by which he carne to 

develop and express his social and functional persona. 

S irnilarl y the econornic rewards associated with work encouraged George's feeling of being 

"on a level wirh other people". The money he earned from work upgraded his standard of living. 

It allowed him to save funds for other work related opponunities. specificaily college and 

university and it allowed hirn to enter comunity environments (Le. neighbourhoods. stores. 

restaurants) where he could meet a wide variety of interesting people: 

G: When / lived in the area and I ,vas working ar the hospital at the rime. thefirst year, I 
made a lot of newfriends because I sometimes are at the restaurant at the corner there and 
rhere were n nrtmber of people who would corne in for a coffée and a cigarette and sir ar the 
corinrer and eventual- it rurned to idle chit chat. But then I found that rhey were interested in 
books and lirerature and music. T h e  were inreresred in art. So I made some renlly good 
frierzds rhat way. productive fnends who were involved in fheatre and music, who were even 
acrors and acrresses ami stufllike that. 

Payroll deductions and paying taxes identified hirn as a contri buting mernber of the work 

force and legitimized his tight to socid assistance at times of unemployment: 

Ci I see the amounr that they are taking out for the pension plan. the old age. you know the 
dedurcrions I mean. So I feel hey. I'm contribriting to rhefirnd that 1'11 be receiving eventrially 
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if I do set lzospitalized and I am getting money I don 't have to feel so guilty as V I  didn 't work 
before. 

Yet. over the course of seven years without regular employment George's life situation has 

changed in a manner that mollifies his resolve for regular employrnent- Nthough he would like 

"ro do sotnerhing ro set out of this nrt" he is hesitant to act in a way that may upset his recent 

mental stability: 

G: But the rhing is you h o w  on the other hand the jears have been smooth and even. there 
really tlnrten'r been major manic phases where 1 kvas out of control or needed to be 
Izospitalized. brrr son of smoorh and even and nor too man- traumatic evenrs. good 
relcrrionsizips here and there FOU horrv. socializing. a bit of nonnalizing, but it does bother 
me. 

Now settled on a disability pension and in his own rent geared to income apartment. George is 

concerned about the threat to his financial and housing security. should his mental illness affect 

his work performance: 

Gr When p u  rhink aborrr it amrally yorr do have the securip ut the end of the month. The 
money is deposited in rhe bank and althortgh ifyorr work V I  work I ittould be making 
more mon- but rhe fact rhat I set a clteqiie frorn the FBA or CPP ut the end of the monrh 
regrrlarly and the month is ser. it doesn 't change. wlzereas if I go. rnaybe I have a couple 
of si& days of or my cheqrie is smaller. my relzt wodd go up. so those are things I have 
to take into considerarion. 

This threat to his basic socioeconornic well-being is compounded by George's perception 

that the benefits system would be unabie to accommodate changes to his work status as the need 

anses (G: "...if 's getting much harder to ger on FBA now. there are a lot more ntles and 

regrtlarions "). This is an issue of considerable relevance given George's many hospitakations 

over the last seven years. 

Despite his signifiant education and work history George now finds himself "in limbo" 

with respect to a specific vocational direction. Over the pst  seven years he has considered rnany 

options. While he retains a strong interest in working with people, particularly seniors. George is 
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uncertain about his ability to maintain the emotional boundaries required in direct h u m  service 

work. Experienced at unskilled physical labour and restaurant work. he believes that at LW years 

of age he has lost the stamina required to handle these jobs: 

G: . . .because I'm in my 40's nght now and 1 don't think 1'11 be able to do the jobs that I 
did earlier. you know working in factories. warehouses. 1 don't think I'm in shape to do 
that. 

Ln addition the prolon_oed period of unemployment has undermined his self-confidence by 

providing few opportunifies to evaluate his job abilities (G: ... but right now it 's been such a long 

ritne sitzce i've tvorked that I'rn not sure what rn! capabilin of peflonning the job is. "). This 

Iong period of unemployrnent presents him with the additional, unsettling challenge of 

explaining a long absence from the work force without disclosing his mental illness: 

G: Alrlzorigh 1 feel I'm ready to go back into the work force. bur how would I e-xplain like the 
long gups in between. like when / son of. .. / don 't tuant fo tell the employer that I have an 
illness. rhat I'rn on medication and stufllike thar. But you know I woidd son of have ro joli 
h o u .  leIl white lies here and there to cover up the long gap in bertveen- 

3. A central feature of work recovery is the individual's perception that it is possible to 

create a functional self-identity separate from the disorder. 

For George the development of a functional sense of self in the midst of an ongoing mentai 

disorder has been an evolving process. He is engaged in regular psychothenpy with his case 

manager. focusing on developing his sense of himself as a complex person with many 

dimensions. only one of which is the illness. He finds that a part of him continues to fight 

against accepting the illness and he stniggles with the contradictions inherent in establishing an 

eficacious sense of self that ir,ceptes both his heaith and his iIlness. Although he understands 

schizophrenia as a persistent mental illness that c m  be controlled by psychiatrie treaments and 
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seIf-help strategies. George wishes he was nd of the illness. in response to signs of health his 

pattern has been to terminate treatrnents: 

G: Yeah. because part of it has ro do wirh the denial brrr even ro rhis d q ,  I sri21 have ..,you 
know the fact that 1 have to take medication means thar 1 have an illness biir if1 don't have ro 
tnke the medication ir means thar rhe illness has gone away and I'm quote-rinquote healrb 
and nonnal as anybody else. And fhar's my main fanta- or wish is thar. So when I srop 
raking rhe medicarion it rneans that the illness has gone away so I can continue ort with my 
ive and go on and do other rhings. 

.A particularly problematic aspect of George's struggle to construct an endunng and 

functionai sense of self is the personal appeal of his delusions. These delusions provide hirn with 

a beIief system that is empowering albeit unpdleled in reality and make it difticult for him to 

accept that they represent an illness that requires treatment 

G: Because part of ir roo is a bit of a glamorous side because l i k  my delusion 1 believe 
/'ln going ro be a farnorrs wrirer. a famorrs poet. a farnoris artisr and /don 't 2ik going ro 
the hospiral. They 're jusr going ta take away r n ~  creativin,. the rnedication is going ro 
destroy and bdliant ideas 1 might have and stufl. So part of if is delrtsionnl. 

Overall George's limited acceptance of his illness has had a negative impact on his work 

career. Success at school or work provided him with evidence of his health and convinced him 

that he no longer needed the medications. His efforts to maintain a normalized perspective o n  his 

work related experiences limited his ability to consider the possibility that problems in his 

behaviour patterns or his social perspectives represented emerging symptoms. He was less 

inclined to seek early treament for his symptoms and was then faced with a rapid progression to 

psychotic symptorns. the loss of ntionality and subsequent hospitakation. These events 

continue to impact his work related activities. His unpleasant mernories of illness related work 

experiences inhibits his motivation for work and constrains his work choices. 

On the positive side George's participation in work provided a meaningful context for 

~adually learnin_e about the interaction between himself. the illness and the broader world. The 5 
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review of data suggests that three aspects of his work career have made important contributions 

to George's ongoing efforts to define a functional sense of self: i) increased seif-awareness of 

his personal strengths: ii) awareness of the work-illness interaction. and; iii) development of 

ihess  related coping suategies; 

i)  Awareness of personal strengths 

C o n w  to the images of individuals with schizophrenia. George has demonstrated his 

ability to manage the physid. cognitive and social demands of work. The completion of ri 

college diploma affirmed his intellectual abilities and represented the fulfilmenc of the academic 

achievernent values held in high regard by his family. in addition to contributing important 

information about his skills and abilities. his recollection of his past work career highlights the 

quality of the expenences as enjoyable and worthwhile (G: "Like when 1 look back m e r  the 

'vars. ! say rhose hvere really good years becartse I was rvorking part-rime and taking course"). 

These achievements provide George with valuable personai infamation that is instrumental 

in the process of developing a functional self-identity. His successful work related experiences 

encourage the acceptance of the mental illness while allowing him to distance himself fiom the 

identity of mental patient: 

G: . . .and as 1 said f 'rn thankjirl rhar I've had the work experience that I've had and being 
able tu g o  back to school at tirne becarrse there are some people that 1 ralk to and / mean 
we 're about the same age but they real, don 't have thar rnrrch work e-verience or school 
experience and 1 kind of wonder whar have rhey done rvith al1 the years in behveen. But 
il's not for me to Say. Like m y b e  they were wrestling wirh rheir illness and rnaybe their 
synproms are more drastic rhan the ones thar 1 have. so m y b e  they 're coping with i r  or1 
know. But I'm thankjûl somerirnes r h u t  the illness has taken a backsear and 1 was able to 
Set on rvith my everyday life and do more things. 

George's awareness of his personal strengths facilitates his ability to construct a lifestyle 

that engages him in satisQing daily activities during tirnes of unemployrnent. It also 
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encourages flexibility with respect to work. noted in the broad r a n g  of his occupational 

expenences (G: "1 have a lot of differenr interesrs so ifsomething doesn 't rvork ut the 

moment I can switch ro somerhing else '9. Finally, this self-awareness assists George to 

imagine the possibility of hiture work related endeavoun while maintaining an evaluative 

stance on their feasibility and their potential to improve on the quality of his life: 

G: So the best idea woitld be just ro take one or w o  conrses und really concentrate and 
reolly usork on rhem and ger good marks and siowly bitild up o u  confidence and stziflorc 
knoir.. So rhar's one of one of my dreams for the future. ro son offrnish my degree and see 
it titrocrgh ro its completion. But y u  know what. gerting my dipio>na at college a m  'ou 
X-izoir-. o u  knowfinal!y 1 sait1 somerhing thrniigh to it ' s  complerion and f did rhe courses 
arld Fort Xnotc* 1 did it in three years. 

i i)  Awareness of the work-illness interaction 

Through his participation in actual work George has gained an understanding of the 

process by which specific aspects of work involvement interplay with his illness and threaten his 

ability to perfom. The issue of daily structure is a common theme throughout his work career. 

He descnbrs being sensitive both to work situations that place high demands on self-direction in 

daily routines and those work situations that require his participation into the evening hours. 

These features of work leave George vulnenble to night tirne arousal that disnipts his sleep cycle 

and induce him to engage in other evening stimulatory activities. specifically drinking coffee and 

late night wandering. This is a behaviour pattern that can quickly compromise George's 

rationality by inciting the experience of hallucinations and paranoia 

Geoge is generally an affable man with a propensity for sociability. He finds. however. 

that he is susceptible to emctional over involvement in work related relationships that have 

poorly defined boundarîes. such as those where he functions as a human service provider. This 

leaves him vulnenble to feeling under appreciated and even resentful when he believes his 
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effort and intentions within the relationship are not recogtîzed. It also lads to dismptions in his 

sieep when the relationships preoccupy his thoughts. This situation can provoke his symptoms of 

paranoia. 

George has found that a work environment that is chancterized by social conflicts is a 

panicularly noxious context for his participation. A dimate of interpersonal conflict interacts 

with even subtle presentations of his paranoia to heighten his experience of the conflict and 

feelings of suspiciousness and resen tment towards coworkers. The though ts and the feelings 

associated with the paranoia undennine his personal sense of cornpetence in the work 

environment and subsequently lead him to interpret the conflictual social dynamics as an 

indication of his poor performance. Left unchecked the situation progresses to the point where 

George's behaviours are observably pecuiiar and provide further evidence to support his 

evaluation of a hostile environment. 

George describes the appearance of his paranoia in work situations as insidious. although 

once his behaviours become observably imtional the associated symptoms esdate quickly- An 

early indicator of the paranoia appearing on the job is the decline in his enthusiasm for the work. 

Leading to a decrease in his output of effort. this emotiond reueat frorn the job tùrther supports 

his inclination towards critical self evaluation that subsequently fuels his loss of interest: 

G: / rhink ir was a combinarion of borh becarise one of the reasons why 1 quit nias rhat I 
felr rhnr 1 rvasn'r doing the job well. Althouglz ir may have been a misconception on my 
pan becarise the first year thnr I went rhere. prr know the docrors and the nurses were 
saying yori 're really heZpful. you are one of the best workers rve've had in a while. 
Becarise I rvas really active and enrhrisiastic about the job. But being rhere for a while my 
enrhrisiasm went awny and afier a while 1 feir rhat I wasn 'r doing my job properly nnd I 
didn 'r want to be there. o u  know. So rhat was one of the main reasons why I handed in 
my lerrer of resignation. But it could have been ni), misconception because my thinking 
was a bir confiised ut the rime. 

iii) Illness related coping sategies 



The emergence of undesirable and performance threatening symptoms within the work 

environment encounged George to take an active stance of self-management and to develop 

specific coping stntegies. He became particularly adept at counterbalancing the over stimulation 

of hectic and fast paced work environrnents by pacing his own performance and using his part- 

time stanis to allow for periods of rest and low activity. Simiiarly. he learned to direct his efforts 

to maintain a sleep routine that was calming even when presented with the alternative of 

participating in highly desirable social activities: 

G: 1 made friends rrpirh some Founger grlys rhere and afier rvork rhey rvanted ro get 
sornerhing ro ent. And I went with [hem a couple of rimes but evennialfy I sropped doing ir 
becmise by the time wefinished earing ir  rvould be like 1.40 in the rnoming and b-v the 
rime I worrid get home it rvould be en* dawn and by then the d q  is sraning arzd then 1 
rr.odd be sleepirlg drtring the day and be rrwrking ut nighr time so rhat r r m  na? producrive 
ro rny rnenrai h~giene. So 1 had ro be a bit cnrefid abolit staying up a bit lare, Of corirse in 
a bruy ir wws really exciring becarise rhey were a Young grorlp and somerimes rhey rvould 
brirzg cnrds nnd ive woii fd sray rrp and p h y  cards. Blrr ei pennrailj i r  look a fol1 on me. I 
corildn ' r  !ou knorv. 

4. Interna1 locus of control, self-esteem and cornmitment are psychological factors 

associated with work recovery. 

George's case study illusuates the complexity of personal coping resources as they present in 

the context of the recovery of work in schizophrenia. These psychological factors. self-esteem. 

Iocus of control and cornmitment. do not present as stable personal characteristics within this 

case study. Rather. they emerge as identifiable periods of psycholo@cd function intertwined 

with distinct themes related to negotiating a îùnctional sense of self within the work context. 

The case study information demonstrates tfiat George expenenced distinct periods of 

functional immobilization following hospitalization for the acute symptoms of the mentai illness. 

He descnbes his experience during these lengthy periods of inactivity as characterized by a Iacck 
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of vocational direction. drowsiness, cobmitive impairment. and a general sense of inertia. 

George's transformation to active involvement in work related activities was triggered either by: 

1)  extemal events that demanded that his active involvement (for example. the family's move to 

Canada). or: 2) the reconstitution of his personal strengths to a cntical point where he 

experienced his lifestyle as boring and empty and became open to opportunities for intellectual 

and physical stimulation. 

An intekml aspect of George's progress in work function following periods of illness and 

inactivity were the positive changes to his sense of self-esteem and his personal sense of conuol 

and effectiveness. His recognition of the success of his efforts and his enjoyment of his work 

fueled his cornmitment to sustain his involvement and to manage related challenges. This prwess 

of psycholo$cal empowerment was uneven and precarious to the extent that it depended on 

evidence that would support a self-view that essentiaily rejected the presence of a pervasive and 

persistent mental disorder. For example. George learned to recognize the impact of work 

involvement on his activity level and to schedule hirnself accordingly. However. he denied the 

emergence of psychotic symptoms and these would increasingly undermine his ability to sustain 

employment. He also consistently concealed information related to his mental disorder in work 

related situations in response to the intemaiizaaon of his perception of the public stibma. It is 

important to note that George never attempted to retum to previous work environments once the 

illness was disclosed. even when his performance conferred on him a measure of credibility as a 

worker. 

5. The individual's perception that valued people bclieve in hidher potential is associated 

with work recovery. 
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George's family has been ambivalent about his involvement in work. Reports from the 

medical records indicate that they were lead to believe. very early in the history of the mentai 

disorder. that there was a strong association between the pressures of schooling and the 

exacerbation of symptorns. Following acute episodes of the illness they provided him with 

shelter and sustenance but. unfamiliar with the nature of schizophrenia and lacking in pnctical 

information about managing the illness, they tended towards minimizing expectations and 

towards overprotection: 

G: ..-bru basic-al- I didn ' r  do v e p  mrich you know because ... 1 don 't know. like my older 
brorher and IV alder sister the! had to work in the shop to help my mom and dad. brrt I griess 
rny tnorn r r w  t-ing tu prorect me. She didn 't want me rningling with rhe son of people who 
carne imo the shop and srriff like rhat. 

Interestingly the high value placed on acadernic achievement within George's family. 

combined with their strong work ethic. motivated his educational and employment endeavours 

without delimiting his choices. For example. his move fkom university to college level studies 

was acceptable within the family value system as were his efforts at unskilled labour jobs. 

George experienced his family members as largely supportive of his work related efforts. At 

times. throughout his career, they provided him with shelter, finances and contributed to his daily 

self-care. At this time, his case manager believes that there is no pressure fkom his family to 

work. 

Although George has now corne to recognize the ability of family members to detect the 

emergence of syrnptoms of the illness, George has historicaily been unwilling to accept their 

observations and to seek early treatment. When acutely ill. George's behaviour cm be severely 

disturbed and disconcerting within the context of the family. Currently his family is encouraged 

by the stability of his mental h d t h  and psychosocial well being and George perceives that they 
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are cautious about the appropriateness of his involvement in cornpetitive work. Rather then 

representing a lack of belief in George's abilities. the family perspective appears to be directed to 

maintaining a state of emotionai equilibrium both with respect to his illness and his level of 

autonomy: 

G: Because in the past she has been happy when I worked but she was a bit doubtjiil of 
like rcf ith the illness worild t be able to work because rhere have been some rimes rhar I 
rnentioned I was rhinking of getting a job here and rhen she says why dorz't yori stay on 
the benefrrs and stuf fou know. At leasr she knows thar I have some secut-@ and rhe 
pecu f iar rhing with my ?nom is that she almost has like a sirch sense of when I 'm gening 
ill. Becarise in the past when ['ve been hospitalked 1 remember weeks before rvhen I'd 
gorie off rny medication brir I didn 'r think thar rhe symptorns rvere rhat noticeable she'd 
say rnajbe ?*ou shortld go see the doctor or rnaybe !ou shorrld go see the case rnnnager 
atid I 'd say . oh yori don 't how rvhat voir 're talking about. there 's  nothing rvrong rrith 
me. 

A remarkable feature of George's social network is the presence of one consistent 

professional. his case manager. who has served as a champion for his work related efforts. When 

he has been engaged in work the focus of the thenpeutic relationship has been on assisting him 

to maintain his work involvement by encouraging a shift away from his self image as a patient 

(G: ". . .mj case manager was sajing oh now -ou 're working with seniors and ?ou 're working 

rrtirh pqchinrn'c patients and stufi so I was oh wow I'm a senior now. I'm a colleague now "). 

praising his efforts to encourage his perseverance and providing advice for dealing with the 

interaction of the illness and work (G: "...and she said ?ou know r n  ro pace yorrrselfnor ro get 

orvr e-rcired. take yori r medicalion and leam to puce ourseif ') .  

A particular focus of the relationship was related to managing the socioemotionai aspects 

of employment. With his case manager, George engaged in "perspecrive sharing ", to evaluate 

his interpretations of troublesome social situations and role playing to practice potential 

interpenonal strategies. These efforts were directed at the delibeiate msference of knowledge 
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and ski Ils to facilitate the sel f-managemen t of problematic situations. For example. the processes 

involved in recognizin,o and maintaining interpersonal boundaries were approached as a skiil that 

was within the realm of George's abilities. 

Throu_ohout this most recent and lengthy period of unempioyrnent this professionai 

relationship has been aimed at encounging and even manging for George's involvement in 

meaningful daily activities while solidifj4ng George's self-identity as a compiex individuai. The 

focus has b e n  on accepting the mental illness but affording it the status of "only one aspect of 

me". Geor_oeWs case manager refers to this process as "the teaching of himself'. 

G: . . . and this I take from my case manager. if 's  son of like a pie and the way yorc dikide 
ir rrp. Like how mrich of the pie is going to be the illness tkat yori 're soins IQ concentrare 
on? 

An inherent aspect of this psychotherapeutic approach is assisting George to resoive the 

issues and mernories of previous work experiences and encounging George's understanding of 

himself as an active strategist in the management of his own well being. While this professional 

relationship reflects a strong belief in George's potential for work recovery. it also conveys the 

importance of consolidating his self-identity in relation to the illness as a precondition to 

realizing this potential. 

An important consideration is the extent to which George's psychiatrists are absent from 

the story of his vocational efforts. It does not appear that they are unsupportive of his efforts. 

Rather their medid reports indicate a focus on the treatment of his illness through psychiatric 

medications. There is a notable absence of reference by psychiatnsts to vocational issues. and a 

Iack of documentation indicating the direct exchange of information and stntegies reiated to the 

work-illness interaction. 
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6. An integral feature of work recovery is the individual's appraisal of emplowment as 

essential to mental health and well being. 

George finds that work has a double edged effect: It has the capacity to be both beneficial 

and detrimental to his mental health. On the positive side. he believes that work has the capacity 

to decrease the prirnacy of the illness by focusing his involvement on a broader range of daïly 

routines while distracting him from the preoccupations of the disorder: 

G: I rlzink in a way it does son of prit ir aside for awhile because !ou h o w .  as I said before 
irz rlze pasr. like even when was discharged. when I ciras in the smoking section of the 
cafereria there, a lor of the Our patients and even rhe in parienrs rvould corne rhere tu have 
coffee. bur the main thitzg they ralked aborir was their illness and rlze diagnosis and the 
medic-arion. But when I'm working otitside in the work force and people don? Xnow m_v illness 
and the medication. they talk about everyday events thar are happening or rrips they have 
rcrkeri. or movies that they have seen, Ir's a rnrich more henlthier environment and 1 think i r  
r-eally helps ro son of Iessen the illness a bir. Yorr 're not aware of it. 

Work provides George with a meaningful contexf for participation in goal directed activities. 

This influence of work positively impacts on his mental health on several levels. It demands his 

attention to basic self-are. an ara of function that typidly suffers in the aftermath of an acute 

episode of his mental illness (Gr ".. .you walk into a job interview you have to be well dressed. 

irvll groorned and s t u - i  mean. "). His motivation for success at work directs him to actively 

contain the symptoms of his illness: 

G: Looking back I can see sometimes i gor a bit high. sometimes a bit low. but the swings 
and mouds weren 't that extreme p u  know. I guess it was because i had ro remain relatively 
stable to firncriorz in a work environment. eh? 

Finally. the order of the work day organizes his days and weeks into a more balanced 

interaction between distinct periods of productivity. leisure and rest and subsequently leads to a 

normal night pattern of sleep that he fin& impentive for his "mental hygiene ". 
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Work also positively influences his mental health through its impact on his self-esteem. 

The rxpenence of being employed raises his self-confidence thus facilitating an active stance to 

apply himself to challenges (G: " You feel more capable of doing rhings and or1 're not as scared 

of iaking rislrs anymore. l i k  I rnean even social risks "). Work situations that capitalize on his 

strengths. both in the task and social domains. are particularly likely to provide him with the 

ongoing positive feedback he requires to sustain his perseverance. It is important to note that 

George3 self-esteem within the work simation has depended on the presentaiion of a work 

identity without reference to the mental illness. George has never disclosed his illness in a work 

situation. nor has he retumed to any work environment once his illness has been revealed. 

On the negative side. George finds that prolonged periods of work lui1 him into a false 

sense of invulnerability to the mentai illness. He tends to interpret his work success as evidence 

thar he is free of the schizophrenia and no longer in need of psychiatrie treatment. The outcome 

has inevitably been lack of adherence with his treatment regïmen and the subsequent 

exacerbation of his syrnptoms: 

Gr And I shortld mention rhar thar 's  one of the major reasons ~ . h y  I ended iip back in the 
hospital kvas that I went off my medication because what happened was that afer I got 
dircharged frorn the hospirai I would take my mediarion religiously. I didn 'r  want ro end 
up back in the unit again and then afrer abolir nvo or three years and I have been doing 
well on the medication and working and going to school. like I 've rold o u .  III sa? okay. 
majbe I'm betrer now. I don'r need to take as much medication. so I sran reducing iintil 
final& / hias taking the barest minimum. 

The case study sugpsts that specific features of work are detrimental to George3 mental 

health. He is particularly sensitive to work situations that encroach on his regular routine of 

sleep. although he appears to have developed effective smtegies to neutralize their effects. The 

symptoms of his illness appear to be provoked by unstructured work environments that depend 

on high levels of self-direction and self-evduation. Similarly his paranoid symptoms are 
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enhanced by work tasks that occur within the context of work environments with hostile social 

climates and social relations with arnbiguous boundaries. These latter work stresses appear to be 

particularly unresolved issues for George, and continue to undermine his enthusiasm and resolve 

for work. 

Summary 

This chapter has presented the description and analysis of a forty-four year old man 

diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder. who has been without resular community based work 

for seven years. Although George's occupational mobility has been derailed. his work life c m  

be characterized as a career with a variety of work related accomplishments. 

Despite seven years without regular community based employment he has continued 

participation in work and purposeful activities. These activities facilitate his ability to guard 

against the appearance of psychotic symptoms by constmcting a work ordered day. 

Acute episodes of the schizophrenic illness. accompanied by hospitalizations. sever 

George's involvement in work. Reconstitution from these episodes is a Iengthy process. The 

transition from the inertia experienced following the acute episodes to involvement in work 

related activities is particularly difficult. There is evidence of a neptive cumulative effect of 

repeated acute episodes on work involvement. The exacerbations of the illness reflect his 

fundamental inability to accept the illness as an accurate interpretation of his experiences. This 

has a negative influence on his ability to understand and manage the illness experience in 

relation to his fulfilment of the demands of work. George has been highly invested in 

maintaining the identity of a "regulai' worker and this interferes with his ability to identify the 

illness experience within the work context. He h a s  demonstrated the uneven management of 

signs and symptoms of the disorder and has particuiar diniculty dealing assenively with 
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psychotic symptoms. Work situations that are characterised by hostile social dynamics. and 

interpersonal relationships that lack clear emotionai boundaries intenct with his psychotic 

symptoms to present as a si-hficant work disability. He continues to harbour negative feelings 

towards several of his past employrnent situations and this increases his current ambivalence 

towards work. 

While George associates work with several positive meanings his resolve for work is 

weakened by his inability to reconcile an acceptable self-identity that inteptes the illness. and 

to subsequently negotiate the work-illness interaction. George's motivation is further weakened 

by the financial instability he associates with work. This view of work as threatening is 

encourriged by significant others in George's family network who have over the years. corne to 

associate his participation in work as provoking his illness and disrupave of farnily 

relationshi ps. 



CfFAPTER 6 

CROSS CASE ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

This research used a qualitative. multiple case study methodology to examine the process 

of work recovery of individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. This chapter will present an 

analysis of the findings across al1 three cases to advance the theoreticai base for the process of 

work recovery in schizophrenia. 

Theoretical Propositions of Work Recovery 

1. Work recovery is best understood from a life course perspective. 

Approaching these case studies fiom a Iife course perspective allows us to view the 

configuration of the individuals' relationship to work as it evolved over the course of time. The 

particular strength of this perspective is its ability to facilitate a holistic analysis that led to the 

identification of distinct but interrelated patterns that characterise the work life of these three 

individuals. Specifically the analysis revealed the following four longitudinal patterns: i) the 

cencrality of work; ii) the coexistence of work and mental disorder, iii) the presence of career 

mobility within a non-linear trajectory. and; iv) the transactional nature of the person-work- 

environment relationship. 

i )  The centraiity of wotk 

These case studies support previous research findings that individuals with psychiacric 

disabilities place a high value on work regardless of their actual employment status (Lord. 

Schnarr & Hutchison, 1987; Downs, 1989). This cornmitment to worli went beyond 

psychological desire. All three of the study participants demonsarted involvement in work 

related and purposeful activities during periods of under employment or unemployment. 
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First they were involved in purposeful activities including cnfts. hobbies. sports and 

volunteer work. Involvement in these activities appeared to serve two purposes. It provided them 

with a structure that resembled the work ordered day. This structure was particularly important in 

maintainins a sleep-wake cycle that was consistent with the broader community. an outcome that 

serviid to decrease their social mqinalization and their vulnerability to the exacerbation of 

syrnptoms. While rhis is particularly iliustrated by George's efforts to organize his time without 

reg ular work. Winston' s experience of under employment also left him vulnerable to the 

negative effects of periods of unstructured time. Participation in meaningful activities also 

provided them with an avenue to operationalize their strengths and abilities and subsequently to 

provide them with evidence of their cornpetence and continuing growth. For example. Ann 

expenenced purposeful activities as the only outlet for the expression of function during her 

lengthy penods of institutionalization. 

Al though the importance of purposeful activities in the lives of individu& with 

schizophrenia has been addressed in the litenture tsee for exarnple. Kirsh. 1996: Vorspan. 1992) 

these case studies highlight the difficulties inherent in establishing a stnictured routine of 

activities outside of the work context. While these purposeful activities are chmcterized by 

flexibility and accommodation that is not typical of competitive employment. they do not carry 

with <hem al1 of the positive meanings (Le. income. social intebption. productive social 

contributions) or the consistent routines that are associated with work in the cornmunity based 

labour force. George's case in particular highlights the difficulties inherent in organizing a 

strucrured and yet meaningful &y without regular work. 

Second. the participants were involved in efforts to constmct a vocational direction. These 

efforts included both the contemplation of work related possibilities and engagement in work 
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related activities. such as trying out a job or applying for work. in an effort to consolidate a 

satisfactory vocational path. Inconsistent with theoretical orientations that assume that 

dificulties with vocational direction represent a prirnary symptom of schizophrenia (see for 

examplc Andreason & Flaum. 199 1 : Andreason. 1982). these case studies are more in keeping 

with explanations that focus on the extent to which the experiences associated with the mental 

illness can eclipse consistency in the development of the work identity and provoke associated 

problems with self awareness and confidence in the work reaim (Bebout & Hamis. 1995). 

Finally. al1 of the case study participants were engaged in occasional paid work that could not 

be easily understood within traditional concepnralizations of regular employment in the 

community based labour force. These "jobs" included temporary employment positions and 

involvement in teaching high school students and mental health professionals about the 

experiences of mental illness. Esuoff (1995) found a similar pattern in a longitudinal study of 

169 persons with severe and persistent mentai illness and suggested that this phenomenon 

represented an important source of socialization and financial enhancement for individuals who 

are socidly and financially marginalized. She hypothesized that the dismûi employment rates for 

this population rnay be. at least in part, an artifact of value laden definitions of employment and 

inadequate methodologies. 

i i )  The coexistence of work and mental disorder 

The life course perspective captures the extent to which the CO-existence of working and 

persistent symptoms of the disorder may represent the nom acmss the work [ives of 

individuals with schizophrenia rather than discrete or isolated events. George. Winston and 

Ann experienced refractory symptoms of schizophrenia even when following medical 

thenpeutic interventions. Furthemore rehabilitation approaches that focus only on how 
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schizophrenic syrnptoms influence work performance appear to inadequately represent the 

extent to which the mental disorder influences the work experience. in these case studies the 

features of the illness permeated decisions to return to or to terminate work. career choices. 

interactions within the work environment. and Iifestyle choices outside of the work place. 

Managing the coexistence of work and mental disorder is particularly daunting when it is 

understood that individuals Iargely navigated the demands associated with work covertly. 

whether or not the illness has been disclosed in the work place. 

The work life perspective provides an opportunity for the closer examination of those 

occasions when the individual's relationship to work was severed. The exacerbation of acute 

psychotic syrnptoms initiated the complete withdnwal from the comrnunity based labour 

force. The studies reveal a critical point at which the psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia 

become so pervasive as to obscure ntiond thought. effectively destroying the individual's 

conuol of work related behaviours. These episodes threatened established work situations 

through ineffective task and social performance and also through unmanaged disclosure of 

the illness. Winston. George and Ann appnised these exacerbations as a threat that could 

lead to a Iengthy penod of recuperation. perhaps confounded by the expenence of 

institutionalization, medication trials and related side-effects. cognitive irnpairments and an 

overail sense of lethargy and inenia. 

Strauss and his colleagues (1 985) identified this prolonged period of recuperation and the 

accompanying social and occupationd marginaiization as a universal phenornenon 

following episodes of the disorder. These investisators found that this period represents a 

period of subtle growth within the context of reconstituting from the mental disorder. 

However. ail of the participants in this study expenenced it as particularly darnaging to their 
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work careers. whether or not they managed to maintain their work situations. They 

hizhlighted the importance of recognizing and halting the progression of symptoms. These 

case studies suggests that repeated. acute exacerbations may have a negative cumulative 

effect on the individual's psychological preparedness for work. the retum of pre-morbid 

functional capacîties and on socid resources that enable the individual's employment. For 

Winston. George and Ann. the occurrence and the impact of these exacerbations appeared to 

be more related to the lack of rtdherence to medical therapeutic interventions and failure to 

actively secure early treatment mther than the severity of the illness or poor treatment 

response. 

i i i )  Non-linear pattern of career mobility 

A striking feature of these case snidies is the extent to which their work lives c m  be 

characterised as careers. That is. their job efforts reflect a pattern of progressive achievements. 

training and ski11 development in a chosen field. The concept of career receives little attention in 

the literature relating to work and schizophrenia. The predominate view that the work 

involvement of the population reflects discrete events may be at least partially explained by cross 

sectional methods that fail to attend to the intemelatïonships between work experiences. ln 

addition. their progressive achievements within the work realm are perhaps easily shadowed by 

very subtle and uneven changes in work position and responsibility and by the generally low 

financial status of their jobs. 

The case studies illustrate that involvement in a career is by no means a guarantee of work 

recovery. In fact. it appears that the outcomes related to involvement in a career largely depend 

on their meanings within the framework of the broader work life. Ai1 three case studies illustrate 

that career involvement may exen a positive influence on work recovery through the positive 
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self-concept that is associated with personally valued work and the oppominity for the 

development of skills. It may also have a negative impact on the individual's psycholo,oical 

preparedness for work if. as in George's case. efforts towards a career are derailed after 

considenble effort. 

i i i )  Transactional nature of the person-work-environment relationship 

These case studies suggest several patterns of individual-environment transactions that 

inthence the process of work recovery. The first is the extent to which achievements and 

progress within the work realm influence subsequent positive changes in the individual. This 

occurs through the direct reinforcement of personal competency and indirectly. by eliciting the 

supportive efforts of other individuals in the environment. For example. Winston's initial efforts 

at work provided him with important information about his work abilities and limitations while 

confirrning his sense of himself as an active agent in his own well-being. Simultaneously, his 

effons engaged both the emotional and pnctical support of his educators and mental health 

professionals towards the achievement of his work goals. Certainly. the analysis supports the 

findings of other studies that highlight participation in work activities as personally empowering 

and a powerful source of inüinsic motivation (Csikszentmihalyi. 1993; 1990; Kirsh. 1996; Lord. 

199 1. Lord & Hutchinson. 1993). Of course. this pattern can also occur in the reverse, as 

illustrated by Winston' s negative work behaviours within a rehabilitation prokgamme 

inconsistent with his own vaiues. The experience evoked both intense psychiatric syrnptorns and 

a negative view of his employment potential from rehabilitation practitioners. 

A second pattern is the extent to which changes in the broader work related environment 

cm influence work recovery. Ail three case studies highlight that work environments are ever 

changing and that these changes cm ~i~pificantly dter the individual's work status. For example. 
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Ann experienced advancement on the job with the change of an immediate supervisor. while 

Winston's desire for more regular work was blocked by the elirnination of the permanent part- 

time job category by his employer. Similarly the case studies highlighted the influence that 

changes within the mental heaith system c m  have on work recovery. A recurring theme among 

the study participants was the benefit of the system's move to community and vocationally 

oriented services that actively supponed their efforts towards the community based labour force. 

it is also important to note the extent to which the w e e r  options considered appropriate 

for people with schizophrenia have increased- Ann. for example. was rejected in her adolescence 

from a nursing assistant course because of her experiences with mental illness. She was 

su bsequentl y offered training in a similar position by her present employer. farniliar wi th her 

diagosis. in response to the restructuring of the med id  records department. Similarly, Winston 

and George experienced the job search as enhanced by the addition of affirmative employment 

positions in the social services for qualified people with psychiatrie disabilities. 

Finally. al1 three case studies suggest that the individuai's engagement in a variety of 

different work situations is beneficid to work recovery, if understood from a growth and 

learning framework. This variety of work involvements provided the opportunity for a broad 

based awareness of interests. strensths and limitations that ultimately assisted with the 

development of vocationai choices. Furthermore, these work experiences provided individuais 

with the opportunity to wimess the universai stniggles associated with employment. These 

exarnples served as a point of cornparison for those difficulties associated specifically with 

aspects of the mental disorder and work. 

These work experiences also appear to protect the individuai. to some degree, from the social 

and occupational void that is intrinsic to periods of unemployment or underemployment. They 
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facilitate the individual's awareness of and accessibility to a range of potential activities 

available outside of the work reaim. Georse. for example. considered himself bener able to ded 

with the lack of structure inherent in unemployment because of his varied work experiences. 

3. Positive meanings attached to the worker role facilitate the individual's ability to 

negotiate the stresses associated with the worker role. 

The case studies highlight a range of positive meanings associated with work in the 

community labour force. While these positive meanings are similar in form to those expressed by 

the gensral population (see for example Simon. 1997) the data reveai considerable specificity to 

the experience of working with a menfiil illness, They provided a source of motivation for 

nezotiating the demands of the work experience. 

The following five distinct positive meanings were revealed from the case study data: 

i 1 Reaiization of values and goals 

The study participants were nised within farnilies that vaiued the normative ideal of 

ernployment as an important masure of maturity and success. Prior to the diagnosis of mental 

illness. al1 of the study participants expected that their lives would progress to include 

participation in adult work. althouth the darity of the work goal varied between individuais. 

Their initiai contacts with the mental health system marked the beginning of the disruption of 

their personai career development and were a source of considerable upset and despair within the 

broader farnil y context. 

The individuds' reengagement in work provided an opportunity to fulfil the expectations of 

the work ethic. Participation in cornmunicy based work avened the dilemma of conswcting a 

meaningful life outside of the social nom (Godschalx. 1987 in Hatfield & Lefley. 1993; Bebout 

& Harris, 1995: Pettie & Tnoto. 1999). The ensuing work history may not have exactly reflected 
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the expected ideal of the individuai or the family. Yet. the data reveals that the central values and 

ooais remained as  common threads that informed the various choices and adjustments the - 
individuals made throughout the course of their work lives. 

Participation in work provided the individuais with a sense of historicai continuity by 

establishing connections to earlier values and goals associated with a time of relative health and 

well being. Work served as a source of pride in achievement and competence. indeed. work 

functioned as a particutariy powerful measure of success with its explicit and otien formaiized 

recopition of achievement (for example. graduation ceremonies. dipiomas. performance 

appraisals and promotions). Sirnilarly involvement in work served as a corrective experience for 

critical incidents or situations that the individuals perceived as particularly disparaging or 

socially marginalizing. While this was pruticularly notable for Winston who viewed work as a 

source of vindication for his criminal activities. ail three of the case study participants 

expenenced work as evidence of their achievements in the context of nvdry with a sibling. 

i i)  Social reciprocity 

The social networks of the case study participants were typical of individuals with severe 

psyc hiatric disorders. They were characterized by few in terpersonal contacts and were large1 y 

kin or professionally dominated with the illness retaining a central position in defining these 

relationships (Gillies et ai, 1993; Gottlieb & Coppard, 1987). Unlitce the traditional views that 

assume social isolation and aiienation to be primary syrnptoms of schizophrenia (Amencan 

Psychiauic Association. 1994). the three case snidy participants were oriented positively to 

social relationships and valued the opportunity to engage in work interactioris marked by 

equality and reciprocity. The data suggest that, at least for some individuais with schizophrenia, 

sociai withdrawal may be a consequence of the lack of opportunities to participate in socially 
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inteptive roles such as work. This is in keeping with the findings of first person accounts 

(Lette. 1993: Boncius. 1989) and phenomenological perspectives (Davidson & Staynor. 1997) 

that dernonstrate that individuals with schizophrenia have a profound desire for social 

relationships. 

Work allowed the case snrdy participants to engage in reciprocal relationships with both 

coworkers and customers while the mental iiiness remained largely superfîuous. They were able 

to both give and receive respect. collegiality and even affection within at least some of their 

work relationships. The impact of these relationships extended beyond the imrnediate work 

situation and served as a foundation to encourage reciprocal interactions within their existing 

social networks and within the broader comrnunity context. Ann. for example. took on care 

giving functions for her parents and nieces. while work enabled George to intenct with 

individuals from a broad range of interesting careers. 

The expenence of reciprocity carried on to the act of carrying out the tasks of the jobs. 

Fulfilling the demands of the job provided evidence of a significant contribution within a 

meaningful work context. Each of the participants viewed their work as wonhwhile to society. 

even if they disliked particular tasks or activities associated with the job. 

Finally the case snidy participants perceived that their participation in work made a 

broader societai contribution. They each highlighted the personal importance of conuibuting 

financially back into a system from which they have been forced to draw for health care or 

economic subsidy. They also understood their expenences of working with schizophrenia as 

unique and assumed a responsibility for inspiring others with the mental illness and their families 

and for prornoting public awareness and education. 
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iii) ldentity validation 

A predominant theme was the capacity for work to provide a legitimate self-identity that 

was not associated with the mental illness. Within the work situation interactions were largely 

defined by performance expectations. Acceptmce on the job was based on the individuals' 

capabilities. This served as a stark c o n m t  to the experience of being a mental patient. an 

experience that was Iargei y organized around personal limitations and constraints. Work 

provided an opportunity to understand performance related problems on the job as a universal 

phenornenon. For Ann and Winston. the sense of personal worth and credibility was particularly 

powerful when acceptance within the work situation was experienced despite disclosure of the 

illness. 

The data suggests that this positive identity extended beyond the work situation and 

facilitated the transformation of other social relationships. So for example. Ann came to be 

viewed as a source of stability within the family. while Winston found it difficult to reconcile the 

feelings of guilt associated with transcending the position of his tiiends within the mental health 

system. Ail three of the participants perceived that work msformed the nature of their 

relationships with mental health professionals, movint from a patient-therapist relationship to 

one of collegiality and shared expertise. While this was generaily experienced as empowering, 

this change in the client-thenpist relationship engendered some stress in George who felt that his 

performance on the job could disappoint his thenpist. 

These case studies raised questions about possible gender based variations in the 

struggles to develop a work identity. While al1 of the participants engased in a lengthy process of 

identity adjustments and refinements. only the female participant presented her current work 

identity as a purposehl compensation for her perceived inability to fulfil the expectations of 
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marriage and motherhood. Interestingly. her participation in work facilitated the establishment of 

a close relationship with her nieces. both financially and as a caregiver. and thereby provided her 

with some of the benefits she associateci with nurturing a family. The males in the study. while 

positively onented to attaining companionship and intimacy. did not relate this to their worker 

identity. 

iv) Fmework for daily life 

While work has been viewed as an important source of daily suucture for individuals 

wi th schizophrenia. these case studies provide a richer meaning for involvement in work 

activities. Work provided participants with a direction and a sense of organization to daily life 

that approximated the temporal rhythms of the broader community. While the daily routines of 

the individuals did not reflect a clear balance between self-care. work and leisure. participation in 

work did imbue non-work hours with meaning and purpose. Work provided a guatantee that a 

dedicated portion of the individual's time would unfold within the context of social interactions 

and well defined. meaningful activities. The participants viewed unemployment as a voici. with 

the poten tial to engulf [hem in despair. 

V )  Earning a living 

Work provided individuals with the reward of receiving a paycheque for their efforts. The 

rnonetary reward associated with employment was valued for its contribution to self-sufficiency 

and autonomy. The income provided them with the ability to access a broader range of resources, 

including participation in hobbies, ownership of a vehicle, and the enjoyment of community 

resources such as the occasional restaurant md. However. the participants were primarily 

involved in low paying jobs that imposed significant financial limitations regardless of the actual 
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number of hours worked. In fact al1 of the participants depended on other sources of income or 

shared resources to meet their basic needs in the community. 

It is important to note ~ ! a t  their income remained low despite considerable college 

preparation or skill training on the job and did not substantially improve with years performing 

successtùlly in the job. Only Ann was engaged in employment that provided health and 

retirement benefits. While their low income was not a direct result of the illness expenence. it 

appeared to be an indirect outcome through the adjusunents to vocational goals. reduced hours at 

work and the inability to progress through the employment rruiks. 

The financial underemployment of persons with severe mental illness has recently received 

attention in the mental health literature. Questions have been mised about the extent to which 

individuais with schizophrenia can afTord to work without orher forms of economic support 

( Baron. 1999; Polak & Warner. 1996). An ethnobmphic study by Aiverson. Alverson, Drake and 

Becker 11998) identified a basic level of material wealth as an important correlate of 

cornpetitive employment arnong individuals with severe psychiatrie disorders such as 

schizophrenia. 

The study data also suggest that the enabling qualities of these positive meanings cm be 

counter balanced by the individual's negative associations with work. In the wake of recumng 

episodes of Ioss of control to the disorder. the meanings associated with work may be 

uans formed. Wi thin the context of repeated failures and unresolved conflicts on the job. work 

c m  become viewed as a hostile and threatening situation. as it did for George. 

The case studies illusirate several ways that work may corne to be viewed as threatening and 

thereby weaken the motivation and the resolve to persist. First the perception of failure on the 

job reinforces the sense of inadequacy. These individuals appear to be particularly vulnerable to 
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the toxic psycho10,oical impact of failure as it interacts with their ongoing stniggles with 

internaiized s t i p a .  

It is important to note that it is the individual's perception that appears to influence meaning 

and not necessarily the objective presentation of failure. George for example. was unwilling to 

return to work situations that were terminated by an exacerbation of the illness even though he 

may have been welcomed back by the work environment. Within this h e w o r k .  failure may be 

more broadly understood as including an individual's lack of success in managing the 

presentation of the illness. rather then the job itself. So for example. George refused psychiatrie 

treatments and viewed his work participation as evidence of personal health but came to appraise 

work participation as the source of his difficulties when he experienced a relapse. 

The view of work as threatening may become reinforced by sipifkant others in the social 

network who are necessarily affected when an individual's involvement in the work environment 

ooes awry. Consider. for example. that George's social network was called upon to resolve 
C 

immediate financial crises in the wake of unempioyment and feared for his safety as they 

observed an increase in syrnptoms that they came to associate with work involvement. 

Finally. individuals who repeatedly disengage from paid work situations are actually at risk 

for f i  nancial instabili ty. The work disincentives created by pvemment disabili ty pensions are 

well known (Noble. 1998; PoIak & Wamer. 1996). Certainly ail of the case studies provided 

evidence of the extent to which disability benefits can undermine attempts at recovenng work 

function. In particular individuals and their families iack faith in the system's ability to 

efficiently respond to changing financial needs. Mental health professionals. and particularly the 

physicians. appear to be caught in the dilemma of having to simultaneously undermine the 
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individual's self-image as worker in order to ensure the individuai's financial well being through 

access to disability pensions. 

The analysis suggests that a primary evaluation of work as a source of threat may 

represent an individual's dit'ficulties in resolving the conflicts inherent in working with 

schizophrenia. Distancint oneself from employrnent. or conceptualizing work as the source of 

the problem may enable the individual to avoid a situation that provokes critical self evaluation 

in the midst of a mental disorder that already undermines the individuai's self-esteem. George. 

for example. h a  chosen to continue his recovery outside of the context of the work domain. 

where there is more flexibility and fewer pressures to manage the tasks of working with 

schizophrenia. 

3. A central feature of work recovery is the perception that it is possible to create a 

functional self-identity separate €rom the disorder. 

The case studies suggest that this theoretical proposition is an inadequate representation of 

the processes involved in work recovery. The proposition does highlight the centrril dilemma of 

developing a functionai self-identity in the presence of a schizophrenia. These case studies 

suggest that beyond developing an identity separate From the disorder the fundamentai task of 

work recovery is the integration of the person. the mental disorder and the work context across 

the career trajectory. integration is describeci as the individual's development of a self-identity 

in the work realm that reconciles and adapts to the illness experience. 

Furthemore this integration is of an ongoing and evolving nature. The case study findings 

are consistent with perspectives that argue the need to conceptualize the individud's continuing 

personai development within the context of the ilIness experience (Stnuss; 1989; Davidson & 

Strauss. 1995; Deegan. 1988) and across a variety of life domains (Strauss & Carpenter. 1974). 
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A recumns theme across the case studies is tfiat fundamentai to the work recovery 

process is the individuai's acceptance of both the diagnosis of schizophrenia and of the personal 

responsibility to manage the disorder by adhering to prescribed psychiatnc medication scheduies. 

The ongoing stabilization of the symptoms by medications was regarded by ail of the case study 

participants as the Fulcnim that supported efforts towards work. A full discussion of the issues 

surrounding the issue of acceptance are beyond the scope of this thesis. although it should be 

noted that coming to terrns with the illness and its treatment was a longstanding, complex and 

emotionally charged issue for al1 of the participants. Clearly a threat to their personai sense of 

well being and their sense of functionality and normality. the process of acceptance was 

complicated by factors such as disturbed family relationships. impaired thought and affect. 

involun tary hospi talizations and troubling side-effects. 

While other investigations have supported the importance of acceptance of the diagnosis 

and medical ueatments for success within the work domain (Scheid and Anderson. 1995) there 

has been a tendency to view acceptance rather narrowly as the individual's agreement with 

biomedical interpretations of manifestations of the disorder and as a phenornenon that is distinct 

from the individual's work life. A few research studies have examined the relationship between 

work and insight. They have suggested that involvement in rehabilitation activities improves the 

self-awareness of the disorder and the need for treatment (Lysaker & Bell. 1995b) and that it 

does so by raising self-esteem and subsequently increasing the security necessary for these 

insights (McEvoy. Schooler, Friedman, Steingard & Allen 1 993). 

The case studies suggests that the concept of acceptance is misleading in its simplicity. 

The concept of intebgration, and specifically integration of the person, the illness and the work 

life more accurately represents the individual's experience of work recovery. Inteption within 
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the realm of work is an evolving process that can be characterised within three distinct but 

interrelated components: i) phases of inteption; ii) the evolving nature of the individual's 

expenence of the disorder. and; iii) work influences on inteption. 

i )  Phases of intebmtion 

Consistent with longitudinal studies of the course of major mentai disorder (Strauss. et al. 

1985) and recovery from severe disabilities (Lord, 199 1 ) this analysis suggests the presence of 

distinct phases in the process of inteCmtion within the work context. These phases are defined 

both by the extent to which the individuai's actions are directed towards work rather than 

directed by the disorder. and the nature of the integraion suuggles engaged in by the individuai. 

Anal ysis of the case studies reveaîs two phases chat are critical to the process of intecgation 

within the work context. 

One phase is characterized by those periods in the work life when the individual is 

overcome by the illness. Thoughts. feelings and actions directed towards work are under 

represented. The centrai intebption issue in this phase appears to be the individual's realization 

that an alternate life. one that is directed towards health nther then govemed by the illness. is 

possible. It should be noted chat this realization does not necessarily include the acceptance of 

the diagnosis and treatment. but only awareness that a different and more functionaf life is within 

one's conuol. Winston, for example. experienced both the realization and the acceptance of the 

disorder simultaneously while Ann and George both had the expenence of developing personal 

resoIve to change their situations distinct from their understanding of the disorder. 

This realization has  been described in the literature on the processes of recovery. 

Deegan ( 1988) describes it as a phenornenon that emerges from the individual's growing 

understanding that other life scenarios are both preferable and possible. However, the 
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experiences in these case studies are more consistent with those studies that have pointed to a 

crisis or a sipifkant transition as a trigger for this realization and subsequent actions (Lord. 

199 I ; Rakfeldt & Strauss. 1989). in the cases of Winston and Ann the realization was actuaily a 

maner of iife or death. while George's experiences were chancterized more by major changes in 

his life situation that pressed for improved functioning. 

Work appears to serve the function of providing a meaninbgfbl goal orientation for this 

realization of the self as an active and functional agent. This is not to suggest that individu& are 

not affected by earlier work and work related expetiences. but rather that this realization appears 

to allow for the consideration of the potential inherent in these eariier expenences. So, Annos 

participation in craft activities in the psychiatric hospital provided her with important evidence of 

her drive for function and George pursued a vocational p r o k m  that had been previously 

suggested. 

The individuai may return to this phase on more than one occasion over the course of the 

work life. The case study of George. however. provides evidence that recumng episodes of 

complete loss of control to the disorder may undermine the fortitude for work related efforts. 

This appears to be the resuit of several interacting factors. First. the recurrence of the illness was 

associated with work efforts and subsequently he and his significant others experienced work as 

the source of his failure. Second. every period of removal fiom the work realm complicated the 

process of returning to work (for example, explaining previous terminations and long absences 

from work. unmanaged disclosurc, the problems associated with the older wotker looking for 

work). This threatened George's selfconfidence and he perceived the need for considerable skill 

to negotiate the demands of work re-entry. Finally, there is some suggestion that recumns 

episodes of the ilIness may have a cumulative effect with respect to limitations of cognitive 
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functionino. That is. George experienced that the return to previous levels of cognitive function 

may take longer with each episode. or previous levels of cognitive function may not be obtained. 

A second phase of inteLmtion refers to the individual's struggles with the synthesis of the 

self and the disorder within the work context. The case studies suggest that involvement in work 

related activities presents the individual with specific tasks related to the process of inte-ption. 

These tasks are an inherent aspect of working with schizophrenia. They represent both the 

objective behaviours to accommodate the illness experience within the work environment. and 

also the subjective experience of creating a sense of the self as a worker with the illness. 

The following tasks were revealed from the case study data and represent an initial. if not 

complete chancterization of the suuggles inherent in this phase: 

Accepting the diagnosis as tnie. This includes the understanding that while factors outside of 

the self may be problematic and interfere with work function, the disorder is also an 

important factor. 

Engaging in the control of the illness through medical treatments that facilitate work 

recovery. This task goes beyond the acceptance of psychiatrïc medications to include 

collaboration wirh professionals to arrive at a medication scheduie that promotes work 

function. to reduce andor negotiate side-effects that compromise work status and to adjust 

medications in response to emerging symptoms. 

Deveioprnent of personal awareness of work related interests. goals. aptitudes. skills and 

resources. 

The development of a suong work identity while simultaneously understanding that specific 

feelings. thoughts and actions experienced within the work context could be potentidly 

related to the disorder. 
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Developing a vigilant attitude towards the early identification of emerging thoughts. feelings 

and actions that could be potentiatly related to the disorder. 

Developing an awareness for specific work related features that enhance mental health and 

well being and those that provoke the illness experience. 

Engaging in active strategies to enhance work function. by capitalizing on personal strengths 

and resources and compensating for points of vulnenbility. 

Deveioping a balanced attitude that facilitates the interpretation of work related problems 

wirhin the framework of the universal struggles associated with work. 

Developing a pubtic image in the work environment that is consistent with inte-mtion. 

The tasks associated with integraion represent psycholo_oical challenges. They are 

expenenced as conflictual because of the individuai's desire to maintain a self view of value and 

cornpetence that is not easily reconciled within the context of working with a mental illness. In 

fact the effort put forth towards inteption may be on par with the effort put forth to manage the 

day to day demands of work. The individual's experience of stress rnay reflect the intemal 

conflicts associated with inteption ratfier than the objective demands of the actuai work 

situation. 

Conceptualizing the process of work recovery within an inte,oration framework highlights 

the problems associated with using cross-sectionai perspectives that capture work related stanis 

as a measure of functioning and adjustment but do not access key issues that are inherent in the 

process of work recovery. The concept of work recovery may be a misnomer. implying the 

stable engagement in work as a culmination of a progression of developments in the work realm. 

The status of the individual with respect to the tasks of intebmtion may be a better indication of 

stability of work function. For example George sustained lengthy periods of work participation 
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and yet was highly vulnenble to loosing his work status because of his ongoing suuggles with 

accepmce of his mental health problems. Similarly, Winston who has been employed for well 

over a decade in the same job may be viewed from an inte&mtion Fnmework as potentiall y 

vulnerable to the loss of the worker role because of his inability to reconcile a personally 

acceptable public image as an employee with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Ann is perhaps the 

most stable in the work role having made considenble stndes in the tasks of intebmtion. 

Two of the case smdy participants chose to concd their mental disorder at work. 50th 

indi viduals expressed concern about the potential response of the work environment. fearing 

increased scmtiny of their work performance. disapproval and possible job loss. it is noteworthy 

that neither of these case studies were chmcterized by actual expenences with disorder related 

stigma and discrimination within the work realm. dthough both of these individuais expressed 

the perception that generai public attitudes towards schizophrenia were negative. Their decision 

to negotiate their work lives without revealing the disorder appeared to be a manifestation of 

internalized stigma. Lack of disclosure left them vulnerable to being 'Yound out" and to the 

possible termination of the work situation either through the critical judgements of others or 

through their own personai difficulties with managing work within this new identity. The tasks 

associated with integration include the presentation of a public self chat is at least consistent with. 

if not in cornpiete agreement with the personal sense of self. This begs the question: to what 

extent does the individual's decision to actively veil the mental disorder within the work domain 

reflect incomplete resolution of the inteption issues? Certainly the case studies indicate that 

there may be senes of in~e~mation tasks that are specific to the experiences of disclosure and non 

disclosure. 

ii) Evolving nature of the individual's experience of the disorder 
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Complicating the process of intecoration. is the fact that the manifestations of the disorder 

change over time. subsequently impacting on the individuals understanding of the meaning of 

the disorder within the work context. The processes of recovery as they relate to the changing 

nature of the disorder itself have been vimially unexplored. 

Al1 of the case study participants experienced changes in the nature of the disorder over time. 

The predominant psychotic symptoms associated with schizophrenia emersed as a prirnary 

feature later in the course of the disorder. Subsequendy they could reach a point where they had 

successfully integrated specific features of the disorder within their work lives only to be 

presented with a new. qualitatively different disorder. requiring further adjusunents in work- 

illness inte-mtion. 

Further complicating the process of integration is the extent to which individuals receive 

severai different interpretations of the nature of their mentai hedth problems from professionals. 

This affects their ability to consdidate a consistent perspective on the meaning of the disorder to 

the self and to the work domain. These changing interpretations cm reflect changes in models of 

the nature of schizophrenia. as in the example of Am's empowered sense of self in response to 

interpretations of her mental health problerns as a biomedical disorder. They c m  aiso retiect 

chantes in the relative priority of services that focus on vocational status in the community 

services. Si milarl y al1 of the participants experienced changing professionai in terpretations of the 

nature of their problem. For exarnple. al1 received several diagnoses over the course of their 

work lives. 

It appears that the individual's participation in the tasks of inteption cm be uneven. It is 

possible for an individual to reconcile aspects of inteption as they relate to a specific feature of 

the disorder. but not another feature of the disorder. George understood ttiat the changes in his 
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activity levels in response to his work schedules impacted on his mental hygiene and he sought 

treatment quickly. He was not. however. able to understand and respond to emerging psychotic 

sdmptorns before they posed a significant threat to his work involvement. It may be that certain 

patterns of disability are more acceptable to the individual. and perhaps less injunous to the 

sense of self or that certain features of the schizophrenia are more easiiy detected as a symptom 

of the disorder. 

iii ) Work influences on inteption 

A key theme arising from the data is that actual involvement in work influences 

integration. Participation in work has the ability to facilitate or to weaken inte-mtion and it 

appem that these contradictory influences c m  occur relatively simultaneously within the saine 

individual and within the sarne work environment. As an exampie of the negative influence of 

work participation. George's involvement in work offered him evidence of health and well- 

being. an apparent contradiction to those images of disability and deteriontion engendered by 

the diagnosis. This weakened his acceptance of the diagnosis and of the need to adhere to 

medication. Similarly he was faced with the incompatible situation of finding his identity as a 

worker to be a less attractive self-image than that identity he experiences within the delusions 

associated with the schizophrenic disorder. Finaily, for al1 of the participants. specific 

characteristics of the work environment. such as malevolent interpersonal relationships or the 

lack of chri ty of role requirements. undermined the inte-gration by making i t  difficult for them to 

distinguish personal problerns From environmental characteristics. 

As a positive influence on the individuai's level of accepmce. involvement in work 

offers a startling point of cornparison between the self as fûnctionai and as overwhelmed by the 

symptoms of the disorder. Working provided Winston with the evidence he required to accept 
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the diagnosis and medical treatments that lead to his medical and functional stability. The day 

to day task and social interactions that are an in t ep i  aspect of work activities provide an 

opporninity for self-awareness in relation to social noms for behaviour. So. for example. Ann 

waç able to gain comfort in witnessing strained social interactions as a universal phenomenon in 

the work place. while simultaneously learning to identify and control her own disorder motivated 

social behaviours. The desire for and comrnitment to work provided a context to facilitate 

acceptance and an active coping stance. Furthemore success and satisfaction in work activities 

appeared to facilitate inteption by providing evidence of personal suengths and abilities and of 

the potential for the realization of a functional self in spite of the disorder. 

1. Interna1 locus of control, self-esteem and cornmitment are psychological factors 

assoçiated with work recovery. 

The case studies provide evidence that self-esteem. locus of control and cornmitment are 

dynarnic psycholo_oical factors that evolve over the course of work recovery. These personal 

resources are required. at l e s t  at some basic level. to facilitate the initiation of work related 

efforts. Once invoived in work. the processes and outcornes associateci with negotiating work 

tasks and demands reinforce the individuai's self-esteem. sense of agency and comrnitment 

within the context of a meanin@ül goal otientation. This well known process, resembling 

personal empowerment or the emergence of hopefùlness, has been widely described in the 

literature related to the tehabilitation of people with severe and persistent disorders (see for 

example. Magill & Vargo, 1977; Kirsh, 19%; Lord. 1991; Lord & Hutchinson. 1993). 

The data suggest several distinct personal orientations that contribute to the individuals 

active and sustained engagement within the work redm. These include: conceptualizing 

strengths and limitations within a growth framework; maintaining a flexible goal orientation 
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within the domain of work and; developing strategies to reduce the work disabilities associateci 

with psychosis. 

i Conceptualizing strengths and limitations within a growth framework 

Fundamental to success within the work realm was the study participants' growing 

awareness of personal cornpetencies and limitations in relation to specific features of work. This 

included awareness of both personal resources (for example Am's awareness of her attention 

levels and her comfort in the presence of other people). and social resources (such as her 

awareness of her family and mental professionals as sources of practical support). This function 

was an inteCd aspect of the inteption process. and included the recognition of the ongoin2 and 

dynamic nature of the illness and that it necessarily impacts on development within work. 

Difficulties negotiating the intemal tasks of intebation left the participants highly vulnerable to 

failure within the work realm. There was a concomitant assault on the psychologïcai factors of 

self-esteem. sense of agency and cornmirment. 

Interestingly. the case study participants came to understand their strengths and 

weaknesses prirnarily while actively engaged in work activities. This facilitated the awareness of 

the compatibility of personal characteristics and specific environmentai features. The three 

participants highlighted the importance of finding a good match with the work environment. It 

provided the individual with first hand evidence of very small changes and in particular personai 

suengrhs and accornplishments. Even poor matches could be viewed as a learning experience 

nther than as a failure. This search for the match between the self and work is an important part 

of the process of work recovery. 

It is important to note that the two case study participants who maintain their employed 

work status. Ann and Winston. had a history of readjusting their involvement in work related 
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acti vi ries that preceded the appearance of schizophrenia. Their prior expenences wi th matc hing 

penonal strengths and limitations to the work reaim facilitated their ability to actively negotiate 

the creation of a fit between personal needs and the work environment. In addition this prior 

expenence may have served as a kind of "inoculation" to ease the process of accepting and 

ultimately intepting the disorder into one's view of a functional self. 

i i )  Maintainin3 a flexible goal orientation within the domain of work 

The process of work recovery appears to be facilitated by a flexible goal orientation. At 

the most basic level this represents a focus on work as the goal of recovery efforts. without 

inordinate constraints imposed by smct standards for achievement or status. So. for example. the 

case study of Winston demonsmted how the process of work recovery was abetted when his 

unrealized desire for a career in the human services through university level training was 

translated into the more achievable goal of college level training in the social services. 

This flexible perspective appears to influence work recovery on two levels. First. it 

provides an accessible path to work. This work represents an adjusted goal but it continues to 

fulfil valued features of the ideal work goal. Second meeting the challenges and demands of the 

adjusted path to ultimately obtain work reinforces the sense of the self as competent and 

encourages the individual to consider the possibility of obtaining the ideal goal in the future. in 

this rnanner the idealized work identity is not negated, but only incorponted into a future work 

view. without comprornising the current involvement and growth in work activities. Winston. for 

example. continues to see his future as including the completion of university level studies. 

i i i )  Developing strategies to reduce the work disability associated with psychosis 

The case studies pmvide vivid descriptions of the transactional nature between the 

symptoms of schizophrenia and the work context. Each of the case study participants discussed 
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the necessity of active coping strategies to deal with syrnptoms at work. They shared the 

perception that the psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia are particularly threatening because of 

the intense. unpleasant affect enzendered that undermines sel f-esteem and cornmi ment to work. 

and threatens the npid exacerbation of an acute psychotic episode and the subsequent loss of 

personal agency. Table 6.1 presents a sumrnary of how psychotic disturbances presented within 

the work context for the three case snidy participants and the specific strategies they employed to 

cope with these disturbances. The regulation of psychiauic medications haç been excluded as a 

coping stntegy. although it is understood to be a broad based and constant regulatory 

mechanism. 

Table 6.1 

Psvchosis within the work context and related copine strateoies 

Syrnptorns of psychosis within work context Coping strategies 

Winston: 
Intense affective response to rnemones Avoid low socio-economic districts. 
i nduced by 10 w socio-economic districts particularl y those associated wi th prior 
Rapidl y raises anxiety and increases acute episodes of psychosis 
Suspiciousness Select work located in middle class 

neighbourhoods 
Counselling to share alternate perspectives 
on the experience 

Ann: 
Disassociation interferes with learning 
new tasks and retaining information 

Ann: 
Frighteninz visual hallucinations 

Over learning 
Task analysis and p d i n g  
Note taking 
Learning on the job nther than in 
educational settings 

Self-monitoring techniques 



Sdvmptoms of psychosis within work context Coping strategïes 

Ann: 
Caustic delusions and auditory 
hallucinations that interact with 
workplace to undermine the ability to 
accuntely interpret social situations 

George: 
Di fficulties maintaining relational 
boundaries that provoke intense 
affective responses and interfere 
with cntical reasoning. social 
problem solving and engenders 
suspiciousness 

Maintaining a detached social stance 
Relying on neuual interpreiations of social 
situations 
Use of mon1 principles to guide behaviours. 
such as those defined by relig-ious doctrines 
Counselling to facili tate perspective taking 

Counse lling to receive assistance wi th sociai 
problem solving 
Counselling to facilitate perspective taking 

~ - - - - - - . -- - 

The case studies of Ann and Winston reveal that they had considenble work experience 

pnor to their expenences psychosis. but also that they managed this work while they were 

experiencing considerable psychiamc symptomotology. speciîïcally depressive 

symptoms. That is. the formai diagnosis of a mental disorder did not represent a npid decline in 

the mental health for these two individuals. in Winston's case. he was apparently able to manage 

these depressive symptoms without the benefit of any formal psychiamc neatmena. This early 

introduction to coping with the transactions between work and symptoms may have provided a 

penod of preparation for the development of attitudes and skills necessary to d e d  with the 

complex and disturôing psychotic symptoms within the work context. 

S. The individual's perception that vdued people believe in hidher potential is 

associated with work recovery. 
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Work recovery efforts were supponed when valued others genuinely believed in the potential 

to work and when they conveyed an understanding of the struggles experienced by the individual 

in the process of work recovery. This is not meant to imply that the signifiant people in the 

study participants' support network had insight into the exact nature of the inteLption issues. 

Rather they had an appreciation for the diff~culties inherent in recovering work function and a 

respect for the fluctuations that chmcterized the process. This malysis of the role of social 

supports in facilitating work recovery is consistent with those expressed by published personal 

accounts of individuals who have recovered from schizophrenia (Deegan. 1996: 1990; 1988). 

The data suggest that people within the support network conveyed their understanding in 

three distinct ways. Similar to the findings of social support research (Thoits. 1995) these vaiued 

people provided important forms of functional assistance through pnctical aid (Le. help with 

transportation. accommodations. subsidizing finances). emotionai support (Le. encouragement, 

praise. unconditionai acceptance) and assistance with coping strategies k e .  socid problem 

solving. perspective taking). Specific to the work reaim. social support facilitated the process of 

work recovery by providing assistance with securing real work opportunities by accessin~ a 

broader social network (for example. George's referrai to a community residence). advocatins on 

behalf of the individual (eg. Ann's physiçian asking that she be considered for a job), or creating 

work opportunities (et. public education jobs). The study participants were particularly touched 

by mental health professionals who they perceived as stepping out of the traditional boundaries 

of the therapeutic relationship in order to use their influence to secure red work opportunities. 

Second. valued people in the social network conveyed their understanding of the 

difficulties inherent in work recovery by demonstrating a long term commitment to assist the 

i ndi vidual through the process. This commitment was characterized by accessi biIity, flexi bility 
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and a high tolemnce for fluctuations in the individual's work related behaviours. In essence. the 

social support provided the latitude necessary to nurture growth and communicate trust that 

positive change in the work reaim is occurring. There was a recognition chat maintaining an 

attitude of cornmitment and hope is not an easy task for people within the social support 

network who are likely k i n g  their own stni_ggles with coming to terms with the meaning of the 

individual's mental illness. George's case in particularly demonstrates this 1s t  point. Although 

famil y members remained supportive of George's well being in the community. they became less 

supportive of his efforts to return to work. This appears to have been a response to their 

association of work to the exacerbation of his symptoms and the subsequent financiai and 

behavioural crises that ensued. 

Finaily. the case studies highlighted how the communication of expectaaons from vaiued 

social supports facilitated the process of work recovery. These presented as both expectations 

thar the individual would engage in activities towards autonomy. and self-sufficiency. and 

activities that wouid reflect responsibilities or obligations towards others. such as helping out 

other family members or inspiring otbers with schizophrenia. Work rehabilitation proegmms have 

long been interested in conditions under which expectations acniaily serve to facilitate 

productivity levels (Bell & Lysaker, 1996). An important aspect of the expectations in these case 

studies was the individuai's perception that they were real. that is having an actual basis in 

everyday life and meanïnCgful within the framework of adult role expectations. Furthennore they 

were considered reasonable with respect to the demands on the individual. without excessive 

standards for status or achievement. 

A surprisin_o finding of the studies was the extent to which disagreeable social 

relationships crin influence work recovery. Each of the case study participants identified at least 
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one key relationship in the social network that they perceived as antagonistic. It appeared that 

this relationship served as motivator. exhorting the individual to action in work. The 

relationships engendered a sense of the need for vindication using the work realm as the proving 

oround for personal cornpetence and legitimacy. M i l e  this relationship promoted work 
b 

involvement it actually hindered the processes of inte,oration. either by mapiQing the threat 

associated with accepting the illness or by diminishing the individual's sense of the importance 

and rneaningfulness of work related efforts. 

6. An integral feature of work recovery is the individual's appraisal of employment as 

essential to mental health and well being. 

The case study data suggest that a particularly potent source of motivation for sustained 

efforts to meet the challenges and demands of work is the individual's perception that this 

involvement is fundamental to personai mental health and well being. The mechanisms by which 

this association between work involvement and mental health oçcurs in individuals with 

schizophrenia are cornplex. The case studies suggest that the mechanisms exert their influence 

through several distinct but related pathways. These pathways are depicted in Figure 6.1. 

Work involvement provides the individual with a context for the inte-ation of the self and 

the illness experience. While work has received considemble attention as an acceptable vehicle 

for the expression of the self-identity for persons with schizophrenia ( Bebout & Hamis, 1995; 

Lysaker & Bell. 1995). there has been less of a focus on the extent to which it serves as a context 

for a unified sense of self that reconciles the existence of both heaith and illness. The task and 

interpersonal demands of the work situation press for behaviourai responses that are consistent 

w i th personal and environmen ta1 standards. Through the process of ex periencing these demands 

the individual cornes to understand and develop aspects of the self such as interests. abilities, 
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aptitudes and resources. The individuai's involvement in work simultaneously provides the 

opportunity to evaiuate the various manifestations of the disorder and to confront the realities of 

the work-illness interaction. 

An important finding of this study is the extent to which this reiationship between work 

and mental health may depend on the individual's level of engagement in the process of 

intemation. Acceptance of the disorder as nie appears to be fundamental to the ability to benefit 

from these features of work that fùnher promore inteLmtion. The data sug-t that the person 

who is engaged in the process of inte-mtion is perhaps more likely to maintain a balanceci 

perspective that tempers the meanings of the suuggles of working. So. for example. Ann's case 

demonstnted that job changes or tensions with a supervisor c m  be understood as promoting 

orowth and positive change. Without this basic level of acceptance the individual maintains a 
C 

view of the self that cannot accommodate the illness experience within the work environment 

and subsequently is at risk for evaluating work as personaily threatening and for a sense of 

failure and defeat in the wake of the inevitable struggles. 

In the process of negotiating work demands the individual has the opportunity to 

experience the various benefits that underlie the positive meanings associated with work These 

benefits appear to serve as powerful reinforcers that encourage the individud's continued efforts 

to succeed at work. The case study data suggest three routes through which these reinforcers 

exert their influence. First. they appeared to directly decrease the intensity of the psychotic 

symptoms. specifically by providing structure and routine and by disiracting the individual away 

from the symptoms. Winston's case provides the most obvious example of this phenornenon. 

oiven the fact that he experienced this as a benefit of employment but a particularly problematic .- 
feature of his underemployrnent. 
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Second the positive experiences associated with work had a positive influence on the 

individual's self-esteem and sense of personal agency and control and subsequently encourased 

the desire to actively engage in strategies to identify and control emerging psychotic symptoms. 

Furthermore this nse in self-esteem and agency avened other disturbances in mental health. 

specificaIly depression and anxiety. The case study data suggest that lessening the spptoms of 

depression and anxiety l ads  to an accompanying reduction in the intensity of psychotic 

spptorns of the illness. 

Finally. the individuals involvement also lead to positive changes beyond the person- 

work interaction. It lead to improvements in famil y relationships C Ann) and social relationships 

(George). ln Winston's situation his participation in work related activil  was considered so 

unique that he received the attention of the media. These changes subsequently provided an 

alternate route to the enhancement of self-esteern and sense of personal control. 

These findings are in keeping with investigations that have highlighted that the recovery 

process is mediated by the meanings that individu& with schizophrenia atîach to the struggles 

=es or and strains of daily life. and by the personal s i p i  fiance of even objectively small chan, 

accomplishments in social functioning (Davidson. 1994; Davidson & Strauss. 1995; 1992; 

Strauss. 1992: Lysaker & Bell, 1994). Previous research by Arns and Linney ( 1993) has linked 

participation in work to improvements in self-esteem and quaiity of life. These investigators 

suggested that it was the relative work status (Le. unemployed to employed) that mediated self- 

esteem. However these case studies suggest that while this change in work status is a cntical 

point. particularly in overcoming the state of lethargy and inertia following periods of 

reconstitution from acute episodes of the illness, the improvements inherent in work recovery 

operate on an ongoing basis. 
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Summary 

Chapter 6 has presented a cross case analysis focusing on the development of the 

understanding of work recovery in schizophrenia based on the transaction between the emerging 

data and extant theory. The following section sumrnarizes major findings of the study: 

1. Work recovery is best understood from a life course perspective. 

The study findings support the value of a life course perspective for understanding the 

process of work recovery. Specificdly the life course perspective lead to the identification of 

four distinct but interrelated longitudinal patterns. These patterns and their specific features are 

summarized in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 

Lon ci tudinal Patterns of Work Recovery 

Patterns S peci fic features 

The centrality of work 

The coexistence of work and 
schizophrenia 

Non-linear pattern of career 
mobility 

Transactional nature of person- 
work-environment relationship 

involvement in purposeful activities 
Efforts to consuuct a vocational direction 
Occasionai paid work 

Work function with rehctory syrnptoms as the 
nom 

Progressive achievements wi thin the work redm 

Positive achievement reinforces work related efforts 
by promoting self-esteem directly and by eliciting 
support of significant others 



Patterns Specific btures 

Changes in work environment influence 
individual's work status 

Changing social attitudes influence individud's 
work status 

Engagement in a variety of work situations is 
beneficial to work recovery if understood from a 
leaniing fnmework. 

1. Positive meanings attached to the worker role facüitate the individual's abüity to 

negotiate the stresses associated with the worker role. 

The study supponed the theoretical proposition that individu& with schizophrenia amch 

personal meanings to the worker rote that influence their ability to sustain the direction and 

cornmitment necessary to negotiate the suesses and suains associated with employment. While 

these personal meanings were similar to those of the general population the case siudies 

hiehlighted that specific meanings are both highly individual and specific to the expenence of 

working with schizophrenia. 

Table 6.3 summarizes the five distinct positive meanings that emerged from the data: 



Table 6.3 

Positive Meaninos Associated with Work 

Meaning Features 

Redization of vaiues and goais 

Social reciproci ty 

Identi ty validation 

Frarnework for daily li fe 

Fulfilment of earlier vocational expectations 
Consuuction of a meanincgful life 
A corrective experience for previous social 
mâtginalization 
Fuifilment of family values 

Work interactions marked by reciprocity. equality 
collegiali ty and a c t i o n  
Meaningful conmbution within the work context 
Financial societal conm bution 
inspiration to others affected by mental illness 

Legi tirnate self-iden tity 
Transformation of social relationships 
Possible gender based variations 

Daily structure 
tnvolvement in goal directed activities 
Approximates temporal rhythms of broader 
community 

Access to resources 
Low incomes necessitate altemate financial 
resources 

In addition. the study revealed sevenl negative meanings associateci with employment 

that interfere with sustained cornmitment and wotk directed behaviours. These are summarized 

in Table 6.4. 



Table 6.4 

Neoative Meaninos Assoçiated with W o k  

~Meaning Features 

Real or perceived threat of M u r e  Reinforces sense of inadequacy 
Contri butes to internaiized stigma 

False sense of mentai health 

Association of work with 
exacerbation of symptoms 

Denial of illness and subsequent lack of adherence 
to psychiatrie treatments 

Significant others perceive work as threat to 
individuals well beint and to the stability of their 
relationship the individual 

Disability pensions unable to efficientiy respond to 
individual's changing financial needs 

The challenge of explaining unusual behaviours on 
the job 

3. A central feature of work recovery is the perception that it is possible to create a 

functional self-identity €rom the disorder. 

Rather than the development of a hinctional self-identity separate from the disorder these 

studies suggest that a central task of work recovery is the inte-mtion of the person and the illness 

within the work context. Three distinct but interreiated cornponents of inte-muon emerged from 

the case studies. These are summxized in Table 6.5. 



Table 6.5 

The Components of Inteomtion 

Components Feat u res 

Two phases of intecoration: 

a. Realization that a life not governed 
by the illness is possible 

b. Synthesis of self and disorder 
within work context 

Evolving nature of the individual's 
experience of the disorder 

Work influences on inte-mtion 

Crisis or significant transition as tïigger 
for reaiization 

Work as goai orientation for the realization 
of functional self 

Recumng episodes of loss of control to 
illness undermines fortinide for work related 
efforts 

Nine tasks associated with synthesis 
Synthesis as psychological challenges that 
are stressful for the individual 
integration as a measure of work recovery 

=e over Manifestations of the illness chan, 
time 

Professionai interpretation of the illness 
change over time 

Uneven participation in the tasks of 
intekgration 

Participation in work plays a cenual role in 
inteption 
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4. Internai locus of control, self-esteem and cornmitment are psychological factors 

associated with work recovery. 

The case snidy provides evidence that these psychological factors evolve over the course 

of work recovery. While they appear to be required at some basic tevei to initiate work efforts. 

they are reinforced through actual work participation. Three distinct personal orientations that 

facil icate the individuai's engagement in work efforts were revealed: i)  conceptualizing strengths 

and limitations within a growth fiamework; ii) a flexible goal orientation within the work 

domain. and: iii) the development of strategies to reduce the work disability associated with 

psychosis. 

5. The individual's perception that valued people believe in hidher potential is 

associated with wor k recovery. 

The study provided evidence for the theoretical proposition while contributing additional 

information about the specific features of social supports that are enablins of the process of work 

recovery. Specifically the social supports conveyed their belief in the individual by: 

providing practical assistance in the form of resources that supported work efforts: 

offering rmotional support and positive reinforcement for work related efforts 

providing assistance with developing coping strategies for specific work situations 

securing and creating reai work opportunities 

advocating on behalf of the individual in the work domain 

developing access to broad social networks 

making a long t em cornmitment to the individual charactenzed by accessibility. flexibility 

and a high tolerance for fluctuations in work related behaviours 

the expectation of efforts directed towards autonomy and self-sufficiency 
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6. An integral feature of work recovery is the individual's appraisal of employment as 

essential to mental health and well being. 

The case studies supponed this theoretical proposition. An initial mode1 demonstrating the 

mechanisms by which work participation appears to influence mental health and well being was 

developed fiom the case study data. 



CFIAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

This study presents important insights into the processes by which people with 

schizophrenia recover involvement in the work domain. While my case analyses support man y 

aspects of the theoreticai propositions. they also advance the development of a coherent mode1 of 

work recovery by: 1) demonstnting the application of the theoretical propositions to the work 

domain: 2 )  developing aspects of work recovery that are not adequately represented in general 

conceptualizations of recovery. and; 3) providinp insights into the individual's subjective 

experiences wi th reconstituting a work life. 

In this the final chapter 1 will address key findings of the study in relation to extant theory 

and the related litenture. The chapter will conclude the thesis with a discussion of the 

implications for future research. 

The Synthesis of Recovery Theory and the IlIness Experience 

A particularly important findins of this study is the extent to which the extant recovery 

theory fails to address the illness experience as an inteCd aspect of the individual's participation 

in work. Only one of the six theoreticai propositions, related to the understanding of the self as 

separate from the mental disorder. focuses directly on the individual as a person diagnosed with 

schizophrenia. In fact it c m  be q u e d  that. for the most part. these propositions are applicable to 

the geneml population. 

The tendency for psychiatric rehabilitation approaches to inadequately address the role of 

the mental disorder in conceptudizations of social improvement has been noted in the fiterature 

(Strauss. 1986; Davidson & Strauss. 1995). Psychiatric rehabilitation specialists may have under 
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emphasized the illness experience in an effort to differentiate their professional domain from 

biomedical models. It may also be that the ascension of recovery theory represents an attempt 

within the psychiatrie rehabilitation field to redress tradiaonai paradi,oms that have approached 

the social functioning of individuais with schizophrenia as a primarily clinicai dilernma. 

Whatever the reason. this study indicates that there is much to be gained from incorporating 

SC hizop hrenia into theories about recovery in generai. and work recovery specifically. 

This apparent separation of the individual into distinct compartments of function and 

disorder is problematic on many levels. Fint it interferes with our ability to understand and then 

to accuntely convey the experience of the individual as hdshe negotiates the work domain as a 

penon with schizophrenia. Second. it interferes with our ability to understand the nature of the 

challenges that face the individual within the work domain. This applies both to Our 

understanding of objective performance in the work reaim and of the subjective. 

psychoemotional issues that the individual must recontile. Finally. it interferes with our ability to 

conceptualize how participation in work c m  facilitate the individuai's mental health and well 

being. 

Work as the praxis of recovery 

This study suggests that work represents a social expression of the individual's attempts 

to define a functional self-identity. Participation in work provides the oppominity for self- 

discovery and confirmation of personal strengths and limitations. It plays a central role in the 

acceptance of the mental disorder and the understanding of the relationship of the disorder to the 

self within the context of real work situations. As a demonstration of personai responsibility 

through pro-social behaviour. work involvernent cm engage a social network in a broad 

spectrum of emotional and practical support behaviours. 
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The level of work function reached by the individuals in these case studies is assumed to 

be exceptionally high for the population affected by schizophrenia. It is important to note that 

their participation in work occurred quite close. temporally. to their awareness of themselves as 

active agents on behalf of their own well being. The importance of action in the domain of work 

has been recognized as an inteCd aspect of the development and the actualimtion of the 

functional self (Kirsh. 1996). Lysaker and Bell (1995) and Babout and Harris (1995) suggest that 

the actual experience of working is necessary if the nucleus of the worker identity is to be 

fostered. 

In genenl. speculations about recovery have suggested that a phase of coming to terms 

with the disorder. self-awareness and self redefinition are precursors to involvement in complex 

social roles such as work. For example. Davidson and Strauss' ( 1992) qualitative study of the 

processes of recovery fiom severe psychiatric disorder highlight the appnisal of one's resources 

primarily as a precursor to action. The participants in their studies appear to have been at a very 

basic phase of recuperation from episodes of severe psychiatric disorder and this may reflect the 

need for some individuais who are initiaily embarking on the path of recovery to accent any 

evidence of cornpetence to facilitate action. 

Young and Ensing's (L999) grounded theory analysis attempts to elucidate the 

components underlying the recovery process. They placed vocationally related activities in the 

middle to late stage of recovery. implying that work represents higher order functioning that 

follows considerable activities of self awcueness and basic functioning. Unfortunately the 

definitions of recovery in this study are vague precluding any meanineful evaluation of the study 

findings. The eighteen participants are only descnbed as ". . . people with psychiatric disabilities 

who had a variety of recovery experiences" (Young and Ensip. 1999. p. 222). Furthemore. the 
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study questions were generally related to the participants' expenences with recovery and 

su bsequently may not have proved sensitive enou@ to capture the interrelationship between 

work and the subjective processes of acceptance and selfdiscovery. 

My  analyses suggest several factors that might contribute to the absence of a prolonged 

period of pre-vocational activity. These factors include a strong work ethic. the expectation of 

work participation by significant others. practicai and emotionai suppon for work related 

activities. and a flexible attitude towards acceptable work. Perhaps most notable was the 

proactive role of family menbers and mental health professionals in assisting the individuals to 

secure emplo+vrnent- 

Integrarion 

An important findinp of my analyses is that a central struggle of the individual with 

schizophrenia is the inte-gation of the disorder with a functional sense of self in the work realm. 

This is inconsistent with recovery related studies that have suggested that a primary struggle of 

recovery is the recognition of a functional sense of self. sepante from the disorder. The 

distinction here is far more rneaningful than a subtle variation in language. The concept of 

integration presented in this thesis appear to be closely related to Penie and Trioio's ( t 999) 

description of the "perceptual transformation" (p.260) of the self-identity that accomodates the 

illness expenence. The emergence of inte=ption as an intek@ task of work recovery suggests 

that speculations about recovery have underestimated the influence of the illness experience 

(much like my own stated biases on entering the study) without concedin,o to biomedical 

interpretations of the person-illness relationship. 

Al though the tasks of integrarion are conceptuaiized as primaxi1 y psyc hoemotional. the 

nature of these tasks are given meaning through participation in work. For the outside observer, 
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the individual's objective behaviours in the work realm provide an opportunity to witness the 

stniggles inherent in inteption but they do not reveal the meaning of these stmggles. The case 

studies support the proposition that positive rneanings associated with the worker role facilitate 

the individual's motivation to meet the demands of employment. Beyond this they suggest that 

chese meanings are highly significant to the individual's personal sense of identity. These 

personal meanings must be considered in order to understand the individual's subjective and 

objective responses to the suuggles associated with work, 

Reconciling the juxtaposition of the illness and the person in the recovery process has 

proven to be quite elusive in recovery related fiteranire. It may be that addressing recovery as an 

abstraction from the day to day stniggles of life interferes with Our ability to conceive the 

evolution of 2 self-identity that incorporates both health and illness. if this is the case. then 

developing an understanding of recovery within the context of individuals' involvement in social 

roles. such as work. may prove to be the approach of choice. These three case studies. for 

exarnple. provide specific examples of the psychological tasks that individuals must negotiate in 

the work reairn. Notable research efforts that have used clinid vignettes, case studies and 

personai stories to uncover the convergence of illness and person in daily life include studies by 

Lysaker and Bell ( 1995). Babout and Harris ( 1995) Davidson and Strauss (1995) and Pettie and 

Trio10 (1999). 

Career Trajectory 

An important aspect of my study is the development of the concept of career tnjectory as 

a framework for intetpting the work experiences of the individual over the life course. Cross 

sectiond frarneworks constrain our understanding of the individual's work life to the here and 

now or. at best. to overly simplistic interpretations of the course of work recovery. The 
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frarnework of career trajectory facilitates our ability to recognize subtle accomplishments. to 

reconceptualize losses in the work realm as active self-learning and to appreciate the ongoing 

influences of a broad specmim of activities throughout the work life. As such it may prove to be 

a particularl y empowering perspective in clinical situations to counteract the pessimism and 

despair that cm engulf both individuals with schizophrenia and their clinicians when considering 

work related issues. 

h addition. it is a particulariy important perspective to consider in the development of 

outcome measurements and evaluation protwols. Wi th their typical focus on objective criteria 

and on time limited outcornes. these evaluations are unable to account for the possibility that an 

individual's engagement in a service today may have a profound influence on an participation in 

ernployment many years later. 

Thoits ( 1994) has argued that research on people in social roles. such as work. has failed 

to appreciate the extent to which changes in vocational status are characteristic of the work Iives 

of the general population. She argues that these changes reflect both learning and growth in that 

they represent Our efforts to actively maintain our health. functiond identities and Our self- 

es teem. 

Person-Work-Environment Transaction 

Consistent with conceptual models that emphasize the transactional relationship between 

the individual and the environment (Law. Cooper, Strong, Stewart, Rigby & Letts. 1996). these 

case studies facilitate an examination of the multiple processes that elicit growth and change in 

the work domain over the course of time. A person-work-environment perspective assumes that 

features of the person and the environmental context of work intenct to shape work performance 
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This interaction is evolutionary. and as demonstrated within the case analyses work participation 

is shaped by the ongoing changes at the level of the person and the environment. 

There has been an absence of research that addresses the ongoing and dynamic nature of 

the individual-environment relationship and how this influences work recovery. Notable 

exceptions include Strong's (1995) ethnobmphic study of the expenences of mental health 

consumers within affirmative businesses. and Strauss and colleagues' ( 1985: 1988) longitudinal 

studies of the evoiution recovery processes within the context of individual-environmentai 

interactions. 

In addition. speculations about recovery have tended to focus priniarily on the individual. 

Studies have attempted to uncover the environmental characteristics that facilitate the work 

performance of individuais with psychiatric disorders (Kirsh. 1996; Akabus. 1994). However. 

my analyses suggest that it is important to focus on the manner in which environmentai feritures 

interact with the individual's experiences with schizophrenia to infhence performance and well 

beins in the work realm. 

An environmental issue that arises as a particular barrier to employment in these case 

studies is the extent to which individuals with schizophrenia expenence limited incomes and 

financial insecunty when they attempt to constitute a work life. My anaiyses r e v d  that a 

combination of several factors contributes to this bleak economic situation, including low paying 

jobs. limitations in the number of hours worked. medication costs. pension disincentives to work 

and inefficiencies in the administration of pensions. These factors have been identified in a 

number of studies focusing on the financial aspects of working with a significant psychiatric 

disorder (Noble, 1998; Polak & Warner. 19% Warner & Polak. 1995). Certainly one of the most 

prevalent features of those case snidy participants who have sustained their work involvement is 
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the extent to which alternate sources of financial support ieave them relatively free from these 

econornic disincentives. 

Work Foundations 

The career history data present an interesting possibility for understanding the inclination 

that some individuals demonsaate towards tenacity and effectiveness in coping actively with the 

chailenses of the work-illness interaction. Research studies have consistently demonstmted a 

positive relationship between early work experÏence and work function in schizophrenia. This 

has typicaily been explained as the benefit of weIl developed work values. and knowledge and 

expenence with work attitudes and behaviours (Anthony & Jansen. 1984; Beiser. Bean. 

Erickson. Zhang. Iacono & Rector. 1994). These interpreutions have been based on the 

assumption that pre-illness status is that of a healthy and socially adjusted individual. 

These case studies have suggested that an important consideration of the pre-illness work 

expenence is the extent to which those individuals who met the criteria for work recovery had 

successfully negotiated ~i~mificant psychiaaic symptomotology without a formal diagnosis or 

psychiatrie interventions. This early experience of coping with facures of mental disorder 

within the work context may have provided a pend of preparation and the skills necessq to 

manage work with complex and disturbing psychotic symptoms. Similady. it may have 

introduced individuals to the psychological tasks of inte=gration- It is possible that these tasks 

may have been more palatabIe when encountered without the burden of the stigmatizing label of 

schizophrenia. 

Schizophrenia and Work Disability 

The potential for individuals with schizophrenia to actively control the symptoms 

associated wi th the illness has received much attention in the mental health Iitenture (see for 
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exarnple Brier & Strauss. 1983; Hatfield. 1989; Harding, Zubin & Strauss. 1992). Strauss ( 1989) 

h a  referred to this as a broad phenomenon encompassing a wide range of ''regdatory 

mechanisms" whereby the individual ". . .consciously or unconxiously-often appears to adjust 

perceptions. interpretations. and actions to maintain a certain level of self-esteem. structure. 

involvement with world. social contact. or analogous goals" Cp. 184). To date most research 

efforts in this area have focused on the individual's efforts to cope with distinct and isolated 

symptoms (Cm. 1988). More recently there have been attempts to understand and differentiate 

the experience of symptorns and coping strategies within the real life context (Wiedl. 1992. Van 

Den Bosch. Van Asma. Rombouts & Louwerens. 1992). Lysaker & Bell ( 1993) stress that while 

there has been an assumed association between the impairments of schizophrenia and work 

function. there is a general paucity of research exarnining the specific nature of work disability in 

schizophrenia. 

This research study supports the idea that the psychotic features of schizophenia are particularly 

difficult to manage within the work context because of their ability to engender intense negative 

affective responses towards benign events and to undermine the interpretation of complicated 

social situations. 

Conclusion: Implications for future research 

The case analyses offer several p s i  bili ties for the direction of future research. For 

example: 

This study has provided new insights into the role that early work experiences may play in 

the vocational outcornes. The suggestion that individuals may negotiate the worker role with 

psychiatrie symptoms before formal diagnosis and treatment requires further research. 
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This study has provided only an initial perspective on the suuggles inherent in intepting 

the self and the disorder within the context of work. Future studies should address the tasks 

of inteption in work recovery and the factors that are likely to promote the reconciliation 

of inteption issues. The issue of disclosure of the illness on the job requires funher 

considention. both with respect to its relationship to intebmtion and the manner in which 

individual's negotiate their self-identities within the context of both disclosure and non- 

disdosure. 

This study offers a conceptual framework for understanding the mechanisms by which work 

participation improves mental health and weil being in schizophrenia that requires further 

empirical investi@on. 

Future studies should address the extent of financial underemployment of individuals with 

schizophrenia and the influence of this econornic hardship on the course of work recovery. 

The processes by which individuals with schizophrenia corne to be recipients of disability 

pensions also requires closer examination. Certainly this study suggests the need to explore 

the factors that lead professionals to recommend disability pensions and the impact of this 

economic status both on the individual's self-identity and on family reiationships. 

The nature of the work-illness interaction requires further investigation. There appears to be 

a need for investigations specificaily addressing the marner in which psychosis presents as a 

work disability. 

Funher research investigating the coping stnte,oies used by individuais with schizophrenia 

within the context of work is required. 

Certainly increasing the number of case studies focusing on work recovery could only 

suengthen our understanding of the processes of work recovery in schizophrenia. However the 
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practical and resource issues related to the case study methodology are daunting and the 

possibility of further gains relative to the expenses of this design require serious consideration 

(Sechrest. Stewart. & Sidani. 1996). This study has espoused the benefits of approaching theory 

development in the area of work recovery from a life course perspective usine quaiitative 

nierhodologies that are grounded in the experience of the individual with schizophrenia. 

Grounded theory rnay prove to be a practical yet powerful approach for furthering the 

conceptual development of work recovery. 
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LNFORlblATION SHEET 

WHAT FACTORS HELP OR HINDER PEOPLE WITH 
SCHIZOPHRENIA IIY RETURNLNG TO WORK? 

This is the central question of a research study to be completed by Terry 
Krupa a PhD student at the University of Toronto. Terry is looking for 
individuals who have k e n  diagnosed with schizophrenia, and are between the 
ages of 30 and 45, who would be interested in participating in this study. 

Here are a few details that may heip you decide if you would like to 
participate: 

Participating in the study will not cost anything. Any expenses, such as 
travel expenses, will be covered by the research project. 

Terry will attempt to get an in-depth picture of each participant's 
experiences with returning to work. 

a The meetings for this study will take place in a private location. 

a Al1 of the information collected during the study will be kept 
confidential. 

Participants can withdraw from the study at any time. 

If you would like more iaforrnation about this study or if you are interested in 
participating in this study please caiï: 

Terry Knipa 
(613) 533-6236 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Title of Proiect: Work Recovery in Schizophrenia 

Researcher : Terry Krupa, Doctoral student at the Ontario Institute for 
Studies in EducatiodUniversity of Toronto 

What is the studv about? 

You are k i n g  asked to participate in a research project. The purpose of this project 
is to increase our understanding of the factors that help people who have been 
diagnosed with schizophrenia to return to work. The project is king  completed by 
Teny Knipa. a graduate student. to meet the thesis requirements of doctoral level 
studies. 

What's involved? 

If you agree to participate in this study you will meet with the researcher, Teny 
Knipa, for several interviews to discuss your experiences in returning to work. You 
will be asked to meet with the researcher on six or seven occasions. You may 
choose the location of the interviews to ensure your cornfort, but the location 
should be quiet and private. Each of these meetings will take about one hour. 
These interviews wiii be tape recorded. In order to get a complete picture of the 
factors that influence retum to work you will also be asked to allow the researcher 
to have access to your hospital or mental health service records. The relevant legal 
consent forms will be completed with you before the researcher accesses these 
records. 
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You are also k i n g  asked to gant permission to interview other people who have 
additional information about your work life. These will only be people that you 
select. 

Participation in the study should not cost you anythng. The researcher wili 
schedule the meetings so that they do not interfere with your work or other 
important daily life events. You wili be given the money to cover any travel costs 
that you rnay incur. Also a cold or hot drink will be available to make you more 
cornfortable dunng the interview. You wiil be offered $80.00 for your participation 
in this study. This is a srnail amount of money to reco+gnize the tirne and effort you 
put in to help complete the study. 

What are the benefits? 

You may not benefit directly from this study. What is learned from the study may 
help in the development of approaches to increase the likelihood that people who 
have been diaposed with schizophrenia are able to return to work. Some people 
enjoy the opportunity to share their experiences. 

What are the risks? 

No risks are expected from this study. Some people feel nervous at the beginning 
of interviews. If you feel uncornfortable during the interviews please let the 
researcher know. You can take a break, or meet at another time. You cm decide to 
end your participation in this study at any time. If there is any question you do not 
wish to answer, just tell the researcher to skip it. 

Will I learn anvthine about the outcome of the studv? 

The researcher wiii provide you with a r o u a  draft of writing where your 
information is featured. You will be asked to review this material. If you like, the 
researcher wiii provide you with a copy of the final written report and explain the 
outcome and conclusions to you. 
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What about confidentialitv? 

Al1 of the information obtained during the course of this study is strictly 
confidentid. You wili be referred to by your first name only during interviews and 
by a pseudonym rather than your personal name on any written information. 
including the final report. Ail of the wrinen and tape recorded information will be 
stored in locked filing cabinets. Only the researcher, a typist. the thesis supervisor 
and cornmittee will have access to your information. Any research reports that 
corne from this study will not identify you. 

It is your decision if you want to take part in this study. You c m  change your mind 
about participating at any time. This will in no way affect any services you receive. 
You may also request, at any time, to withdraw from this study. If you withdraw, 
al1 information about you coiiected by the investigator wiU be destroyed. 

Partici~ation statement 

Terry Krupa has read the above information to me. 1 understand what is involved 
in the study. My questions have all k e n  answered. 1 have had enough time to think 
about whether I want to take part. I am s i m g  this forrn voluntarily. 1 know that 1 
can change my mind and not take part at any time. 1 wiil still receive the best care 
available. If 1 have any more questions 1 will c d :  

Terry Krupa at (613) 533-6236 

If 1 am still concemed about the study 1 will caii: 

Dr. Carol Musselman, Thesis supervisor, at (416) 923-6641 

By sieping this consent form 1 am showing that 1 agee  to take part in this study. 1 
have a copy of this forrn that 1 can keep. 
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Signature of participant Date 

- -  

Name of participant (please print) 

1 have carefully explained to this person the nature of the research study. 1 certify 
that. to the best of my knowledge? the person understands clearly the nature of the 
study. the demands. the benefits and the nsks involved to study participants. 

Signature of researcher Date 
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I Predicted ex~lanations Cïheoretical Rival ex~lanations 
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A 
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L 

Work recovery is best understood from a life 
course perspective. 

Work recovery is related ro the natural 
evolution of the disorder. 

Positive meanings attached to the worker role 
facilitate the individual's ability to negotiate 
the stresses associated with work. 

internai locus of control. self-esteem and 
commi trnent are psychological benefits 
associated wi th work recovery. 

The individuai who experiences work recovery 
has a mild forrn of the disorder- 

A central feature of work recovery is the 
individual's perception that it is possible to 
create a functional self-identity separate from 
the disorder. 

Low demmd jobs are assoçiated with recovery 
in schizophrenia. 

Work recovery is related to a later age of onset 
of schizophrenia. 

Individuais with schizophrenia who are 
employed appraise work as essential to their 
health and well being. 

The individual's perception that valued people 
believe in their potential is a central feature of 
work recovery. 

Short periods of unemployment are associated 
with work recovery. 




